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ABSTRÀCT

Urbanization in this century has affected many aspects of

life in Canadian cities" Quantitatively, the process has

effected population growth and its imbalanced distribution

between the suburbs and the inner city. The suburbs have

experienced considerable growth while the growth in the

inner city has been at best stagnant, if not declining alto-

gether. Qualitatively, the quality of Iife in the inner

city has been declining. The process has profoundly changed

the functions of many urban institutions, not the least of

which are inner city churches. Overshadowed by poor condi-

tions, inner city churches have faced the question of sur-

vival and of purpose. They need to redefine their role and

to renew the strategy of their ministry in the urban neigh-

borhoods. This study, entitled Inner Citv Churches: Their

Role In The Partnership For Neiqhborhood Revitalization,

probes the importance of the church's ro1e in serving the

residents' needs and neighborhood development. It looks at

the struggles underway to develop these churches, the

resources already based in the neighborhoods and in many

cases already working on neighborhood development projects,

as an effective means for neighborhood revitalization.
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To the aut,hor, modern man needs certain supports and aids

to achieve human development and dignity in the rich but

bewildering metropolitan environment. AIso, the key to a

liveable city are the neighborhoods that make it up. These

neighborhoods must find the means of sustaining and renewing

their life if the city is to remain a seedbed of culture"

This study has a different vision. It sees the inner city

as the top priority area in planning the neighborhood where

the poor concentrate. Through three case studies, it exam-

ines the inner city churches as an effective aid to modern

man in his effort to transform the changing metropolis into

a good place to live, and as an emerging aIly for neighbor-

hood improvement. The study further analyses existing prob-

Iems betrveen government and the churches, and looks for

solution. This research provides ideas and techniques for

all those, from urban renewal specialists to ordinary citi-

zens, who are working to keep the inner city neighborhoods

fit places to live. It is a vote of confidence in the abil-

ity of the inner city churches to participate in neighbor-

hood revitalization, and, at the same time, to reflect' human

values. The author is convinced that creative use of church

projects, joined with competent official action, can be the

key to developing strong inner city neighborhoods.



PREFACE

The discovery of effective methods for neighborhood plan-

ning and managing the process of change in inner city neigh-

borhoods has become a crucial task. It is indeed a diffi-

cult task" Neighborhoods grow at a different pace. The

problems generated by that growth multiply and the frustra-

tions of neighborhood residents rise in proportion to the

problems as existing methods of coping with neighborhood

change become less effective.

Às a city planning student and a Christian, I have been

longing to see the churches' participation in the "rescue-

ing" of urban neighborhoods. Lewis Mumford's book The Citv

In Historv further convinced me that churches should share

the responsibility of effecting urban change since they are

always crucial parts of the cities. Howeverr ffiY interest in

probing the churches' role in neighborhood revif-alization

did not emerge until t read two interesting books about two

years ago. The first book is Rebuildinq America'1 Cities:

Roads To Recovery by David C. Sweet and Paul R. Porter" One

of the chapters cites one religious denomination as a major

force in shaping the city development. The next book is The

Resursent Neiqhborhood by James V. Cunningham. The whole

book successfully draws a signíficant relationship between

v1



neighborhood growth and city strength and vitality. rt

investigates the inner city neighborhood, probes its nature'

sees its role in supporting men' and examines some forces,

including local churches and universities, which help estab-

lish a strong urban neighborhood. Upon reviewing all this

literature, I decided that a similar type of research can be

possible in the inner city of Winnipeg" This is how the

study, entitled Inner Citv Churches: Their Role In The

Partnership For Neiqhborhood Revitalization came tobe a

real i ty.

My thesis blankets various research areas' particularly

the nature of inner city neighborhoods, the functions of the

Christian churches, and the relevance of mingling these two

together. It further analyses the existing problems facing

both churches and the government, and finally suggests the

policy guidelines for future actions. In the process of

this intellectual pursuit, I was confronted with some chal-

lenges. First, a wide variety of literature reviews was

required. I had to integrate the theories and information

from personal interviews with church leaders and the govern-

ment officers, church literature, church statistics, neigh-

borhood planning books, census tracts of Canada, and on-site

analysis. Second, some confusing terminologies had to be

defined. In this study, I used both "neighborhood" and

"community" synonymouslyi and aIso, I defined "inner city"

and "core area" equally with respect Èo their physical

vl_ I



boundaries. Third, it v¡as necessary to select only a sample

of churches in Winnipeg, I focused on the leading Christian

denominations, including the Roman Cathotic and Ukranian

Catholic churches, United chruches, Ànglican churches, Bap-

tist churches, Presbyterian chruches, Lutheran churches,

Mennonite churches, Pentecostal churches and Eastern Ortho-

dox chruches. These churches as a whole constitute the

majority of the church buildings and the largest numbers of

church congregations in Winnipeg. Fourth, the selection of

particular churches for three caSe studies waS required" In

this study, I chose Augustine United chruch, St" Andrew's

Elgin United church and the Mennonite Urban Renewal Program

as subjects for the case studies. It is my belief that

United churches, in general, are very involved in their

neighborhoods. These two specific United churches have had

a very outstanding history of the neighborhood involvements.

The Mennonite churches have experienced an accelerated

growth for th past 25 years compared with other denomina-

tions, and their Mennonite Urban Renewal Program reflects

their open attitude toward neighborhood improvement in these

recent years.

There is no doubt that any person who attempts an intel-

lectual research expresses more than just a particular view-

point. Inevitably, individual biases emerge either cultur-

ally or intellectually. This study perhaps proves no

exception. However, this is not an apology, since I believe

v111



that absolute objectivity is not only unattainable but may

be undesirable. Sometimes subjective explorations may stim-

ulate discourse and intellectual growth" Therefore, indi-

vidual bias cannot be always assumed to be negative "

Indeed, the reverse can sometimes be relevant, since acknow-

leging such bias may prove edifying to the following

research "

writing a thesis is definitely an enterprise that is
peculiarly individual and collective at the same time. I

experienced the gratification and the frustration which come

with such an intellectual pursuit. From its inception as an

idea to its completion, I have gone through a tedious pro-

cess which required the help and guidance of many people.

with no exception, I am extremely grateful, and acknowledge

their contributions outright. I thank first and foremost my

advisor Professor Geoffrey Bargh, for his dedicated study of

my work and insightful criticisms. His guidance and

patience r.¡ere excellent. I truly appreciated his interest

and support. Thanks are also extended to my readers, Pro-

fessors Basil Rotoff and Eqil Grislis for their advice and

understanding. They have been active participants in

exploring the themes developed in this study. Without their

help, this study would not be possible"

I am also deeply indebted to Reverend Gaston Vialard of

St. Andrew's EIgin United Church, Reverend Ian MacDonald of

Àugustine United Church, and Mr" Dave Dyck, Chairman of the
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Mennonite Urban Renewal Program Board of Ðirectors, fot pro-

viding some invaluable information about their church

projects. They have been most congenial" The informal com-

ments and reactions from numerous people, Pârticularly Mr"

Tom Yauk of the Department of Environment Planning; Mr. Doug

Martindale of the Stella Mission; Mr" Dudley Thompson of the

Prairie Partnership; Mr. Stan Osaka of the Ikoy Partnership;

and Professor R. Currie of the Department of Sociology, Uni-

versity of Manitoba, were extremely thought-provoking and

most appreciated.

I also most gratefully acknowledge James amd Gwen Chopko'

my Edmor¡ton good friends, who graciously provided me with

financial support throughout the research. They have proven

that "food on the tab1e" and intellectual endeavor can coex-

ist. I fully appreciate their care and support. Special

thanks are extended to E1sie Law who has spent her time typ-

ing the manuscripts of this study. Her diligence and dedi-

cation to the task have generated a 'pIus' factor in the

completion of this work.

Finally of course, and not least, I would like to thank

my family members, particularly my eldest sister Eliza and

brother Raymond, for their support. My highest respect and

heartfelt thanks are given to my beloved parents for their

reassurance and optimism which continually helped me regain

confidence. In the intellectual endeavor like this, they

bear all the costs but derive

them, I dedicate this study.
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TNTRODUCTION:

Chapter I

OBJECTI\TES OF THE RESEARCH

We have the technology
arrive at solutions we
wi11.1

¡ wê know the problerns; to
need a new orientation and

Wa1ter H. Kehm

1 .1 IhITRODUCTION

This chapter will provide the background information and

preliminary discussion for the study. Its objectives wilI

be stated, and the relevant research questions wiIl be dis-
played. FoLlowed is the methodology used for meeting all

the stated objectives. Finally the outline and structure of

the research report will be discussed. Prior to the discus-

sion of the objectives, the role of the planner is investi-

gated in order to draw the significant relationship between

the planner and his responsibility of using the neighbor-

hood-based resources such as church projects.

1 walter H. Kehm,
eqies And Trends
1985), p.60.

Reshapinq Winter Cities: ConcePts,
(ontario: University of waterloo

St rat-
Press,

1-



1.2 ROLE OF THE PLANNER

The planner plays a pivotal role in promoting the ongoing

changes in urban development" Às his title suggests, the

planner's task is to map out a plan of action, and he can

create fundamental change. The planner discussed at this
point usually works within a bureaucratic system be it at

the federal, provincial or city level. Indeed, a concerted

effort between all three is the perfect route. However, the

most appropriate coordinated strategy sti11 remains debata-

ble. The intent here is not to discuss aII types of roles

of the planner, but rather, to expound on the role of the

planner in general, that

effect change.

he is always in a position to

Besides effecting change, his job is to make cities more

liveable. As John Friedmann, Department Head of Urban PIan-

ning at UCLÀ, asserted, planners are engaged in a normative

mission: to rnake life better. In fact, they are much like

the medical profession" The job of physicians is to keep

people healthy and save Iives. By contrast, lawyers are not

fundamentally concerned with bringing justice to an unjust

world, but with procedures. Planners are like lawyers in

this regards. Planners should regard human well-being as

the central focus of planning. However, planners cannot do

the job alone. Making cities more liveable requires not

only agreement on what that means but a1so, once agreement

is reached, coordinating the actions of many other profes-



sional to achieve the goal"2

In order to regard human well-being aS the central focus

of planning, the professional planner requires, among other

thingsr3 an ability to anticipate the needs and desires of

the people. However, it does not mean that strong public

support must be present before action can take place. The

key word "anticipate" implies an ability to make decj.sions

based on insight and perception" It is the plannerrs rol-e

to act professionally on behalf of the citizenry based on

his knowledge of the situation, which should most certainly

be a more educated opinion than that of the public at large.

The planner is much more than a weathervane to public opin-

ion. He must show his strong and unique leadership while

constantly keeping in mind such things as the "economic

realities of our times. "

To anticipate the needs and desires of the people, the

professional planner is encouraged to adopt the innovative

planning approach for achieving these goaIs. John Friedmann

once stated that the innovative planning can give the repu-

tation and future of the planning profession. This planning

process will be democratic rather than hierarchial" It is

John Friedmann, The Education Of Planners: An Imaginarv
I¡te¡¡¿¿eq (t os Angeles: The University Of Calif ornia, Feb-
ruary, 1986), p.1:

Tom I. Gunton, "The Role Of The Professional Planner" @-
adian Public Àdministration. YoI.27, No.3, Fa11 1984,
W.Zgg=+n: Ctmton identif ied eight alternative roles of
lhe planning, including technocrats, public servants' ref-
ereeã, advocates, bureaucrats, state agents, social
agents, social learnersr and social reformers.
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necessary to organize people at the neighborhood level in

order to achieve change. It is the people who are most

knowledgeable about their environment and what they require

to improve their condition. The planner should be a

resource for the neighborhood, and through the application

of his expertise help it to achieve its goals" He should be

avrare of some neighborhood-based resources, such as the

inner city churches advocated in this study, which can help

improve the quatity of Iife within the neighborhood' In

this fashion, theoretical and experiential knowledge will be

amalgamated. a

Being equipped with insight and perception of the loca1i-

ties, education and Ieadership, the professional planner

stilI has to be convincing when working with other profes-

sionals whose roles are Iinked to planning" Chief among

them is the politician who is more visibly accountable for

his actions. New ideas must be accompanied by the planner's

very convincing argument. He must present his case strongly

enough to convince elected politicians that to act upon

these new ideas is to their ov¡n best interest. Politicians,

however, must be willing to listen. If politicians are con-

vinced, the result will be embodied in policy and plan for-

muLation. Following specific policy and direction, other

private professionals can implement the same workable

SchemeS. However, the reverse prOcedure can aIsO be very

4 Robert Conot, The Education Of
les: The University of California

Friedmann (los Ange-WJohn
, 1gg
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effective. If these private professionals promote schemes

that improve the quality of life of the neighborhood through

the positive evidence of the case studies, it will be more

appealing to a politician" Therefore, Private professionals

can also assume a leadership role in the process of neigh-

borhood revitalization.

The planner's roles are many and varied. Hov¡ever' he is

required to assume a fer+ key responsibilities. He is

responsible for effecting positive change in societY, estab-

Iishing more liveable cities" The professional planner

should anticipate the needs and desires of the people which

can be assessed by the innovative planning approach. Neigh-

borhood-based resources such aS the inner city churches in

this study should be utilized by the planner for revitaliz-

ing neighborhood. A,Iso, the successful cases exemplified by

three churches in this study should be used to convince the

politicians about the effectiveness of the inner city

churches on neighborhood revitalization. Nevertheless,

planners continue to be idealists. The goal of planning

likewise remains constant: it is the search for the means

and methods by which the quality of life can be improved and

the "Good Society" can be attained. s The following section

"Objectives Of The Research" is an explanation of the theme

of the study" It is used to convince the planners and poli-

ticians about the important role of inner city churches in

neighborhood revitalization.

s r bid.



1.3 OBJECTI\TES OF THE RESEARCI{

This thesis wiII examine the use of church development

plans and projects as the means and methods by which the

socio-economic characteristics of the neighborhood can be

strengthened, and its qualiLy of Iife can be improved.

Churches can become the emerging aIlies for neighborhood

revitalization in Winnipeg. À reviev¡ of the current Iitera-

ture regarding the neighborhood planning theories, Christian

virtues, the changing role of churches wilI be supplemented

by three in-depth case studies of a local jurisdiction which

bave been successful in giving positive impacts on various

neighborhoods. These case studies attempt to indicate that

different church denominations in I^Tinnipeg are changing

their roles to survive in this changing urban society as

well as serving as a catalyst for neighborhood development.

Their existence not only improves the ambience of the neigh-

borhood but also strengthens the social dimensions necessary

for a weIl-balanced neighborhood planning.

À great philosopher, Àrisiotle, described man as a zoon

politikon: an animal that lives in the city" To him, it

$¡as the experience of a revelation which he had discovered

in human nature: man is a social being, who achieves his

fullness in the city. Another political philosopher' O.

Spenglerr puts it in his own way: "fully developed man is

an animal who builds cities and in such a way that, with

just a little exaggeration, one can say that universal his-
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tory is that of the city dweller."6 The synthesis of these

philosophies suggest that man as a social being is to stay

to live the good cities.

Like the healthy human body, a good city consists of many

functional cells, namely neighborhoods. However' both the

good city and its neighborhoods bear the same tv¡o-sided

responsibility responsibility for developments which have

proved beneficial in their time, but also responsibility for

those which have proved malignant. Whether it will become a

good city is conditional upon the functioning of its neigh-

borhoods. Good neighborhood developments can indeed enhance

the city as a whole. Good neighborhood is dedicated to be

an open laboratory. Its facilities should be committed to

faciiitating for all its people a Iife of vigorous, adven-

turous of their personhoodr âD uninhibited enjoyment of

self, society, and the situation.T These goals have been

attempted to achieve by many professionals such as archi-

tects, engineers and planners throughout the generations.

rn the process of their pursuits, they came up with various

ptanning theories which have become the blueprints for the

ne ighborhood development .

One of the most influential blueprints for the neighbor-

hood development is the Neighborhood unit Concept proposed

by Clarence Perry about sixty years ago. Some planners,

United Church Of Canada,
gl¿ (winnipeg: The united

Ibid. , p. 19.

Dream That I s Not For The Drow-
Jgnl,ElrÀ

Church
'Of 

CanaAa
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charged with responsibility for designing residential envi-

ronments, find traditional "standards" and Perry's neighbor-

hood theory a more convenient and better guide for action.

Indeed, it has become a very common idea of among planners

and influential architectural thinkers. UnfortunatelY, this

popularity further encourages certain percentages of profes-

sionals to retain their allegiance to the importance of the

physical design in planning. Some of them may overlook

building up the social aspects in the midst of their pur-

suits. À good physical environment of Lhe neighborhood does

not necessarily produce good social effect. À weIl-balanced

neighborhood absolutely needs to obtain viable socio- eco-

nomic characteristics which can be accomplished through the

assiStance from the social institutions such as the inner

city churches in this study.

Throughout the centuries, the inner city churches have

had a close relationship with the urban development. In

Canada they played a significant role in the historical pro-

ceSS of the metropolitan developments. They usually estab-

lished their presence during the trading-post or village

phase of a neighborhood's development. The history of the

churches in the urban regions thus shovrs a concentric-ring

typology paralleling the expansion of each neighborhood from

trading post ot metropolis"s The City of Winnipeg can be

used to exemplify the church role in the process of city

developments. The beginning of the history of. Winnipeg was

I Ibid. , p.13.
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also marked 1¡ith the establishment of some churches such as

Knox United Church, St. Andrew's Elgin United Church and Àll

People's Mission. These churches provided their urban min-

istries and directly exerted their positive impacts on the

immediate neighborhoods. In response to the urban growth

and transformation, churches have experienced period of

expansion and decline. Some inner city churches have

renewed their ministry strategies and redefined their role

to meet the needs of the neighborhoods and at the same time

to demonstrate the exerc i se of thei r Chr i st ian vi rtues .

Their present role truly deserves the attention from the

policy-makers including planners and politicians. Their

church renewal projects in the neighborhoods should be wor-

thy of investigation by a1I the professionals related to

planning. In this context the following study will attempt

to answer several research questions.

A, Research Question

1 " How can the inner city churches become shared partners

in neighborhood revitalization?

B. SubsidÍary guestions

1. What is the definition of a neighborhood?

2" What is the key aspect of Christianity which has prompt-

ed the churches to serve the neighborhoods' residents?

3. What does the church ministry mean in the historical

perspective?



4. What is the present role

10

of the inner city churches in

the neighborhoods?

5" What functions do inner city churches have in neighbor-

hood development?

6. What problems do and will they face in the neighbor-

hoods?

7 " r.ihat are the guidelines for f uture actions by the inner

city churches to implement their urban ministries more

effectively?

1 .4 IT'ETHODOLOGy

A. Information

This thesis will require both primary and secondary

research. Secondary research will consist of three main

investigations" The first investigation wilI concentrate on

Iiterature involving the definitions of neighborhood, the

second investigation witl- focus on some key Christian vir-

tues such as "Love your neighbor as yourself," and the final

one will examine the church ministries in the historical
perspectives. The primary research wiIl be divided into two

main parts" First, the existing conoitions of the churches

in terms of the numbers of the church denominations' their
growth and distribution in Ï^finnipeg. This kind of statisti-

cal information is crucial- especially when they are hypoth-

esized as the potential forces for strengthening the nei.gh-

borhoods. Second, three case studies in Winnipeg. The case
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studies will detail the efforts of some inner city churches

which have attempted to advocate neighborhood improvement

through the use of their church renewal plans and projects.

These sucessful cases will help justify the hypothesis that

the inner city churches can have the potential of becoming

the shared partners for neighborhood revitalization.

B. Source Ànd Collection Techniques

The Sources for secondary research will consist mainly of

books, journals, periodicals and reports that pertain to

neighborhood planning, church projects, and church statis-

tics. Recently, there have been several excellent books and

articles published that describe the nécessity of putting

sociology, social science and planning together. Other

Sources include publications of Some church denominations,

detailing their social services and activities in their

respective neighborhood. The primary data collection will

take the form of three case studies. À comprehensive exami-

nation of these case studies will be conducted. On-site

analysis, photograPhY, and site survey wilI help evaluate

the success of these ventures. Through discussions with

church staff , project managers, architects, and city offi-

cia1s, the impact of church projects and the significaant

role of the inner city churches will further be investigat-

ed.
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AnalysÍ s

The analysis will present a synthesis of the information

obtained in the literature search and the analysis of the

three case studies. This synthesis will establish a basis

for the preparation of the policy implications for the

neighborhood improvement" It witl also help formulate the

grridelines for future actions by the inner city churches in

their respective neighborhoods. There is a whole range of

improvement strategies for the neighborhoods in Winnipeg.

However, the recognition of the effectiveness of the church

projects, and the further use of them as one of the means

for revitalizíng neighborhood should largely be a nevr phe-

nomenon. Ultimately, it is hoped that this analysis will

change the planners' and politicians' perception of the

inner city churches.

1 .5 OIITLI}{E OF THE RESEARCH

This study wiIl consist of six chapters. Following the

first introductory chapter, chapter two wilI offer detailed

discussion on the concept of "Neighborhood", its components,

its historical development, and the importance of neighbor-

hood p1an" This chapter is fundamentally crucial since an

understanding of the "Neighborhood" is a prerequisite in the

formulation of any strategies to address neighborhood prob-

lems. Chapter three is a series of discussion on some key

Christian virtues including "Love is the Key", "The Suprema-
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cy of Christian Love" and "Love your neighbor as yourself""

These would help the readers easily interpret and understand

the Christians' beliefs and their consequent commitment to

the neighborhood involvements such as in the inner city of

Winnipeg. Chapter four will attempt to delineate the church

ministries and their changing roles in the historical per-

spective so that the origin and meaning of the existing

role of Winnipeg inner city churches can be traced. The

central argument of this chapter is that churches have been

unceasingly demonstrating their Christian virtues through

their commitment to the neighborhoods regardless of Èhe

changing urban society. Chapter five wiIl examine the three

unique case studies which try to prove that the inner city

neighborhoods are indeed urban entities which meet the

objectives of Christian community action since they provide

the matrix where Christian virtues can be best exercised"

The case studies are also used to illustrate the changing

role of the Christian churches in the urban development. As

weIl, the quantitive analysis of the Christian churches in

Winnipeg between 1963 and '1 988 will be presented so that a

better understanding of their growth and distribution pat-

terns in both suburbs and inner city can be attained" Chap-

ter six will display both positive and negative sides of the

case studies. From there derives the guidelines for future

actions by both the public sector and the inner city church-

es. The final and concluding chapter will present the over-

all conclusions for the whole study'
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1"6 ST'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This research is expected to yield information regarding

the benefits of using church projects as part of a strategy

for effective neighborhood planning. The preparation of

such strategies cannot only be a blueprint for action by the

public sector, but also a catalyst for attracting more pri-

vate development investments into the neighborhoods in the

long run. Many neighborhood development plans are lacking a

focus which can serve aS the "Iinchpin" for the effort. The

use of churches incorporates the social dimension which

indeed may be missing in a conventional neighborhood plan-

ning. The author of this study hopes that the research and

conclusions will be useful to metropolitan cities such as

Winnipeg and will encourage the incorporation of church

projects into the revitalization strategies for the neigh-

borhood development. The policy implications for the neigh-

borhood pJ.anning wiII be the author's suggestions. It is

hoped that this research witl lead to a better understanding

of the inner city churches as shared partners for the neigh-

borhood revitalization in Winnipeg. The next chapter wilI

begin this study with an atternpt to define "Neighborhood"

from different perspectives.



Chapter II
WHÀT IS A NEIGHBOR}IOOD ?

If v¡e are to speak realistically of preconditions
for effective change, it must be recognized that
the neighborhood not the sprawling, anonymous
metropolis - is the key"t

The National Commission
on Neighborhoods

2"1 INTROÐUCTION

The infinite variety of forms manifested by cities has

always appeal-ed to the imagination of men. Different forms

of cities, including the City of tiinnipeg, have one thing in

common: They are not merely a collection of people and

buildings, bu', a mosaic of distinct neighborhoods, each

possessing their own styles, characteristics of residents,

and housing types. Neighborhoods are also the building

blocks of the urban environmentr exemplifying the needs,

issues, and problems existing for its residents. Neighbor-

hoods in this study are considered as urban entities which

meet the objectives of Christian community action since they

provide the matrices where Christian virtues can be best

exercised. The dynarnics of every city, however, are largely

s william M. Rohe
borhoods (ChapeJ.
Carolina Press,

Ànd Lauren B. Gates, Planninq
HitI And London: The Universi

1985), p.3.

wirh Neiqh-
ty Of North

- 15
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on the health of its individual neighborhoods,

recognizing that the physical and social conditions in

neighborhoods can imply the quality of life for urban resi-

dents. The substandard conditions of the inner-city in Win-

nipeg not only exemplify this situation but further mirror

the urgent need for neighborhood improvement"

The economic and physical decline of neighborhoods has

become a widespread phenomenon during the post-war period in

much of the developed world especially in North Àmerica.l0

Às Dentler states, those neighborhoods remaining today exist

"as islands in the sea of national society and culture."I 1

In the past decade, however, an emerging spirit has generat-

ed more positive feelings about the city as a place to live.

Terms such as neighborhood revitalization, neighborhood con-

servation, and neighborhood upgrading imply that the confi-

dence in city neighborhoods may have been regenerated. l 2

Perhaps, the Winnipeg Core Area lnitiative started in 1980

is one of the good examples to reflect this spirit of neigh-

borhood renewal. Also, "Neighborhood power" and "Iocal com-

munity control" are examples of many slogans which frequent-

ly appear in today's nevtspapers, indicating an era of

neighborhood activism. The importance of neighborhoods as

ro william Grigsby Ànd Et
ne ( prr

AI, The Dvnamics Of Neiqhborhood
iladelphia: The University Of Penn-Chanqe And DecIi

sylvania, 1984) , p. r.
1 1 R. A. Dentler, Àmerican Communitv Problems (Nev¡ York

McGraw-Hil-I, 1968), p.47.
12 Phillip r.. Clay, Neiqhborhood Renewal (lexington: D.

Heath & Comp. , 1979) , p.1 .
c.
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the basic unit for understanding and solving many urban

problems has been acknowledged recently by many local

authorities. For instance, the National Commission on

Neighborhoods was created by the U.S" Congress in 1977 as

part of the National Neighborhood Policy Àct.13

"Neighborhood" should also be defined, having established

a relationship between city and neighborhoods and regenerat-

ing a common goal for neighborhood renewal " An understand-

ing of the term "Neighborhood" is indeed a prerequisite in

the formulation of strategies to address neigborhood prob-

lems. The ensuing dicussion wilI focus on the concept of

"neighborhood", its historical development, its components,

and the importance of neighborhood plan.

2"2 THE NEIGHBORHOOD

It is not an easy task to define "neighborhood"" No one

definition has come into widespread acceptance among neigh--

borhood residentsr hêighborhood organizationsr or academic

analysts" Some cities have established their own set of

criteria for the precise detineation of the neighborhood

boundaries. For instance, the City of Winnipeg categorizes

small neighborhood areas (see Figure 1) by six major cri-

teria. First, major transportation routes. Second, rail-

vfays, rivers, and Streams where a lack of convenient cross-

ing creates separaLe patterns of interaction. Third' land

13 Ronald H. Bayor,
And New York: The

Ne i qhborhoods
Kennikat Press

Urban Àmerica (londonw p.-In
,l



WIN N IPËG
AREA
CHARACTERIZAT¡CR{

BOUNDARIES AND
FILE NUMBERS

THE CITY OF WINNIPEG
DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
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Figure 1: Winnipeg Neighborhoods: Boundaries
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use change including the residential, commercial and indus-

trial parks. Fourth, land use intensity change. Fifth'

changing age of development and buildings; and finally,

changing condition of buildings.14 But the task of defining

"Neighborhood" is made more difficult by the fact that peo-

pIe like to use many different geographic scales of neigh-

borhood with no clear definition of each, and not all the

cities have established official geographic boundaries for

their neighborhoods" A1I these situations cause confusion

about the definition of "Neighborhood".1s

The confusion can be further evident by, for instance,

the statement of National Commission on Neighborhoods that

each neighborhood is what the inhabitants think it is. This

statement has two crucial implications.l6 First, a neighbor-

hood's definition varies according to the geographic scales

used by the residents. Second, residents' shared participa-

tion and viewpoints help create and sustain the neighborhood

as a reality for its inhabitants as well as for the larger

community. For instance, residents can use the neighborhood

as a focal point for personal interactions; they develop a

common relationship with some nearby institutions; and per-

haps they hold a common membership in an ethnic group or a

Environmental Planning, Winnipeo Àrea Char-
At1as (winnipeg: Department Of Environmen-
citv of winnipeg, March 1985), p.1 

"

14

15 ,

1416

Department Of
ac ter i zat i on
taI PIanning,

Anthony Downs
ington, D. C.

Ibid., p.13,

Neiqhborhoods Ànd Urban Development (Wash-
rtre erookings Institution, 1981), P"13.
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locaI political group, Nevertheless, it is necessary to

examine the history of neighborhoods before a fuller under-

standing of the term "Neighborhood" is to be attained.

2"3 NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORY

The history of neighborhoods provides insight with

respect to how and why the image or entity of neighborhood

has changed. As James V" Cunningham asserts, "The history

of urban neighborhoods is a long one. The contemporary

neighborhood is more than a survival from rural and small

town America. In part, its roots 90 back to the cities of

Europe, and to the Mediterranean world of antiquity.ttlT The

idea of using neighborhoods as a vray of structuring, order-

ing, and presenting the urban society dates back to the dawn

of civilization. Lewis Mumford once observed that neighbor-

hoods are a "fact of nature" and come into existence when-

ever a group of people share a place. The germ of the con-

cept can be traced as far back as the ancient world"

Neighborhoods were as old as the family system and the kin-

ship network in ancient China" Two thousand years ago' a

Chinese sage, Mencius, defined a good neighborhood as one in

which only eight families reside. The inhabitants would

have to work together, keep each other company, guard their

property against trespassers' aid the sick and help the

weak, and attend private gatherings after the daily work is

17 James v. Cunningham, The Resurgent
Dame: Fides Publishers, Inc., 1965),

Neiqhborhood (Hotre
p.23.
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done.18 The ciÈy was symbolízed in Egyptian hieroglyphs by a

circle circumscribing a formee cross that divides a city

into four quarters or "neighborhoods". In ancient Greece,

neighborhoods were planned with definite and visible bound-

aries as primary instruments of social and religious segre-

gation, in the tradition of Milesian city planning" There-

fore, the new development plan of Thurium (+qg B.C. )

indicated four longitudinal and three transverse arteries

that created ten neighborhood units, each of which was given

to a particular tribe. l s

Lewis Mumford further argued that the concept of neigh-

borhood continued to persist in Roman and medieval cities.2o

Obviously, the concept of neighborhood still persisted in

Roman and medieval ciLies. The Roman towns v¡ere typically

organized in terms of vici or vicinity for administrative

purposes; and each town had its own neighborhood centers and

markets. The "guarters" of the medieval towns were devel-

oped as autonomous units; and each unit had its own neigh-

borhood centers, markets, and sometimes its own water-supply

systems. Atthough the medieval city quarters were not as

meticulously planned physically as their Greek predecessors'

'I I

t9
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Hans Blumenfeld, The Modern Metropolis (Massachusetts:
The M. I .T. Press , 197?) , p"176.

Lewis Mumford, The Citv In Historv: Its Oriqins, Its
Transformations, And Its Prospects (New York: Harcourt,
Brace And World, 1 961 ) , p.1 93,

Lewis Mumford, " The Neighborhood And The Neighborhood
Unit ", Town Planninq Review, YoI.24 ( 1953-54),
pp.256-270.
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they had a physical focal point, a sense of place, and quite

often¡ âD identity derived from t.he overlapping organization

of parishes.2 I

From the historical overviews' it is clear that spatial

concepts have been widely used to create urban communities.

Physical units have been purposely created to separate peo-

ple by family, caste, or ethnic background; and sometimes,

they have been created as a result of some urban activities.

Nevertheless, "natural" neighborhoods were often created

based on shared occupation, religion, and social networks in

the cities of antiquity.22

The previous discussion helps the readers trace the roots

of the concept of "neighborhood" as far back as to the

antiquity. For all practical purpose, the contemporary

neighborhoods emanate from different strands of theoretical

and practical work undertaken aS early aS the nineteenth

century. The ensuing paragraphs wilI highlight some major

neighborhood movements during the past two centuries, from

which, the changing images of neighborhood can be delineat-

ed.

21

22

Lewis Mumford, The Citv In Historv,

Tridib Banerjee And WilIiam C. Baer
hood Unit (¡lew York: Plenum Press '

p.301,

, Beyond The Neiqhbor-
1984), p.18.
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2"3"1 fhe Settlement House Approach Concept

The political and social theorists of the nineteenth cen-

tury, reacting to the onslaught of industrialism, frequently

sought to express and achieve their alternative forms of

social and industrial organízations in "planning units" or

"social neighborhoods". Conseguently, the social settlement

movement evolved out of the reform-minded spirit of the late

nineteenth century.

The origins of the settlement house movement date back to

the opening of Toynbee HalI in the Whitechapel area of East

London in 1884. Samuel Barnett, vicar of the Whitechapel

church, intended to help the poor, and sought support from

the professors and students at Oxford and Cambridge univer-

sities. Subsequently, a committee of university professors

and other interested individuals was formed, to solicit

funding for the first settlement house" This settlenent

functioned Iike the contemporary neighborhood centre. The

settlement house concept was quickly introduced to the Unit-

ed States, The first settlement in the U.S.À. was estab-

Iished in New York in 1886 by Steven Coit, and later, many

settlement houses were opened in Boston, Pittsburgh, PhiIa-

delphia, Chicago, and other cities. By 1930 there were 160

settlements in the united States.23

23 wiiliam M. Rohe And Lauren B. Gates, Þ.14.
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The popularity of the settlement house movement vras

largely attributable to the Industrial Revolution. The rev-

olution caused two major impacts. First, it created prob-

lems of increased congestion, over-crowding, and unsanitary

conditions in working-cIass areas of cities" The result was

high rates of morbidity, disease, and crime" Second, it

brought a nev¡ awareness of the important role of science. A

group of reformers who had a strong conviction that science,

blended with christian fellowship, could be used to solve

the problems created by the rapid industrialization.

Reformers used the settlement house movement to address the

problems of urban poverty, illiteracy, iIl health, and crim-

inal behavior.2a In their word, a strong emphasis on educa-

tion and the appreciation of art, Iiterature, dance, and

music. Like the modern neighborhood centre, the settlement

house sponsored social activities, clubs and athletic pro-

grams suitable for all age groups, and focused on the local

community as a means of addressing urban problems.2s This

early form of neighborhood planning focused on the analysis

of existing conditions, and on the Iocal community as an

important social unit. To the reformers, the neighborhood

Ì¡as primarily defined as a social entity. rt was an area in

which people of the same social class and ethnicity resided,

and the area did not have clear boundaries.26 In general,

24 rbid.,
25 r bid. ,

26 rbid.,

p.1

p. r

p.1

4.

5.

7.
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orthe neighborhood was

ethnic area around the

operationally defined as the poor

settlement house. (see Figure 2\
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2"3"2 The Garden Citv Movement

Ànother major planning movement occurred at the beginning

of the twentieth century, namely Ebenezer Howard's Garden

City Movement. The movement exerted a great influence on

Perry's Neighborhood Unit Theory. It y¡as the culmination of

a multitude of suggestions and experiments which attempted

to erase the tragic ugliness of human life nurtured within

the urban communities during the nineteenth century. Those

experiments were inclined toward the housing and moral stan-

dards of the working classes. Howard's theory was to advo-

cate and outline the nature of a balanced community and to

suggest the necessary steps to be taken to address the prob-

lems of an iIl-organized and disoriented society. He con-

demned the overgrovrn and over-congested metropolis which was

characterized by its slums, and ill-sorted and misplaced

industries.2T He held a strong conviction that the Garden

Cities could be alternatives to the metropolis, He assert-

ed:

The simple issue to be faced, and faced resolute-
Iy, is: Can better results be obtained by starting
on a bold plan on comparatively virgin soil than
by attempting to adapt our old cities to our newer
and higher needs? thus fairly faced, the question
can only be answered in one way I and when that
simple fact is well grasped, the social revolution
will speedily commence. 28

27

28

Ebenezer Hov¡ard, Garden Cities Of
& Faber , 1945) , p.21 

"

Lawrence Haworth, The Good Citv
University Press , 1963) , p.1 04.

Tomorrow (london: Faber

(¡loomington: rndiana
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A Garden City: âs Howard defined it, is a "Town designed

for healthy tiving and industry; of a size that makes possi-

ble a full measure of social life, but not larger; surround-

ed by a rural belti the whole of the land being in public

ownership or held in trust for the community."zs He gave a

conceptual description of Garden City" (see Figure 3) Cir-

cular in shape, his ideal town for 30r000 inhabitants v¡as to

be divided into six equal parts or wards by six magnificent

boulevards each 120 feet wide, traversing the city from

centre to circumference. In the centre I{'aS a circular Space

containing a beautifut and well-watered garden, Surrounded

by a series of the larger public buildings. A public park

composed the next ring, situated for easy access by all town

citizens whiIe, outside the park, a ring containing well-

built houses was situated. On the outer ring v¡ere facto-

ries, warehouses, markets, etc., all facing the circle rail-

way. Each of the six r+ards contained an ample open spacer a

school, a church and some shops, and the boundaries of each

ward vfere to be the major radial roads of the town.30 This

Garden City Concept offered a pioneering start for the later

Neighborhood unit Theory.

OveraIl, the Garden City movement truly exerted a great

influence on the later neighborhood planning theories, spe-

cifically the Neighborhood unit Theory. The concept

redeemed the urbanized communities with its renewed and

Howard , þ.26.

Ibid, , p.51 -55.

29
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Figure 3: The Garden City Concept

Source:Ebnezer Howard, Garden Cities Of Tomorrow (London:
Faber & Faber, 1946).
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refreshed ideas of living.

2.3,3 Neiqhborhood Unit Theorv

During the early 1 900s many reformers suggested the adop-

tion of regulations such as subdivision and zoning by-Iaws

to control new development. However, these regulations were

not adopted until Clarence Perry who, in 1929, provided a

widely accepted normative template applicable to smaII-scale

development offering the promise of safe, healthy, and

socially satisfying urban development. The template was

well-known as The Neighborhood Unit Concept, and published

in The Plan of New York and lts @.31

According to Perry, a neighborhood unit is "that area

which embraces all the public facilities and conditions

required by the average family for its comfort and proper

development within the vicinity of its dwetlings."32 It vlas

intended to be both a unit of the larger whole, âs well as

an entity unto itse1f.33 His ideal neighborhood unit had

five distinct qualities Iisted. below:34

william M. Rohe And Lauren B. Gates, P"23.

Clarence Perry, Housins For The Machine Aqe (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1939), p.209.

James Dahir, The Neiqhborhood Unit Plan - Its Spread À{td
Àcceptance (New York: RusselI Sage Foundation, 1947) ,
p.34.

Perry r pp .213-220.
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1. The residents could form a community association that

would provide necessary social services, and maintain their

desired level of quality of Iife in the neighborhood.

2. A community of primary group associations with face-to-

face relations v¡ould be promoted, thereby helping to regain

some sense of community.

3. À suitable environment for promoting the proper values

in one's children would exist where the shared values of the

community would reinforce those of the parents. Às a

result, a greater measure of educational control and social

integration into society's vrays could be achieved.

4. The close scrutiny of members of one's primary group

could'be formed so as to create a form of social control of

individual behavior as well as to compel conformity.

5. The encouragement of participation in local cultural and

political affairs would be a training ground for the devel-

opment of larger loyalties to city and nation.

For Perry and others concerned with the design of ne!{

residential areas, the neighborhood was a physical entity

that produced certain social impacts. In order to create

his ideal neighborhood, Perry had outlined six principles

and standards of neighborhood design. The first fuII state-

ment of these principles appeared in the Reqional Survev of

New York and Environsr3s as follows:

35 Clarence Perry, "
Survev Of New York
mittee On Regional

The Neighborhood
Ànd Environs, Vo1
PIan Of New York,

Unit ", À Reqional
. 7 (¡lew York: Com-
1929), pp.22-1a0.
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1" Size. The residential unit should provide housing suf-

ficient to efficiently populate one elementary school. The

area of the unit would depend upon its population density.

It l¡as hoped that a 1/2 mile radius v¡ould be the distance

from the center of the unit to its circumference.

2" Boundaries" The unit should be bounded on aII sides

either arterial streets, sufficiently wide to facilitate i

bypassing, instead of penetrat,ion, or by buffers such

railroad tracks or parks"

3. Open Spaces" À system of small parks and recreation

spaces, planned to meet the needs of the particular neigh-

borhood, should be provided.

4" Institutional Sites. Institutional buildings providing

educational and social services to the neighborhood should

be grouped at the center. It was even suggested that the

school, the community center, the library, and the church

should be grouped together in the center which could serve

as the focal point for local celebration"

5. Local Shops. One or more shopping districts, adeguate

for the population to be served, should be made available in

the circumference of the unitr prêferably at traffic junc-

ticns and adjacent to similar districts of adjoining neigh-

borhoods.

6. I nternal- St

by

ts

as

should be built
should discourage

c i rculat ion "

reet System. Àn internal street system

proportional to their traffic load. They

through traffic but facilitate internal
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These six principles of neighborhood design defined the

physical form of Perry's ideal neighborhood. (see Figure 4)

In short, the neighborhood unit vtas used as the solution to

a number of physical, social, and political problems by pro-

viding common recreational and commercial facilities.

These r âs Perry thought, would encourage neighboring,

friendship formation, and participation in community

affairs. ÀImost from its inception, the concept has gained

wide acceptance. It has become a "sine qua non" in early

Èown planning theoryr ôs well as shaping and directing town

planning in many countries around the world such as the

British New Towns, VaIIingby in Sweden, Sputnik in Russia,

Radburn and Reston in the United Statesr36 Brasilia in Latin

America, Sasolburg in South Africa, Elizabeth in Àustra-

liar37 rn Canada, some new towns are specially built to sup-

port a major industrial plant, research institutions and

medical centres. Kitimat, British Columbia and Deep River,

Ontario are such new towns, which have been associated with

a major industry such as alumimum in the former and atomic

energy in the latter.38 These nev¡ towns are purposely built

on remote sites and controlled by the resident corporation.

They only cater to company employees and families. It is

36 Suzanne KeIler, The Urban Neiqhborhood:
Perspective (New York: Random House , 1968

37 Gilbert Herbert, " The Neighborhocd Unit
Organic Theory ", American Socioloqical
1963), pp.165-212.

3 I N. Pressman, "New towns",
No.2, Þ.12.

À Socioloqical
) , p.127 .

Principle And
Review Z (;uty

Contact, June 1972, Vo1 " 3.
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Figure 4: The Neighborhood Unit ConcePt

"The Neighborhood Unit"
1929.

Req i ona ISource:CIarence Perry,
Survev Of New York And Its Environs, Vol.7,
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argued that these industrial new towns, established in areas

of declining or no employment in primary production, can

provide jobs and thus an alternative to out-migration.3s The

impact of the neighborhood unit concept, however, v¡as far

and wide. In fact, the few basic components of the concept

such as the elementary school, open space, convenient shop-

ping, community centre, and safe roads are stilI strongly

emphasized in the present neighborhood design in North Àmer-

ica. (see Figure 5)

39 David C. Walker, Urban Growth: Choices For Manitobans
(winnipeg: The Institute Of Urban Studies, 1975), p.122.
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Figure 5: Present Example Of Neighborhood
America

Design In North
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2"3"& The Communitv Àction Approach

Ebenezer Hor¡ard's Garden City Concept, Clarence Perry's

Neighborhood Unit Theory and the subsequent New Town Concept

were all attempts for neighborhood planning at new communi-

ties, whereas the Community Àction Àpproach is concerned

with existing cities" The Community action Àpproach for

neighborhood planning was introduced in the late 60s in the

U.S.À. as a means of helping urban and rural communities to

mobilize their resources to combat poverty. Its existence

was the result of several incidents" First, the Great

Depression and World War II helped consolidate the view that

the public sector should have the responsibility to upgrade

the welfare of every individual in society. Second, the

failure of coping with the existing needs of inner-city
neighborhoods by the government. The public sector did lit-
tIe to address the longstanding urban problems of poverty,

unemployment, and crime in the inner-city. The urban renew-

al program further resulted in the razing of a large section

of physically deteriorated areas rather than the identifica-
tion of a comprehensive solution to tackle t.he broader range

of urban problems" Finally, two federally funded programs,

namely the Ford Foundation's Gray Areas Projects and the

PresidenL's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency, set the path

for the Community action Approach. These two programs were

important in the evolution of federally initiated community

action in that they put a strong emphasis on demonstrations
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and innovations which could address urban problems in a com-

prehensive and coordinated manner.4o

The Community Action Program was officially created in

1964 in the U.S. with the backing of President Johnson" The

sole purpose of the program $ras to assist urban and rural

communities in mobilizing their resources to combat poverty.

Community action agencies provided the neighborhoods with a

wide variety of social services, job training and employment

counseling services, They v¡ere also designed to be indepen-

dent of city haII" Their governing bodies were composed of

representatives from a wide variety of institutions, along

with a high degree of citizen participation. The neighbor-

hood began to be perceived as an important "po1itical enti-

ty", recognizing that the Community action Àpproach called

for maximum feasible participation of. members of groups and

areas served. Consequently, neighborhood organízations had

more freedom to select representatives to serve on the plan-

ning board. In some instances, such organízaEions played

significant roles in determining the nature of the neighbor-

hood planning programs.4 1 This Community action Approach

indeed further encouraged the practice of the Christian

urban ministry in the neighborhoods throughout the decades"

40

41

WiIIiam M. Rohe And Lauren

Ibid. , p.36.

B. Gates, Þp.33-35.
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A historical review of neighborhood planning illustrates

that neighborhoods have been sculptured by four major neigh-

borhood planning approaches throughout the past century"

Each approach has emphasízed a different aspect of the

neighborhood. The Settlement House Approach viewed neigh-

borhood as a social entity, and focused on social dimension

of the neighborhood" ÀIso stressed was the importance of

positive neighborly relations to solve the problems of pov-

erty" The Garden City Movement was the social reformist's

movement. It viewed neighborhood as the physical entity,

and emphasized the importance of a beautified physical envi-

ronment as a solution to urban problems. The Neighborhood

Unit Àpproach also viewed neighborhood as a physical entity,

and emphasized that the physical dimension of the neighbor-

hood could induce positive social relations. Finally, the

Community Action Approach emphasized neighborhood as a

political entity, and advocated citizen participation as a

means of addressing urban poverty.

The history of neighborhoods provide a clear concept of

neighborhood, which involves both physical and social struc-

tures. This concept indeed resolves the ambiguity concern-

ing the meaning of neighborhood pointed out by Suzanne KeIl-

êrr a sociology professor at Princeton University:

From the start planning for the neighborhood unit
was both a social a planning concept. It also had
several, somewhat incompatible, objectives.....
On the one hand, it v¡as to provide convenience and
comfort and direct, face-to-face contact in order
to restore some sense of community that had been
disturbed or destroyed by the specialization and
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segmentalization of urban Iife. On the other
hand, however, it v¡as also to constitute a special
subpart of a larger, more complex totality"42

The combination of these two aspects, including physical

and social structure, confirms the contemporary widely-ac-

cepted fact that neighborhood are geographic units within

which certain social relationships exist. Neighborhoods,

therefore, consist of both physical and social components.

2.4 NETGHBORHOOD COMPONENTS

Although agreement exists regarding the central elements

of the concept of neighborhood, there is still great vari-
ability regarding the precise nature of its physical and

social components.

these issues"

The following discussion wiIl address

2,4.1 Phvsical Components

From the physical perspective, the neighborhood is an

area or place within a larger entity. It has either physi-

cal or symbolic boundaries, or perhaps a unique combination

of both. These two boundaries usually reinforce each other;

the physical unity promotes symbolic unity, and symbolic

boundaries always accompany the physical ones. From bound-

aries evolve streets, railway Iinesr or parks which separate

off an area and its inhabitants from other neighborhoods in

some distinctive v¡ays. The importance of the neighborhood

42 rbid., p.15.
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is often measured by the location of the neighborhood and

the qualities associated with it. For instance, whether or

not the community is perceived as conveniently accessible to

essential services such as work, shopping, schooling, and

recreation.a3 Each neighborhood possesses a unique spatial

and aesthetic identity and texture, based on concentrations

of buitdingsr land use and facilities, and their associated

impact on densities, Iiving conditions, and open spaces"

Some basic services such as water supply and police and fire
protection also affect the quality of life within the neigh-

borhood"aa Above all, the combination of physical character-

istics, facilities, and services can, to a large extent,

determine the level of comfort and security, and the reputa-

tion of the neighborhood.

2.4.2 Social Components

Às mentioned previously, both physical and scciai bound-

aries interact and reinforce each other. Within the physi-

cal and symbolic boundaries, a neighborhood contains resi-

dents sharing a common environment. This shared experience

in a common setting nurtures a certain collective character,

which aifects and reflects people's feelings about living

there, and the mutual or inter-relationships the residents

establish. In examining the characteristics of neighbor-

hoods, a major difference exisÈs between sociologists and

43

44

Ronald

rbid.,
H. Bayor, p.9.

p.9.
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some physical planners. Sociologists emphasize the impor-

tance of the symbolic and cultural aspects of neighborhoods,

particularly the meaning attributed to the neighborhoods by

the residents. On the contrary, physical planners are more

likely to focus on the importance of the physical aspects of

neighborhoods.as According to Suzanne Ke11er, "the sociolo-
gical conception of neighborhood emphasizes the notion of

shared activities, experiences and values, common loyalties
and perspectives, and human networks that give an area a

sense of continuity and perspective over time."46 By sociol-
ogical definitions, therefore, the concept of neighborhood

is variable in its territorial implications, both in time

and space. Great variability exists among the multiple

dimensions of the neighborhood, whether it is defined in

terms of activity and awareness, delineated according to

values, loyalties and perspectives, or by networks of social

interaction. Indeed, the planning response to this kind of

diversity of the social dimensions of neighborhood needs to

contribute to the kind of vitality and dynamism found in

some cities and is absent from others"

The combination of these social and physical components

produces a variety of diverse neighborhood characteristics.
RonaId H. Bayer therefore suggested that the neighborhood

45

4b

Ibid. , p.'10.

AIan Richman, A Review Of The
cepts Of The Neiqhborhood Às A
dential Environments (Chapel Hi
Caro1ina, Jan. 1977), p.7.

SociaI And Phvsical Con-
Basis For Planninq Resi-
11: University of North
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may be characterized as:47

1. A physical-ly delimited area having an ecological posi-

tion in a larger area, and some physical characteristics
resulting from (a) natural geographic conditions, and (b)

the effects of particular activities and usages. Sociolo-

gists from the "Chicago School" usually refer to these areas

as ttnatural areastt.

2. Àn area containing a wide variety of facilities, ameni-

ties, services and transportation which can be available for
use to both local residents and outsiders. In the latter
case, a neighborhood is considered to have a special func-

tional role in the organization of a tov¡n or even city"
Indeed, if outsiders use a particular neighborhood for rec-

reational, business, religious, or cultural purposes, the

use of neighborhood facilities itself may be a significant
determinant of neighborhood identity.
3. Àn area representing certain social values both for the

residents as well as for the larger community. Those social
values have different priorities for different individuals

and groups, and therefore have different degrees of impact

in the community.

4. Àn area highly influenced by a cluster of human and

environmental forces, working in and out an area to give it
a special atmosphere. A special type of neighborhood such

as an immigrant ghetto, a middle class suburb, or a skid row

area emits a special aura that affects how the area looks

47 Ronald H. Bayor, p.11.
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and hovr people from both inside and outside perceive the

area" AlI of the afore¡nentioned four characteristics have

been included in one term - neighborhood" However, every

neighborhood needs a neighborhood plan to guide its develop-

ment, and to address issues in a neighborhood. with such

neighborhood planning, a neighborhood cannot be adequately

defined, hence its development may be inhibited.

2"5 NEIGHBOR}IOOD PLANNING

À "Neighborhood PIan" is a tool in every neighborhood

planning. It is a crucial vehicle in the formulation of

appropriate str.ategies to guide development, and address

issues in a neighborhood. A "Neighborhood plan" may cover

more than one neighborhood, with a few neighborhood groups

working toward the development of the entire area. The

scale of neighborhood plans varies. Some plans are essen-

tially smaIl-scaIe, comprehensive plans which include all

elements of physical, economic, social, and even political

development at a neighborhood level. Other neighborhood

plans focus on the neighborhood's most serious problems and

work on strategies for their resolution. Some neighborhood

plans are project-oriented, involving the undertaking of

special projects such as neighborhood commercial revitaliza-

tionr or an impact study of a new shopping center or a nevr

traffic system.aB

48 Joel T.
PIann i ng
Amer ican

Werth and David Bryant,
", Planninq Àdvisorv

Planning Association, 1

" À Guide to Neighborhood
Service (Chicago: thee7ñ.
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In theoryr D€ighborhood planning is very crucial to the

relationship between neighborhood and individual behaviour.

(see Figure 6) Human behaviour, to some extent, is influ-
enced by the environment" Certain behaviours may result in

an alteration of the physical environment, especially if the

environment is a human artifact, particularly a neighbor-

hood" Thus, the modification of stimuli is possible through

neighborhood planning, affecting both the physical condition

of a neighborhood and human behaviour" Planning is made

more important by the fact thaL its goal is to address the

needs of the people proximate to the area, along with devel-

oping the physical layout of the environment.as In general,

neighborhoods should be built for man, and no man for neigh-

borhoods.

From a practical perspective, neighborhood planning has

several positive factors which would encourage the develop-

ment of neighborhood spirit and identity. First, neighbor-

hood planning is more responsive to local characteristics,
desires, and problems. Planning provides a mechanism for
locaI residents to congregate and develop ideas to resolve

their own problems, hence, it encourages citizens to partic-

ipate in the local planning process. Second, when the plan-

ning process is more action or projected-oriented, more

local physical improvements will occur, along with an

increase in the political involvement in the planning

4 s J. Douglas Porteous,
pines: Addison-Wesley
pp.12-13.

Envrrp¡rne¡! & Behavior (pfri.flip-
Þuuflõlns cõrnpããffiã., 1e77) ,
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Figure 6: Interaction
Plann ing

Of Environment, Behaviour, And
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scheme. Citizens in the neighborhood therefore 'r¡iI1 have

greater incentive for advocating and supporting locaI plan-

ning efforts" Third, the planning process is expected to

increase local interaction, and the sense of community in

neighborhoods, thus enhancing the social support and social

control functions of the urban neighborhood. Fourth, the

progress also broadens the purview of city planning and pro-

vides an opportunity for citizens to influence the nature of

the services to their local area. As a result, it improves

the public services in the neighborhood.so

2"6 SI'MMARY ÀND CONCLUSIONS

The previous discussion has examined the general nature

of the neighborhood concept. Past research, horvever, indi-

cates that the definition of neighborhood has changed con-

siderably, dependent on the time period and social situation

of the neighborhood. Therefore, many definitions exist for

"neighborhood". In this study, neighborhood is a physically

defined entity in which a common bounded territory is named

and identified by residents. AÈ- Ieast one institution is

identified in the area, and at least one common tie is

shared. This common tie may be shared community facilities,

public spaces, or social institutions. The neighborhood is

also recognized as a small, subunit of the city, existing at

a scale between the individual house and the city.

so f^Iilliam M. Rohe And Lauren B. Gatesr pp.52-62.
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In general, neighborhood planning is a crucial vehicle in

the development of a neighborhood as an entity, along v¡ith

serving as a counter-force against the decline of urban

neighborhoods. Unfortunate is the fact that a large propor-

tion of old urban neighborhoods have become less desirable

and many are badly dilapidated. The quality of public

facilities and services has al-so suffered. Neighborhood

planning is thus an essential component in the improving of

neighborhoods, and the urban environment as a whole.

The final and most important conclusion is that the

improvement of neighborhood socio-economic characteristics
through active neighborhood-based programs should be consid-

ered one of the main objectives in neighborhood planning of

whatever scaIe. The importance of neighborhood socio-eco-

nomic characteristics to the neighborhood can be analogous

to that of soul and personality to a human being. They are

very decisive to one's existence. Without a "soul", a

neighborhood, regardless of its physical infrast.ructure,

cannot be clearly identified or defined as any distinguished

entity. In addition, the most recent trend indicates that
greater citizen participation and greater social institu-
tions' involvement frequently take place in neighborhood

improvement programs. In this study, the neighborhood is

regarded as an urban entity which meets the objectives of

the church neighborhood action since it provides the matrix

where Christian virtues can be best exercised. The neigh-
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borhood improvement programs by churches can help neighbor-

hood revitalization. The ensuing chapter wilI examine a

number of the church phitosophies regarding neighborhood

involvement, and their perceived role function in a neigh-

borhood.



LOVE:

Chapter III
AN EXPRESSION OF CHRISTIANITY

I have given no definition
impossible because there is no
which it could be defined.sr

of love. This
higher princ iple

1s
by

PauI Tillich

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this study, the Christian churches are categorized

into three major groups, namely Eastern Orthodox, Catholic

and Protestant Churches. These Christian churches have been

serving Winnipeg neighborhoods in a multitude of ways.

Their loving, caring and serving attitudes which are derived

from their religious principles indeed make them different

from other social institutions. Their unique v¡ays of commu-

nity involvement and neighboring promote people's awareness

of their existence in the neighborhoods" without under-

standing their religious principles, however, it would be

difficult to identify and distinguish between the services

offered by these Christian churches and those of other

social institutions. The subsequent theological discussions

on church prinicples, including "Love is the Key", "The

Supremacy of Christian Love" and "Love your neighbor as

s1 Paul Tillich,
ty Of Chicago

The ProtestanL Era (Chicago:
presãF¿e), pf6-o
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quent community involvement in Winn
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interpretation and under-

beliefs and their conse-

ipeg neighborhoods"

3"2 LOVE IS THE KEY

For the Christian churches, the Bible is the basis of

religíous belief notwithstanding its mysterious origin and

diversity of the books it comprises. The books of the Bible

are compiled with one great message: The immortalization of

God's Love" Thus, love has become the key of the churches'

basic principle. It is the key which serves as both their
guiding star and their spiritual dynamic.

"Love" is the translation of the Greek word, &æ. mean-

ing "se1f-giving" or "outpouring 1ove". It has nothing to

do with desire or craving of any kind, and in this respect

it is sharply distinguished from, and even opposed to, eros

or love as conceived by Plato and by Greek philosophy. This

love is for God as well as for neighbor" The term of love

is commonly employed to describe the character of the Chris-

tian life.52 Love is also the basic moral law in the real

Christian world which is a world of mutually dependent

beings and of interacting moral beings. It is recognized as

a universal law. It binds all moral orders and beings

together. It is treasured as of a great value for all per-

s2 Edward LeRoy
York: Oxford

Long, Jr. ,
University

A Survey Of Christian Ethics (Uew
Press , 1967) , p.37 .
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sons, human and superhuman.s3

Äccording to the Christian churches, the importance and

value of love are indeed mentioned by some key people in the

Bible. In Mark 12, Jesus was asked, "Which is the chief

commandment?" But Lord Jesus was very confident to answer,

"Thou shalt love the Lord thy god with all thy heart, and

vrith all thy mind," and "thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself. " On another occasion, the Apostle Paul preached to

the Galatians that love always comes first in the list of

the fruits of the Spirit, and in his immortal hymn to love

he put it above both faith and hope as he said, "Now abideth

faith, hope, Iove, these three; and the greatest of these is

Iove."54 However, love in the New Testament is not merely

the greatest of human virtues, but the inmost attribute of

God Himself. Here comes the Christian conviction that God

is love. I^iith reference to this aspect of the Christian

ethic there can, therefore,

out as a sparkling force in

be no question that love stands

the Christian community.

Many Christian churches like to quote I Corinthians

13:2-3 which sayr "And though I have the gift of prophecy,

and understand all mysteries, and a11 knowledge; and though

I have all faithr so that I could remove mountains, and have

not love, I arn nothing. And though I bestow all my goods to

feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned, and

53 Àlbert C.
(Hew York:

1Þ1d., p. ll

Knudson Princi

54 o

of Christian EthÍcs
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have not love, it profiteth me nothin9." The decisive word

here is clear enough: Iove" That is the important message.

glithout love everything shatters apart" with love, every-

thing is united and pleasing to God.ss However, in love man

by no means gains his infinite spiritual value and even

obtains his share in the divine essence. What the most

important point is that love is simply the requirement of

obedience and shows how this obedience can and ought to be

practised in the concrete situation in which man is bound by

his fellow countrymen.sG Love thus becomes not only the dai-
Iy exercise of Christians but also a specific standard for

the Christian life. In the New Testament, the Àpostle PauI

suggested concrete and explicit standards for the Christian

life as he said in the Book of Galatians:

Now the works of the flesh are plain: immorality,
impurity, licentiousness, idolatry, sorcery, enmi-
ty, strife, jealousyr cârousing, and the Iike. I
warn your as I warned you before, that those who
do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of
God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love , joy,
peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, self-control; against such there is no
Iaw. "57 (calatians 5:19-24)

Love once again is emphasized and calls for the firsù atten-
tion. In the Gospels and the Epistles love is the absolute

ethical norm. It is clearly the chief of New Testament

duties and virtues. This love is the hallmark of the chil-

ss Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics (London: S. C.
1955), p.49.

s6 Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus And The word (New York
Scribner's Sons Ltd., 1958), p.115"

M" PreSS,

: Charles

Ethics (uin-
pp.21-22 .

57 George wolfgang Forell, History Of Christian
neapolis: Augsbury Publishing House, 1979),
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dren of God. It is theref ore qualif ied to be t.he key of the

church basic principle"

3,3 THE SUPREMACY OF CHRISTIAN LO\TE

Love is patient, Iove is kind, and is not jealous;
Iove does not brag and is not arrogant, does not
act unbecomingly; it does not seek its own, is not
provoked, does not take into account a wrong suf-
fered, does not rejoice in unrighteousness, but
rejoices with the truth; bears aII things,
believes all things, hopes all things. Love never
fails; but if there are gifts of prophecy, they
will be done away; if there are tongues, they will
cease; if there is knowledge, it will be done
avJay (t Corinthians 13:a-8)

The aforementioned thought-provoking quote truly sheds a

Iight on the premier teacher of Christianity. It is an

undying expression

is more potent for

of Jesus' doctrine of Heavenly Love. It
the building of the Church than âoy, or

all, of the various manifestations of God's povrer. Love

represents the Church's most effective v¡eapon. without this
Iove all the various Gifts of the Spirit are of

Love implies the perfection of human character;

the most powerful ultirnate force in the universe.

Thi rd, love

fessor Joseph Fletcher stated it in the Harvard oivinitv
Bulletin for October 1959, a number of elements characterize

the Christian conscience. First, only one thing is intrin-

sically good, namely love: Nothing else. Second, the ulti-
mate norm of Christian decision is love: Nothing

no avail.
and it is

As Pro-

else.

is love

des i re

and justice are the same, for justice

Finally, the very nature of love is todistributed"
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your neighbor's good, whether we like him or not. s I The

qualities of Christian love help itself excel other kind of

love.

In his three-volume study entitled Aqape and Eros, Ànders

Nygren, the Swedish bishop of Lund, compared two types of

love" One is rooted in Greek background and the other in

Christian tradition. Àccording to Nygren, these two ideas

of love are quite different from each other, even antitheti-

cal. Eros is egocentric love, a form of self-assertion of

the highest, noblest, sublimist kind. Eros-love is primari-

ly man's love; God is the object of Eros. Even when it is

attributed to God, Eros is pattern on human love. Regarding

salvation, Eros assumes that man's salvation is his ol,¡n

work. The characteristics of Eros are obviously different
from those of Àgape. Agape is unselfish love, it does not

seek its own but gives itself away. This love is primarily

God's love; God is Àgape. Even when it is attributed to

man, Agape is patterned on Divine love. With respect to

salvation, Àgape evolves the conviction that salvation is

the work of Divine love, descending from above as God's

grace and sacrificial giving. ss

Throughout the centuries, Christian love has been acknow-

leged as one of. the greatest Iife phil-osophies and princi-

ples. This Iove possesses some in-depth characteristics.

58 Ian T. Ramsey
phv (Hew York

Edward LeRoy

, Christian Ethics And Contemporary Philoso-
: The Macmillan Company, 1 966 ) , p.332.

Long, Jr., p.139.59
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Love shines by its own light and speaks with its ov¡n author-

ity to al-I who have eyes to see and ears to hear.6o rt pro-

motes the physical, mental, social, and spiritual good of

the persons and the community concerned.6 1 The force of love

compels us to be slow to take offence and quick to overlook.

Love seeks out the whole man behind the harsh word or bad

deed, and tries to discover some clue to his concealed bet-

ter se1f.62 Indeed, some people even support the supremacy

of Christian love " They believe that Christianity has

introduced a "Love" so much higher, and deeper, and broader

than anything of which the profoundest Greek philosophers

had dreamed. Therefore, Christian love has made what was

permissible to the Greeks impossible for all the more sensi-

tive soufs in whom the Love of Christ has come to dwelI.

ÀfLer the turn of the century, William De Witt Hyde began

his research on the comparison between five great philoso-

phies of iife, namely Epicurean, Stoic, Platonic, Àristote-
lian and Christian. The result of his research once again

enlightened a multitude c¡f readers about the supremacy of

Christian love" The Epicurean, as he highlighted, lives in

the Iittle world of hirnself with a few equally self-centred

companions while the Christian lives in the great world of

God, and shares its joys with all the God's children. rn

60

61

william De witt
(New York: The

Ibid., p.224"

Ibid. , p.236.

Hyde, The Five Great
Macmillan Company, 1

62

Philosophies Of
921) , p.218.

Life
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other words, the Christian can enhance the joy as many times

as there are persons whom one knows and loves. Christiani-
ty, therefore, includes everything of value in Epicureanism,

and inf initely more. 6 3 rn the same manner, Christianity
takes up all that is true in the Stoic teaching, without

falling into its hardness and narroh'ness of love. The lov-

ing will of the Father for all His children deepens, sweet-

ens, and softens stoicism which is identical with a sturdy,

strenuous, and virile Christianity.6a christianity takes the

Platonic principle of subordination of lower to higher.

However, it puts a new definition into what the higher or

rather the highest is; and it introduces a new appeal for

the lowliest to become willing servants and friends of the

highest rather than mere constrained serfs and slaves. This

highest principle is acknowledged as Love of God who loves

all His human children, and is the friend of every man.

That highest principle indeed does not exist in Plato's

scheme.65 The Aristotelian principle vras the devotion of

life to a worthy end and the selection of efficient means

for its accomplishment. But Christianity asks a person to

concentrate one's whole energy upon a worthy end, and be

wí11ing to accept pains, privations, and penalties which may

be incidental to the effective prosecution of that end. In

a nutshell, the goal of Christian love is so much higher,

bJ

64

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

p.277 .

p.279.

p.283.65



and the fortitude demanded by it is much deeper

tianity has superseded and deserves to supersede

teaching of the greatest Greeks.66

s8

that Chris-

the noblest

3"4 LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS YOT'RSELF

Ànd one of the scribes came and heard them (Jesus
and the Sadducees) arguing, and recognizing that
He had answered them weII, asked Him, "what com-
mandment is the foremost of all?" Jesus
answered, "The foremost is, 'Hear, O rsrael! The
Lord our God is one Lord; and you shall love the
Lord your God with aII your heart, and vrith aII
your soul, and with aII your mind, and with all
your strength.' The second is this, 'You shall
love your neighbor as yourself.' There is no oth-
er commandment greater than these. " (Þtark
12:28-31 )

The above quote from the Bible indicates two of Jesus'

commandments: Love for God and Love for Neighbor. This

first defines the meaning of

ing, the Christian's attitude
mined by an attitude he takes

to God, he would set aside his

Christian is to

weII how to di

the second. Generally speak-

toward his neighbor is deter-

before God. If he is obedient

love his neighbor as himself, he knows very

selfish will and renounce his

ovrn claims. He would stand before his neighbor, preparing

for sacrifice for his neighbor as for God. Also, if the

rect his conducL in the practical situation.
As Kierkegaard stated, "If a man is to love his neighbor as

himself, the commandment turns the lock of the stronghold of

self-Iove as with a master key and

66 rbid., pp.284-285"

67 RudoIf Bultrnann, pp.1 14-115.

casts self-love out. " 6 7
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Furthermore, every one should "put on" his neighbor, and so

conduct himself toward him as if he himself were in the oth-

er's piace 
" A Christian does not live in himself but in

Christ and his neighbor. Otherwise he is not a Christian"
He lives in Christ through faith, and in his neighbor

through love. By faith he is caught up beyond himself into

God, but by love he sinks down beneath himself into his

neighbor"Gs To put it another wâyr it is not enough to say

that love of God is inseparable from the love of one's

neighbor. It must be added that love for God is unavoidably

expressed through love of one's neighbor.6s By now, not only

does the realization of the relationship between love for
God and love for neighbor become evident, but also the

importance of love for neighbor merits our rnost attention.

When Martin Luther Ì{as asked, "Whom are you supposed to

serve?", he immediately responded by saying about the duty

of the Christian to his neighbor. Luther believed that

faith must become effecLuaI through "love", resulting in

services cheerfully rendered" As Christ became a dutiful
servant of all men, the Christian must become "a Christ to

his neighbor". The Christian therefore gives himself as a

Christ to his neighbor, just as Christ offered Himself to
him. He will do nothing in this life except what he sees is

68 Paul Ramsey, Basic Christian Ethics (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons Ltd. , 1 950 ) , p.1 01 .

6s Edward LeRoy Long, Jr., A Survey Of Recent Christian Eth-
ics (¡¡ew York: Oxf ord University Press , 1982) , p.167 .
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necessary, profitable, and salutary to his neighbor"To Mar-

tin Luther was perfectly avrare that the "love" he has

described is no human love. He said further that Christian

love is not produced by usr but has come down to us from

heaven" The subject of Christian love is not man, but God

Himself ; yet in such a vray that the Divine love employs man

as its instrument and organ. The Christian is set between

God and his neighbor. In faith he receives God's love, and

in love he passes it to his neighbor.Tl Luther also indicat-

ed that Christians are always ignorant of their own name and

do not know why they are Christians or bear the name of

Chr i st ians . They are called Christians, according to

Luther, because Christ dwelIs in them and they believe in

Christ, and are Christs one to another and do to their
neighbors as Christ does to them.72 Christians ought freely

to help their neighbors through their body and its works.

They should trust their good works to pile up benefits for

their neighbors. As a result, they may be truly Cirristians.

Ànother good example of advocates for the love of neigh-

bor is John Wesley, f ounder of Me¡-hodism. Wesley was quite

concerned for the renewal of the life of aII Christians. He

drew up a "Deed of Declaration" organizing a movement to

renew the life of the church and Christians. The movement

A Survey Of Christian Ethics,70

71

72

Edward LeRoy Long, Jr.,
p.134.

Ibid. , p. 140 "

Paul L. Lehmann, Ethics In
And Evanston: Harper & Row

Context (Hew York
1963) , p.67 .

A Christian
Publ i shers ,
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developed a great zea! for preaching the Gospels to aII
sorts and conditions of people, exhorting them to live a new

kind of life" Most importantly, g.Iesley's idea of Christian
perfection was characterized by the image of total devotion

to God and "full love of neighbor"" His Methodist Movement

forshadowed features in both revivalism and the social gos-

peI, engendering works of charity f.or the neighbors in the

communities. T 3

The previous discussions demonstrate the supremacy of

Christian love and the need for love of neighbor. Indeed,

Christian love does go beyond what people can comprehend.

In the parable of the good Samaritan (luke 10:29-37 ) and in

the command of enemy love (t'tatthew 5:44-47) , Jesus declined

that it is God's will that the command of love be limited to

friends or countrymen.Ta He encouraged people to witness God

to every one through the love deeds. They can then be the

"light of Lhe world", as He said to His disciples in the

Sermon of the Mount:

You are the light of the world. A city set on a
hill cannot be hidden. Nor do men light a lamp,
and put it under the peckmeasure, but on the lamp-
stand; and it gives light to all who are in the
house. Let your light shine before men in such a
v¡ay that they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father who is in heaven. (t"tatthew 5:14-16)

Edward LeRoy Long, Jr., À Survev Of Christian Ethics,
pp "264-265.
John Piper, Love Your Enemies (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1979), p.95.

73
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Christians should love because God first loved human beings.

More importantly, their love for neighbors is very crucial
to building up a community within the context of a larger

society. According to H" Richard Niebuhr, love for neighbor

is characterized by at least four qualities of which the

community is in great need. First, Iove as loya1ty" Loyal-

ty or fidelity is a structure through which love is

expressed, and which in turn sustains love. Loyalty is not

just eternal coercion yielding to meet the needs of others,

but also an inner motivation, an intention nurtured in con-

cern for oLhers, and to fulfiI obligations to them. Second,

love as reverence. Fundamental respect for others, in which

their own autonomous identity is respected, is a requisite
for the weli-being of the human community. Third, love as

grat i tude . Gratitude is a proper disposition to adopt

toward others and toward groups that sustain us and the com-

mon life, especially when persons and communities Iive in

mutual dependence upon one another. It is a condition that

enables human communities to exist in harmony and peace.

Finally, love is rejoicing in the other" This may be con-

verted into the celebration of others, the goodness of 1ife,
or the weIl-being of humanity. Such crucial elements as

rejoicingr cêlebration and praise are important to the life
of the existing human community which add to its vitality,
its moral quality and its spirit. In short, many moral and

spiritual conditions as discussed above are necessary for

the existence of community, for its activity, for its
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grot¡th, and for the realization of the potentialities of

persons. Human communities will start to degenerate when

they lose these conditions.Ts

3 " 5 ST'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The previous discussion sheds some light on some of the

basic principles which motivate Christians and their church-

es in urban neighborhoods. Love of God and love of neighbor

exemplify their major items. Christianity is characterized

by one word, Love, for God Himself is love" Jesus commanded

His betievers to be the "Light of the world" . OnIy through

their love deeds toward friends and neighbors can they

become the true "Light of the world" and even make

the"Light" more visible and scintillating. Furthermore, in

order to create and maintain good community of persons ¡ or

to evoke and sustain personality in community, it. is neces-

sary that each does not seek his own good, but the good of

his neighbor. Christian Iove, in this aspect, does the work

of creating and preserving community. Therefore, the Com-

mandment of God that Christians love their neighbors pro-

vides the religious foundation for community 1ife" Besides

holding aIl these religious beliefs, Christian churches are

also convinced that human beings were created with the abil'-

ity to work for each other. People contradict their own

nature when they a1low their ol.rn pains or loss or want to

75 James M. Gustafson, Christian Ethics And The CommuniLv
(ptritadephia: A Pilgrim Press Book , 1971) , pp.1 62-163.
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stymie them and render them insensitive toward the needs of

others.76 Throughout the centuries, Christian churches have

demonstrated their love principles by offering their commu-

nity services and neighborly activities to enrich the life
quality of the people in neighborhoods, be it in Winnipeg

or anywhere else. The subsequent chapter will delineate the

church ministries and their changing roles from the histori-
cal perspective, which benefit not only the local residents,

but most importantly the development of the neighborhood

itself.

Otto A. Piper, Chr i st ian Ethics (eristol:
' P.52.

76

ing Services Ltd. , 1970)
Western Print-



Chapt,er IV

CHURCH MTNISTRTES AND THETR CHANGING ROLES

"Therefore r my beloved brethen, be
immovable, always abounding in the
Lord, knowing that your toil is not in
Lord, "

I Cor.

steadfast,
work of the
vain in the

1 5:58, NASB.

&"1 INTRODUCTION

Às mentioned in the previous chapter, Christian churches

have been serving people and neighborhoods throughout every

century. In the course of human history, the development of

church menistries has been paraIleI to that of neighbor-

hoods. Hov¡ever, the scale and emphasis of their ministries
have been changing with respect to social conditions and

human needs. The societal change in particular gave birth
to the changing roles of the churches and their renewed

church ministry strategies. In order to trace the origin
and meaning of the existing roles the Winnipeg churches are

playing, discussions on the "Definition of Ministry", "His-
tory of Church Ministries and Pastoral Care" and "Urban Min-

istry" are very important.

65
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4.2 DEFINTTION OF MINISTRY

The term "ministry" is derived from the Greek word, dia-
konia. The word, whether in Greek or Eng1ish, means simply

"service". This term was popularly used in New Testament

times. In I Corinthians 12:4-30, the Àpostle Paul described

various functions being performed by different individuals,

and referred these functions to as "varieties of ministry".
In the Book of Ephesians, he further used the same word "for
the work of the ministry" in summing up the significance of

"apostles" r "prophets" r "evangelists" r "pastors and teach-

ers". In the Book of Àcts, the apostolate itself was

referred to as a "diakonia". Contemporarily, the term is

stiII the most favored way of referring indusively to the

church's workers and their work. In fact, it is also the

proper term to include the archbishop as well as the pastor

of the humblest congregation.TT

Diakonia is closely related to another Greek word, diako-

nos, which primari.Iy means "servant" or in ancient usage

"waiter". The basic rneaning of the term helps us understand

how realistically the idea of service was taken in the prim-

itive church and how humble and unpretentious v¡ere its first

ministers. Diakonos designaLes not merely a status, but a

function, which is the function of useful service. A minis-

ter (diakonos) of Christ is useful to Christ as he assists

77 H. Richard Niebuhr And Daniel D" wil
In Historical Perspectives (New York:pu¡tEners, T956E.1.

liams, The Ministrv
Harper & Brothers



in the fulfilment of Christ's
ister of the church is useful

members in all possible ways

and efficacious functioning of

67

purposes in the world. À min-

to his church as he serves the

and contributes to the growth

the church" 7 I

In his book Theoloqv of Ministrv, Thomas Franklin O' Mea-

ra offered another perspective in the definition and under-

standing the term "ministry". He asserted that six charac-

teristics actually stand out in forming all ministry and

each ministry. These characteristics or componentsTs should

be: (1) doing something; (2) for the advent of the king-

dom; (3) in public; (4) on behalf of. a Christian communi-

ty; (5) a gift received in faith, baptism and ordination;
(6) an activity with its own limits and identity within a

diversity of ministeriai actions. Based on these six char-

acteristics, christian ministry, according to O' Meara, is
defined as the public activity of a baptized follower of

Jesus Christ flowing from the Spirit's charism and an indi-
vidual personality on behalf of a Christian community to
witness to, serve and realize the kingdom of God.80

The previous definitions of ministry cÌearIy display one

key idea that rninistry provides service to individuals or to

a community. In the broadest sense, ministry is simply

meeting human need of any kind. Christian ministry is not

r bid. ,

Thomas
sey:

r bid. ,

p.2.

Franklin O' Meara,
Paulist Press, 1983)

p.142 .

Theoloqv Of Ministrv (New Jer-
, p. 136.

78

79

80
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to limit the subject to the church or to spiritual needs

alone, but is indeed a concern to meet human need with God's

resources. This Christian ministry involves prayer,

thought, speech and action, and is needed just as much with-

in the church as outside it.81 Throughout the generations,

the church frequently carries out its ministry as it inLer-
prets and relates the Christian faith to the lives of indi-
viduals and groups, and to communities that contain both.

The church also enables members of society to accomplish

personal fulfilment as well as to respond to the human needs

of their communities. In each generation and each place,

Èhe church attempts to redef ine its reason for exist.ence,

reanalyze its fundamental task, perceive the culture and

needs of its constituency, and exercise .¿arious methods for

accomplishing its task and reaching its goals. The follow-
ing section is to highlight the changing focus and charac-

teristics of the church ministries throughout the historical

epochs.

4"3 NÀ1TUBE OF THE CHI'RCH MINISTRIES IN HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE

Throughout its history the Christian ministry has been

concerned for the temporal as well as the spiritual welfare

of mankind. Indeed, it is the spiritual nourishment of man-

kind which makes the Christian ministry more distinguishable

than other minisLries in our society. As described later,

8 1 John Tiller, A Strateqv For
don: c/o Pu¡tishing, 1984),

The Church's Ministrv (f.on-
p.52.
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spiritual caring has always been one of the key focuses of

the church ministry every generation even though it is
adjusted accordingly to the social change.

The primitive church could exemplify the spiritual caring

nature of the Christian ministry. Perhaps the starting-
point for an historical consideration of the Christian min-

isiry is the twelve apostles" They vrere the special repre-

sentatives of the Lord Jesus Christ, formed the nucleus of

the ministry in the primitive church. The apostles were

also commissioned to carry out evangelistic work, and had

authority over the churches which they had evangelised. In

order that the Church might exercise its ministry (diakonia)

effectively, it must commission a special order of ministers

following the apostles, who were called diakonoi.s2 In I

corinthians 12, the Apostle PauI pictured that earliest
glimpse of the kinds of ministry being exercised in the

primitive church. Às the scripture affirms, there can be no

doubt that the apostles were the spiritual leaders of the

primitive church. The apostles v¡ere the church's f irst min-

isters. They were the first "diakonoi" both in the sense of

earliest and in the sense of most responsible and most rev-

ered. This view was also shared by the author of Luke-

Àcts, and was clearly implied in many sayings in the Gos-

pels. The primary function of the apostles was the preach-

ing of the gospel, the proclamation of the event in Pales-

I 2 Anthony Hanson,
A. R. Mowbray &

Sacraments Anð Ministrv (Oxford:
¡Ðõp.eFe's.Church,

Co. Ltd,
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tine, the bearing witness to the nevr creation in Christ, and

the calling of men to repentance. As well, they v¡ere given

authority to establish churches, and the duty and authority
of supervision. The Apostle Paul, for instance, in his let-
ters performed this duty and exercised this prerogative" He

further let the people see that the final and climactic item

in his long sufferings Ìras "his care of all the churches".
( r f Corinthians 1 1 :28 ) He always kept in frequent touch

with them. He visited them as often as he could. Sometimes

when he vras not abIe, he sent one of his assistants such as

Tirnothy, Titus, Silvanus, Epaphras and others. And usually,
he wrote letters to the churches. À11 these responsibili-
ties are to be reminded of the complexity and difficulty of

the administrative or pastoral facet of the apostle's task.

Sometimes they were even called on to settle the moral ques-

tions; to compose a quarrel between two Christians; to parry

a threatened breach; to restrain disorders in worship; and

some other challenging jobs. In short, they were expected

to apply Christian conscience and common sense to a wide

variety of practical problems, whether great and smalI.83

I Corinthians 12,.28, which states: ". second proph-

ets, third teachers, then workers of miracles, then healers,

helpers, administrators, speakers in various kinds of

tonguesr" provides another valuable insight into the spirit-
ual caring nature of the church ministry. There is no doubt

that the spiritual caring job r¡¡as also exercised by other

83 H. Richard Niebuhr Ànd Ðaniel D. williamsr pp.7-8.
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ministers besides the apostles, Additionally, Romans 12:6-8

sheds more light on this concept as the Scriptures go:

Having gifts that differ according to the grace
given to us: let us use them: if prophecy, in
proportion to our faith; if service, in our serv-
ing; he who teaches, in his teaching; he who
exhorts, in his exhortation; he who contributes,
in liberality; he who presides, with zeal; he who
does acts of mercy, with cheerfulness.

- Romans 12:6-8, NASB.

with the aforementioned spiritual caring nature, the primi-

tive church often attempted to assume almost total responsi-

bility for the whole person of its members and for every

aspect of their relations with one another.sa Besides pro-

viding the spiritual caring services, the primitive church

also created the Christian commurrities filled with the

Christian atmosphere. The Greek word "ekklesia" was used

for the Christian communities in several cities in the first

century and finally for aII the Christians in the world.

Furthermore, the New Testament word "ekklesia" does not

merely mean the actual assembly of Christians, but above all

the Christian group itself, including both local and dis-
persed as many house communities all over the later world.

The basic structure of these earliest Christian communities

was the same as what was then the basic unit of civic life

in the cities, namely the household. Às a result of this

structure, the Christian groups v¡ere integrated into an

already existing network of "face to face" relationships,

both internally and externally. As well it was quite possi-

84 rbid., pp.9r 12.
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ble for "parties" Èo come into exisÈence since there were

various households in a city. These households were the

places used for preaching and instruction, and also the

places where people ate and drank together and fellowshipped

together. They also practised culLic activities and had

regular meals together.ss In short, these Christian communi-

ties not only provided the social networks and services

among the local citizens, but promoted the spirit of broth-

erhood and sisterhood. They truly played a significant role

in the societal growth.

Às mentioned at the outlet, the primitive church was the

best example to magnify the spiritual caring nature of the

Christian ministry. In fact, it is the primitive church

which nurtured the growth of this nature, and even passed

this tradiLion of Christianity into the subsequent genera-

tions. Throughout the centuries, the Christian churches

have gone through many stages of persecutions, such as in
the later Patristic Period, and the reformations in the Mid-

dle Àges. No matter what kind of changes and persecutions

they experienced, their spiritual caring characteristic
stiIl remain intact. It is perhaps this outstanding nature

which makes the Christian churches and their ministries more

phenomenal in our society. However, while the spiritual
caring ideal of the Christian churches stiIl becomes the

bedrock of the ministries. Their caring nature has shifted

85 Edward SchiIlebeekx,
York: The Crossroad
46.

The Church With A Human Face (ttew
Publishing Company, 1985), gÞ.42,
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from one emphasis to another due to the contemporary social

change" Àdditionally, the goals and visions of the church

rninistries have been expanded further from spiritual to

social in response to the uprise of the social needs of the

nineteeth century.

In North America, for instance, Protestantism and the

Protestant ministry has been deeply affected by the revolu-

tions and the increasing complexity of the Iast century.

Protestant thought experienced severe challenges from the

impact of the industrial revolution and its subsequent

urbanism which fostered some social changes. CIass, cultur-
aI, ethnic and intellectual differences brought on by such

factors as industrialism, sectionalism and immigration actu-

a1ly have had a noticeable influence on Protestantism. Fur-

ther, the increase of the number of Àmericans with non-Prot-

estant orientat ions created the situation in which

Protestantism's domination of Àmerican culture could be

challenged. This made it tougher for the Protestant minis-

try in America to communicate the gospel to the world and

rnini ster to the needs of people. The situation also

impelled the Protestant churches to reexamine their tradi-
tional emphasis and to prepare for changes. Moreover, com-

petition between religious groups and Iife in a constantly

changing and rapidly expanding new world compelled Protes-

tant churches to devise hrays of communicating the gospel

relevant1lz, but without excessive compromise.s6 Their goals

86 H. Richard Niebuhr And Daniel D" wiltiamsr pp.251-252.
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The subsequent two sec-

tions, namely "PastoraI Care in Transition" and "Urban Min-

istries", further illustrate the changing emphasis of the

church caring nature due to the social change, and their

devised way of communicating the gospel to the urban needs

respectively.

4.4 PASTOR.åL CARE IN TRANSTTION

Pastoral carer oÍ the Christian ministry of the cure of.

souls, has been recognized as a noble profession and a grand

tradition of Christianity in historical perspective. This

Christian ministry has been performed on incalculable occa-

sions and in every probable human circumstancer âs it

intends to relieve a perplexity of problems besetting per-

sons of every class and condition and metality. Pastoral

care is always regarded as a dignified and indispensable

part of the total work of Christian ministering. However,

the ministry is distinguished from many ministerial roles

that involve leadership of church groups, and at the same

time it is apparently different from many helping services

and healing arts such as those rendered by physiciansr PSy-

chiatrists, lawyer and social workers. sT Àctua1Iy, pastoral

care involves four distinct functions or services. First,

heal ing. It is the function in which a representative

Christian helps restore a debilitated person to a condition

87 william A. Clebsch And Charles R. Jaekle
In Historical Perspective (New Jersey:
trrc., tSSa), pp.1-9.

, Pastoral Care
Prent ice-Hal1 ,
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of wholeness, assuming that this restoration also reaches a

ne$¡ leveI of spiritual insight and vrelf are, Second, sus-

taining, in which a hurting person is assisted to endure and

to transcend his "tough-to-be restored" circumstance. This

sustaining function usually employs the means of compassion-

ate commiseration. Third, pastoral guiding, in which per-

plexed persons are helped to make selections between alter-
native courses of thought and action, affecting the present

and future state of the soul. Finally, reconciling" This

function seeks to re-establish broken relationships between

man and man and between man and God.88

In each pastoral epoch, Christian ninisters practise

healing, sustaining, guiding and reconciling. Yet each spe-

cific period reveals one or another dominant function which

has been practised so pervasively that the era may be char-

acterized by it. It would be helpful to summarize eight

epochs of the history of Christian pastoring and to point

out the dominant function during each epoch. The first era

of Christian pastoring until A.D. 180 emphasized sustaining

souls. In the era of persecutions, between A.D. 180 and

A.D. 306, the function of reconciling superseded the func-

tion of sustaining. À third period, around the fourth cen-

tury, \,ras characterized by guiding persons to act according-

Iy to the norms of a newJ.y Christian culture as Christianity
became a l-egal religion under Emperor Constantine the Great.

After the beginning of the fifth century, which was consid-

88 rbid., pp.8-9.
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ered as the "Dark Ages" for churches, the church's encounter

with the Teutonic people of northern Europe compelled souL

care to inductive guidance" By the end of the eleventh cen-

tury, the Catholic Church had permeated the common life of

European society. This era brought pastoral care around a

welI-defined sacramental system, designing for healing aII
maladies. Àround the sixteenth century, the rise of indi-
vidualism in the Renaissance and Reformation propelled rec-

onciling to a prominent position. Ðuring the Enlightenment

era between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Chris-

tian pastoring concentrated upon sustaining souls as Chris-

tians experienced the treacheries and pitfalls of a wicked

worId. The Post-Christendom era, particularly between the

Iate eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century revolutions,

engendered a negative social force against the Christendom

societies of earlier times. The situation cultivated the

pastoral work around a type of guidance which educed values

and norms from personal convictions and value systems.ss

The aforementioned typology by

Charles JaekIe in their book entitled
William Clebsch and

Pastoral Care in His-

torical Perspective simply suggested that pastoral care in

the history of the Christian churches has taken a variety of

forms. ÀIl these forms are present at all times, but the

Christian churches tended to emphasize some forms more than

others in various epochs in history due to the changing

8e rbid., pp.13-14.
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social circumstances.so rn our century, the predicaments,

modes, and experimentations of Christian pastoral care aIl
indicate that the present is a transitional period. The

social changes promote the situation that the nature, pur-

pose, and functions of pastoral care cannot easily draw

thernselves clear lines and indeed tend to be replaced by

other modern methods, modes, and techniques. Many of their
services have been taken care by the Social Wel-fare Depart-

ment" According to Clebsch and Jaekle, the resuscitation of

reconciling function, synthesized with that of healing, is

foreseen as the best hope for a transformed pastoral care

and able to meet creatively the aspirations and needs of

modern men and women in this materialistic and guilty world.

The related matters of guiIt, responsibility, relationship,

alienation, and reconciliation constitute a genus of modern

human trouble for which the reconciling ministry combined

with that of healing is distinctively well suited. s 1 How-

ever, the hard task that lies ahead for pastoral care is not

to find need for its services but rather to come to under-

stand itself as having very definite services to offer in

our modern society. Many of its servicesr âs mentioned

before, have been taken care by other such as medicine, Iaw,

psychiatry, social rehabilitation, and counseling. ÀIso, in

our highty industrialized society various branches of tech-

nology demand a large proportion of trained manpower. These

s o Don S. Browning,
(Philadelphia: The

s 1 william A. Clebsch

The Moral Context Of Pastoral
westmlnster@ lgtøW

And Charles R. Jaekle, ÞÞ.81-82.

Care
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nevr careers and professions not only offer the biggest

material rewards and the highest prestige in the social

hierarchy, but also provide a fuller scope for services than

the traditional pastoral services.s2 Consequently, people's

attention gradually turns to the modern professionals when-

ever they need services" For instance, when men suffer
guilt feelings from neurotic disturbances, they most likely
approach psychoanalysts. Such a reaction makes the Chris-

tian minister and his services less relevant to the men of

our time than the psychotherapist.s3

To be concluded, the history of Christian pastoring dis-
closes the fact that pastoral care has been changing its

emphasis from one to another due to the social changes.

Further, its services tend to be replaced by other profes-

sions such as law, medicine, psychiatry, counseling and the

local government in this modern society. Christian services

as a whole receive a great challenge from new inventions and

professional arenas. In order to survive, and to communi-

cate the gospels to the world and to minister to the needs

of people, the church's goals and visions have been elabo-

rated. "Urban Ministry" indeed can shed some light on iL.

s2 F. R. Barry, Askinq The Riqht Ouestions (london:
And Stoughton, 1960), p.59.

Hodder

York:93 Hans Hofmann, Makinq The Ministrv
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 960) , p.31 .

Relevant (New
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&.5 T'RBAN MINTSTRY

The term "Urban Ministry" encompasses the urban church

and ministry. À good working definition of urban church can

be "a community, which is usually organized formally, of

God's people in the city"" Ministry is conduced to both

members of church and outsiders.

embraces six distinct activities.
Customarily, ministry

First, worship to God;

second, evangelism which reaches those outsiders with the

gospel; third, discipleship which nurtures mature Christ-be-

lievers; fourLh, fellowship which promotes care and inLimacy

among the church members; fifth, stewardship which aims at

advancing justice and improving the quality of life in the

neighborhood, city, and world; and finaliy, service which

addresses immediate physical, social, and spiritual needs of

those within and without the church. Traditional churches

always encompass aIl six activities in their urban ministry,
while growing churches tend to focus primarily on one or two

of the f acets and r,hus develop a distinctive identity. s 4

Urban ministry has faced controversy. For several dec-

ades some conservative Christians, especially evangelicals,

have argued over the issue of evangelism versus social con-

cern. From their perspective, these two ministries have

been opposed to one another. Those conservatives felt that

evangelism is crucial to the person since it is concerned

for his eternal soul. However, the supporters for social

s 4 Ðavid Claerbaut, Urban l¿inistry (¡uicfrigan: The Zondervan
Corporation, 1983), p.13.
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concern just argued that soul-winning is certainly of great

va1ue, but presenting Christ as Èhe ansr¡¡er will only remain

an abstract to the people if they are still not eating prop-

erIy, are housed in substandard conditions, are jobless, and

do not receive adequate health care.ss Obviously, both sides

express different viewpoints in the area of social involve-

ments" Flowever they all admit that the church is always

part of the society. As J" Moltrnann puts, the church always

belongs within the context of the wor1d, whether it likes it
or noti and it is quite essential for the church, every min-

ister and every congregation to become involved in the con-

ditions, powers and potentialities of the society they are

living in.s6 Churches also accept the ancient truth that "no

man is an island". Every man is his collective world of

relationships in some profound ontological sense. He is his

city. He is a city creature. eT

The church also is in frequent

neighborhood, city and wor1d. In any

Iast five primary social institutions
education, economics, family and rel
participate on a continuing basis.

interact ion with the

community there are at

, including government,

igion, in which people

In their book The Man-

Of The 9ihole Church To The
(1982) , p.8.

Paqination. 
(Hew York; rhe

agement of Ministry J. D. Anderson and E.E. Jones furthered

that a successful ministry of the church should include four

95

96

Ibid. , p" 16.

J. Moltmann, 'The Ministry
WorId', Christian, Vol.6, No.5

Urban T. Holmes, Ministry And
Seabury Press , 1976) , pp.1 3-14

97
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major components, namely community, reason for being, church

organization and leadership. Àpparently, the church is
closely related to the community or vice versa. The exis-
tence of community is indeed crucial to the church ministry
since it can provide the setting through which the church

can serve the people and exert an impact upon it. Moreover,

the process of ministry breaks down when any one of the four

components of ministry ís overlooked or subordinated to the

others. The relationship among these components is dia-
gramed in Figure 7 " The acknowledgement of the closed rela-
tionships between church and community has inspired some of

the churches, such as the United Church of Canada, to become

more active in the urban ministry. These churches not only

attempt to meet the needs of the city but also tend to ful-
fil the biblical mandate. The biblical mandate for urban

ministry can be seen in two areas. First is the Scripture's
appeal to the city itself by the Old Testament propheLs and

New Testament apostles. In the OId Testament the prophets

such as Joseph and Daniel did key urban planning while occu-

pying powerful political positions; and Nehemiah vras the

architect of legitimate urban renewal in Jerusalem. In the

New Testament the early church carried out evangelism in the

city one of its highest priorities. Paul's epistles and the

Book of Àcts exemplify this. The Àpostle Paul faithfully
proved to be an urban strategist in evangelizing cities.
Second is God's concern for justice for the poor and

oppressed. His concern about the poor and powerless members
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Figure 7 i The Four Components of Ministry and
Relat i onships
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of society be treated fairly and with compassion can be seen

in many passages in the Bible and the early church"ss Nowa-

days this kind of social concern exercised by the churches

is in three general forms, including social reconciliat.ion,

social relief and social reform" SociaI reconciliation
involves indentifying with the poor and oppressed through

crossing the barriers of economics, race, and community to

love and care for people regardless of social category.

SociaI relief includes such service ministry as working with

senior citizens, tutoring neighborhood youth, providing

Iegal aid and psychological counseling. Soc ial reform

addresses the basic unjust social conditions and systems

that oppress and dehumanize people.ss

One of the social pioneers in Winnipeg is Reverend J. S.

I.Toodsworth. In 1907 Woodsworth was appointed by the Method-

ist Conference of Manitoba to supervise All People's Mission

in the North End of Winnipeg. He helped develop a Iively
centre of church activities, and promoted Christian fellow-
ship among the foreign population" Conseguently within two

years several additional buildings were being used to the

limit of their accommodation. ÀIso, two new institutes were

built to provioe a wide variety of facilities, including

gymnasiums, swimming pools, clubrooms, kindergartens, and

assembly rooms. These educational and recreational facili-
ties as well as church services were able to meet the needs

98 David Claerbaut, pp.1 7-18.

Ibid. , pp.25-2699
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of the neighborhood without regard to church affiliations.
The good example of Woodsworth indeed further encouraged the

church's participation in neighborhood activities in the

following decades.loo

4.6 ST'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the Christian churches, âI1 ministry is God's minis-

try. It is decided and set forth by God's own ministry of

revelation and reconciliation in the world, commencing with

Israel and culminating in Jesus Christ and the Church.lol

The Church on this planet earth is like the mirror, reflect-
ing the whole effulgence of the Divine character. The

church ministry has been displayed to the universe, explor-
ing and expounding the nature and purpose of God in and for

creation and human creatures.102 Às weII, the Christian
church is always perceived as a force against every effort
to bring the Infinite into the finite, the Transcendent into
the immanent, and the Eternal into the temporal. Obviously

the Church lives and define itself in action vis-a-vis the

world. r03 lragica11y, the birth of industrialization and its

loo OIive Ziegler, Woodsworth: SociaI Pioneer (Toronto: The
Ontar io Publ i shing Co. , 1 934 ) , pp. 30-3 1 .

1oi Ray S. Anderson, Theoloqical Foundatíons For Ministrv
(l¿ict¡igan: william B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1979) , p.7.

'to2 Charles Bridges, The Christian Ministrv (london: See-
ley, Burnside And Seeley , 1844) , pp. 1 -2.

103 H. Richard Niebuhr, The Purpose Of The Church Ànd Its
Ministrv (Hew York: Harper & Brothers, 1956), p.25.
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subsequent unchecked materialism have engulfed ihe church as

well as the larger society. The change of social system and

conditions has affected the implementation of church minis-

try, as exemplified by the discussion on "Pastoral Care in

Transition"" In the context of this prevailing secularized

culture, churches such as those in Winnipeg core area neigh-

borhoods still hotd firm their Christian convictions and

carry out their "Iove-caring" ministry particularly Urban

Ministry. Not only their community involvement and neigh-

borly activities but also the symbolic image of their church

buildings would benefit the people as well as the surround-

ing neighborhood. The next chapter, comprising ot the case

studies in Winnipeg, will further assess the urban ministry

of the Christian churches in core area neighborhoods and

examine their strategic ways of neighboring in order to

address social reconciliation and social relief.



Chapter V

CHI'RCH BACKGROITND, AND CASE SmIDTES IN WTNNTPEG

In the relentlessly advancing process of metropol-
itan transformation, city core churches found
themselves forced either to give up and get out,
or to reconsider their situation and redefine
their ministry.

- Ànonymous

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines the three unique case studies. The

case studies demonstrate that the inner city neighborhood is
indeed an urban enti.ty which meets the objectives of Chris-

tian community action since it provides the matrix where

Christian virtues can be best exercised. The case studies

are also used to illustrate Lhe changing role of Christian
churches in the urban development with particular reference

to the inner city neighborhoods" In facing the poor condi-

tions in the inner city, some Christian churches tend to
reconsider their situation and redefine their ministry.
Their changing role, which does not only affect the inner

city residents but also affects the neighborhood develop-

ment, should deserve the policy-makers' attention. Prior to

Lhe detailed examination of the case studies, a quantitative

analysis of the Christian churches in Winnipeg is given in

86
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the church situ-order to provide a

ation"

5"2 CHI'RCH BACKGROT,ND IN WINNTPEG: 1963 TO 1 988

A few crucial iterns need to be defined before a quantita-

tive analysis of the Christian churches can be presented.

First, the time period for analysis. Twentlz-five years,

from 1963 to 1988, is the time period this study will focus

on to trace the growth of the Christian churches in Winni-

peg 
" The quantitative data on the Christian churches

between 1963 and 1988 are compared to display the character-

istics of their growth and concentration. Second, the

Christian church denominations. Not all but over two-thirds
of the Christian church denominations, in Winnipeg are

selected as samples for the analysis. In terms of the num-

ber of the places of worship and the size of their congrega-

tions, these churches, which will be described later, are

known as the leading denominations in the Winnipeg scene.

It should be noted that an exact division of the churches by

denominational grouping in this study tends to be subjec-

tive. Further, the register of the names of the denomina-

tions and concentrations of their buildings of worship is

mapped. However, precision based on objective criteria is
by no means easy to reach in compiling a r.egister of build-
ings of worship covering as large an area as Winnipeg. For

instance, what if there are two congregations meeting in one
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building? Are they to be taken as one or two? What if a

congregation meets in a high school or community hall? ls
it to be counted? For the purpose of this analysis, a

building of worship is taken to be any building in which

public worship is held on Sundays. Services are open to the

public, and the public might attend them. The definition
here includes temporary buildings, schools, community ha11s,

and private houses where sunday worships are conducted" It
excludes church offices, rectories, chapels attached to

bible colleges, chapels used by the Canadian Armed Forces

and those attached to monasteries, convents, hospitals, and

prisons. glhat is technically included or excluded under

this definition is the personal decision of this researcher.

The final item to be defined is the core area or inner

city boundaryl oa of Winnipeg. Defining the inner city
boundary is an indispensable task since the focus of this
study is on the role of the Christian churches in the inner

city neighborhoods. With a clear concept of the physical

boundary of the inner city, the inner city neighborhoods and

city core churches can then be determened and identified.
From there lines can be drawn between city core churches and

suburban churches according to their redefined ministries.
In this study, the inner city boundary of Winnipeg (see Fig-

ure 8) is defined as the following:

1o4 Both terms of "Inner
equally in this study.
ing, i.e., the central

City" and "Core Area" are defined
They all convey the same mean-

part of the City of Winnipeg.
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Figure 8: Inner City Boundary Of Winnipeg
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1. Beginning at McPhillips street, east along Church Àvenue

to the Red River "

2. Continuing south along Rue Àrchibald to the CPR Emerson

grades, and then to Bertrand Street.
3. West along Bertrand Street to Des Meurons Street, south

on Des Meurons Street to Marion Street; west along Marion

Street to the Red River "

4. South along the Red River to Fleet Avenue, west along

Fleet Avenue to Osborne Street, north along Osborne Street

to Corydon Avenue, west along Corydon Avenue to Cockburn

Street, north along Cockburn Street to the Assiniboine Riv-

êrr west along the Àssiniboine River to Aubrey Street.
5. North along Àubrey Street to Portage Avenue, continuing

north along Ingersoll Street to Notre Dame Àvenue; continu-

ing north along McPhiIlips Street to Church Avenue.

Since the key items including the time length for analy-

sis, the Christian church denominations, and the inner city
boundary have been defined, the quantitative analysis of the

Christian churches in Winnipeg can now be presented. In the

City of Winnipeg, there are over forty-seven church denomi-

nations.lo5 Considering the number of church buildings and

the size of the congregations, the leading Christion denomi-

nations include the Roman Catholic and Ukranian Catholic,

United, Anglican, Baptist, Presbysterian, Lutheran, l"fenno-

105 Manitoba Telephone System
tory (winnipeg: Yellow
pp. 3 32-336 .

, Winnipeq YeIlow Paqes
Pages Research Dept. ,

Di rec -
i3Eã-r,
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Thi s

f airly correlates with the result of the '1 984 Winnipeg Àrea

Study conducted by Professor Raymond F. Currie, Department

of Sociology, University of Manitoba. His research was

based on a random sample of 750 households in the City of

Winnipeg. One respondent was selected from each designated

household. Each respondent was required to answer a wide

variety of questions including their religious preference.

The majority of the respondents indicated their religious
preference affiliated with the aforementioned Christian
churches, (see Appendixes A, B and C) Table 1 indicates
that the ten church denominations focused on in this study

have experienced a very positive growth for the past twenty-

five years, 1963 to 1988. With regard to the number of the

places of worship, Roman Catholic and United churches have

been the leading denominations. Mennonite churches have

experienced the greatest growth compared with the other

denominations. Overal1, the Christian churches in this
study have had a dramatic increase by 101, or 51"27% from

1963 to 1988. Table 2 further exhibits the characteristics
of these Christian churches' growth by their concentration.
À11 the denominations have undertaken to multiply their
churches in both inner city and suburbs. However, their
emphasis of growth is apparently inclined toward the subur-

ban areas (af so see Appendixes D, E, F, G, and H).

lo6 w.s"F. Picker
Survey Of The
Of Newcastle,
1, 2 and 3.

ing, À Brief Geoqraphical And Statistical
Churches In Winnipeq

Tyne: The Unpublished
In 1962 (University
Report, 1972) , Table
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TÀBLE 1

Increase Of The Christian Churches In Winnipeg:1963 to 1988

3 963 tr 908 INCREASE

NOMAN CATETOIEC CHUNCHES s3 5s 2@

UKRAI{TAN CATITOLIC CHIJR,CITES 13 t7 4

ËASt.EnN Ofi,t'H(,t (,x çHUIIçHËS
(GBEEK, RIJSSIAN AI{I} IJKRANIAI{}

7 13 6

UNITED CITUBGIIES 46 5X 5

ANGTICAN CIIUNCHES s{D 33 3

MENNONITE CTIUNCHES x,4 38 24

PRESBYTERTAN CHURCHES 7 xx 4

BAPTIST CHURCIIES 17 33 16

T,UTITERAN CHURCTTES 28 27 4

PENTECOSTAT CHURCHES 7 22 x5

T{}T^å, r, 1,87 298 101
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TÀBLE 2

Concentration Of The Christian Churches In Winnipeg1963 to
1 988

ãruruEm c[g'v sEJ 8U m8 S

1S 6$ ã Ð88 1S 63 x 988

NOMAN CATTTOE,IG CEIIJNCITES 15 18 xs 3S

UKRANIAru CÁTTTOI,EC CTIIJNCHES 6 5 7 1,2

EÅSTERN ORTITODOX CHURCTIES 7 E {Þ 5

UNITED CTTIJRCHES 16 x3 3(} 38

ANGT,TCAN CHUNCTTES I 7 22 28

MENNONITE CITURCIIES 6 E I 3(D

PRESBYTERXAN CIIURCTIES 2 3 5 I

BAFTTST CTTIJNCITES I 6 I 27

TUTHEA,AN CTTURGHES E 7 15 2@

PENTECOSTAT, CÍNUR,CTTES 5 6 2 16

TOTAI, 8X 9X 116 287

INCREA SE tr(Þ 91
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and 2, and their corresponding appendixes not

merely manifest Èhe church growth in Winnipeg by their num-

bers and concentrations, but also convey a few universal

messages. First, churches follow and are indeed affected by

urbanization. À century âgor 80% of the Canadian people

resided in rural regions while only 20% tived in urban set-
tings. lo7 However, the 1981 census has already proved that

these figures are now reversed since over 76% ot the Canadi-

ans today live in citieslos Canada of the present day is
essentially an urban-industrial society" An increase of the

urban population also means an increase of the urban needs

which might conseguently stimulate and effect the church

growth in the city. Perhaps the growt.h rate of the Menno-

nite churches in Winnipeg, ês indicated in Tab1e 1, can

exemplify the impact of urbanization on the rural population

and the subsequent growth of their churches. Second,

churches undergo the effect of the advancing process of met-

ropolitan transformation. Usually churches esablished their
presence during the trading-post or village phrase of the

city development. They grevr as the city prospered and

transformed. Thus the history of the church growth in the

urban regions shows a concentric-ring typology paralleling

the expansion of each community from trading post to metrop-

1o7 United Church Of Canada, A Dream That Is Not For The
Drowsy (Urban Ministry For The United Church Of Canada,
1977), p.10.

loB 1981 Census Of Canada (Statistics Canada), Urban Growth
In Canada (Ottawa: The Minister Of Supplv Ànd Services
Canada, 1984).
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Following the end of the Second World War, for
instance, the Protestant churches experienced a substantial

and prolonged period of growth which took place in the

blooming suburbs of Canadian cities.los The lopsided subur-

ban growth of the City of Winnipeg cause the subsequent

growth of churches, following past trends. Third, churches

always embarked their ministry in the central part of the

city. For instance, the United Church of Canada has one to

four churches located in a central business area erected

early in the development of the cities and initially were

intended to serve people who resided in the immediate

area.1lo Fourth, changes were evident in the density of

churches per capita in the inner city and Winnipeg as a

whole between 1963 and 1988. In 1961, the inner city popu-

lation was 1431480 while the city total was 475,98o.1r1 The

densities of churches per capita were 1/1771 and 1/2416

respectively. In 1986, the inner city population was

1021370 while the city total was 6251305. r r 2 The densities

of churches per capita r^rere 1/1124 and 1/2098 respectively.

Obviously, inner city has experienced a greater decrease in

density ot. churches per capita. It does not mean, however,

los United Church of Canada,
Drov¡sy, p"14.

11o Ibid.

A Dream That I s Not For The

r l f Statistics Canada, 1961 Census Of Canada: Population And
Housinq Characteristics In winnipeq (Ottawa: The Minis-
ter Of Trade And Commerce, 1961).

112 Statistics Canada, 1986 Census Of Canada: Population Ànd
Housinq Characteristics In winnipeq (Ottawa: The Minis-
ter Of Trade And Commerce, 1986).
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that inner city churches are facing a lighter workload. On

the contrary, they are pressured with two sets of challeng-

es: growing financial deficits due to the loss of member-

ships, and a greater proportion of needy and disadvantaged

individuals who cannot afford to live in the suburbs. Today

these inner city churches are undergoing profound pressures

due to the negative consequences derived from the lopsided

suburban growth.

The suburban growth of the City of Winnipeg has brought

some unfavorable pressures upon the inner city churches. Às

the city sprawled, the church members scattered. The level
of church-going and Sunday school membership tends to be

better in the suburbs than in the heart of the city. It may

not be true in every case, but certainly it is very much the

situation among those churches which have a fairly extensive

following. The l-oss of church memberships further implies

the enlargement of the financial deficits for the inner city
churches. Confronting their own difficulties, these church-

es are simultaneously challenged by two contradictory reali-
ties. First, they are at the heart of the city where the

pulse of the city is concentrated. Here are assembled

together the government buildings, the offices of industry

and commerce, and the big department stores which directly
affect the lives of the millions, and where the ideas and

goals of our society are determined.ll3 Second, They are at

113 w.s.
Angl

F. Pickering,
ican Church Of

The Inner-City Church (Toronto:
Canada, September 1963), p.2.

The
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2. Disparities

114 Frank Johnston,
Urban Studies,

Report (winnipeg: Institute Of
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city where the burdens of the city are con-

inner city is always considered as the high

many agencies and officials. The Institute
for instance, has the following comments

"114

whole has continued to experience a deter-
environment and the social fabric even

the sub-areas have remained stable or

between the inner city and the rest of the

city have existed.

3. Natives have continued to migrate into the area, and

there are stiIl no paramount improvements on their poverty.
4. Programs intended to ameliorate the physical and sociar
probrems of the areas have proved to be either inadequately

funded or inappropriately designed.

5. Socia1 service agencies continue to allot the largest
proportion of their funds towards crisis-oriented services
and remedial care.

overshadowed by ar1 these charlenges and difficurties,
the inner city churches stilr have not indicated any sign of

retreat. Indeed, to retreat from the inner city means that
they have neither the desire to be where the ulse of modern

Iif e is, nor aÌ^¡are what they do and say should have rele-
vance to contemporary living. They must stand at the purse

Core1w, Area
pp.
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of. society in order to claim their acknowledged place in the

modern world. They have to show the meaning and relevance

of the Christian life in the geographical and social con-

texts in which they find themselves. To strive for all
these goa1s, churches have to redefine precisely their min-

istry and their role in this urban-industrial society, which

is also a post-Christian society. However, not all the

inner city churches prefer to get involved in the process of

redefining their ministry with respect to neighborhood revi-
talization. Some churches consider that their mission is to

maintain their traditional strategies by offering services

of worship and serving the spiritual needs of their flock as

opposed to actively participating in neighborhood renewal.

The following three case studies wilI discuss the redefined

role and ministry of the inner city churches in their
respective neighborhoods so that an understanding of their
commitment to the Chri.stian virtues even in this secularized

urban society can be attained and their importance to the

urban development can also be proved.

5.3 CASE STI'DIES IN WINNIPEG

Three case studies in this chapter will include Augustine

United Church in the River Osborne neighborhood, St.

Andrew's EIgin United Church in the Centennial neighborhood,

and the Mennonite Urban Renewal Program in three separate

locations across the inner city area. In each case, the



paraIleI v¡i 1I

the objectives

The River-Osborne area is one

areas surrounding the city centre

sure for redevelopment because of

area contains many inner city
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drawn between the neighborhood needs and

the inner city church programs. Through

be

of

this analysis, the changing role of the churches in the

urban development can be investigated, and the importance of

the churches to neighborhood revitalization can be assessed.

5.3,1 Auqustine United Church - River Osborne Neiohborhood

Àugustine United Church is located in the River Osborne

neighborhood (see Figures 9 and 10). This o1d neighborhood

has been defined within the boundaries: Osborne Street on

the west; the Assiniboine River on the north; the Red River

on the east; and Corydon Avenue on the south" The triangu-
lar-shaped area covers approximately 160 acres of predomi-

nantly residential- Iand, separated from the downtown by the

natural boundary of the Àssiniboine River. The Red River

generates another natural boundary between River Osborne

neighborhood and the residential area of Norwood to the

south-east, while commercial development on Corydon Àvenue

separates the neighborhood from industrial development to
the south.lls

of the oldest residential

, and is subject to pres-

its age and location. The

physical characteristics

1 1s The city of winnipeg,
(winnipeg: Department
City Of Winnipeg, 1976)

River-Osborne District PIan
Of Environmental P1anning,

, Introduction.

197 6
The
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The River Osborne Neighborhood In TheFigure 9: Location Of
Inner City
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Figure 1 0: Location Of Augustine
Osborne Neighborhood

united Church rn The River



1A2

including a density roughly three times the city-wide aver-

â9e, a large percenLage of low-income housing and older

buildings. For the past twenty years, the portion of the

area on the Àssiniboine River has been almost entirely
developed for multiple-family uses, and the more central
portion of low-density housing is interspersed with both old

and new apartments. There is no clear boundary between low

and medium density housing, nor is there a clear boundary

between most cornmercial and industrial development and the

residential neighborhood. OveraII, land-use in the River-

Osborne area is largely haphazard, with low and medium resi-
dential commercial and industrial following no particular
pattern. Zoning in the area has not been evaluated for many

years, and poorly reflects land-use. 1 | 6 ( see Àppendixes I ,
J, and K for details)

The socio-economic characteristics of the neighborhood

(see Àppendixes L and M), however, generaLe for itself many

social needs. ÀIthough the population of River Osborne has

been decreasing since 1971, the large number between the

ages of 15-24 and a high percentage of single persons or

childless coules attracted by a large number of apartment

units are still key characteristics of its population.

These people are the ones who needs more social suppport and

atLention. AIso, income data reveals a lower than average

family income in the neighborhoodr ês ç181122 compared to a

1 1 6 The city of winnipeg,
(winnipeg: Department
City Of Winnipeg, 1980

River Osborne Àrea Charactization
Of Environmental Planning, The

), pp.1-3.
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Iow-income group is also the

strong need group. Third, the neighborhood does not have

any junior and senior high schools; as a consequence, many

of the students are obliged to attend the high school in
another neighborhood such as Churchhill High School in Riv-
erview, The non-existence of the high schools in River

Osborne mean that the young people may lose some valuable

opportunities to develop social networks with their peers in
the same neighborhood which may further damage their sense

of belongings and commitments to the neighborhood.

Lastly, the parks and community recreation in the neigh-

borhood are fairly limited. The only parks in the area with
recreational facilities for the residents are Mayfair park

at River and Mayfair and Fort Rouge Park on River Àvenue.

However, these recreational facilities need to be upgraded

and intensified. And the majority of community recreation
is provided only by the River Osborne Community Club located

in the McMiIlan area.1 17 À11 these socio-economic character-
istics stated above should deserve special attention from

the neighborhood planners and poticy-makers since the condi-
tions of these social dimensions can affect the neighborhood

development in one way or another, boLh positively and neg-

atively. Indeed, strengthening the socio-economic charac-

teristics of the River-Osborne area is an indispensable step

to improve the neighborhood comprehensively besides renovat-

íng its physical infrastructures. Àugustine United Church,

117 Ibid.
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which is located in the heart of the river-Osborne area, has

been acLively involved in this endeavor to rescue not only

the souls of the residents but also the "soul" of the old

ne i ghborhood.

The Christian ministry and involvement of Àugustine Unit-
ed Church (see Figure 11) in the River-Osborne area has been

over one hundred years since the grand opening of the chr¡rch

in 1887. Its commitment to neighborhood development is due

to the Christian faith that God has been continuing to act

in human history by calling identifiabte groups of people in

the world, naming them as His own and giving them a mission.

They must work in the world and among themselves to increase

the love of God and neighbor. As a result, the Kingdom of

God in all its love, justice and peace may become more and

more a fact of human life upon the earth. To fu1fil this
mission, the church has attempted to make itself become an

alive Christian communitylls in the River-Osborne neighbor-

hood through continued expression of the Christian beliefs
by expanding the MinisLry of Outreach and enhancing the Min-

istries of Fellowship, worship and Christian Education. r 1 e

However, the societal change and its associated urban devel-

opment particularly after the 1960s persecuted the church

with a great challenge. The decrease in church mernbership

and subsequently in finances, compounded with rapidly esca-

1 rI In this context, "community" refers to a group having
interests or religion in common.

11s Augustine United Church, Plannins For The Eiqhties (Win-
nipeg: Augustine United Church, ApriI 1982), prologue.
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Figure 11: Àugustine United Church On River Avenuee
Wi nn ipeg
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maintenance costs on an underutilized
facility, compelled the church congregation to reevaluate

not only its physical operations but its ministry.l2o Àugus-

tine United Church, like many other urban churches, was con-

fronted with an urgency to change and renev¡ its ministry"

Subsequently, the church ministry reached a significant
milestone when the church congregation decided to introduce

a revolutionary change by designating it 'Village Church' in

the late 1970s. The transformation of the church into a

"Vi11age Church" projected a new image and a new role in the

neighborhood, and further changed the residents' perception

of the church. Obviously, the role of this church has

become more prominent in the neighborhood since the church

congregation renewed its strategy and ministry as a result
of urban change. The following discussion will be a further
indication of the unique and significant role in the neigh-

borhood.

The historical reviewl21 of the Àugustine United Church

not only reflects the struggles of the church had to endure

over its growth but also indicates how the church reacted to

the needs and interests of the locality throughout the peri-
od of urban growth. The years after the opening of the nev¡

12o The Prairie Partnership Architects, Auqustine Renewal:
Strateqies For The Renewal Of Auqustine United Church(winnipeg: The Prairie Partnership Architects, June
1979) , p.1.

121 Augustine United Church, One Hundred Years Of Auoustine
L9ßf 1987 (winnipeg: Augustine United Church, May,l98T,pp.11s. -
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church buitding in 1910 were ones of tremendous growth. As

the city grer{ Iarger, the attendance at Augustine also

expanded. After three decades, Augustine Church firmly
planted its foundation and became a popular place for people

of all ages and ability. There were many groups and organi-

zations centred in the church such as the Scouts, the

Women's Àssociation, the Women's Missionary Society; the

Ladies' Sewing Soc iety, the Young People' s Club, the

Couples' CIub, the Men's CIub, and many others. During

I{orld War I the women of the church did sewing for the Red

Cross. When World War II broke out, the ladies met every

week to produce hospital goh'ns, shirts, and other articles
for the soldiers. During the flood of the Red River in

1950, Augustine Church was the relief centre for the area.

The Church accepted calls for he1p, and served coffee and

food to tired sand baggers. ÀIso, sixty-eight army beds

were set up for refugees from flood areas. In the early
1 960s, the Church became more concerned about the decrease

of church memberships. An Inner City Council was set up by

Presbytery of the United Church to help churches with sag-

ging memberships. However, the city-wide services of the

Augustine Church were sti11 flourishing. In 1966, a

Resource Centre vras set up by the Church at 51 1 Stradbrook

to provide information for nev¡comers, and for people needing

assistance from social agencies. In cooperating with St.

Luke's Ànglican, Crescent Fort Rouge United, and Trinity
Baptist, there was senior citizens' housing project provided



for seniors, and many activities were scheduled

residents and visitors"
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for both

Commencing in the "1 960s, Augustine Church was one of the

many urban churches which were confronted with the negative

impact from the urban development. The increased suburban

growth encouraged the withdrawal of people from the inner

city. The decline of inner city population negatively
affected church population. Fewer church members meant few-

er pledges, causing f inanc iar def ic its. under these c i rcum-

stances, the Church was compelled to have a series of dis-
cussions regarding how the challenges of a changing and

uncertain future coul-d best be met" A more comprehensive

strategy for church growth in the neighborhood came when two

young ministers, James Uhrich and Ian MacDonald, proposed a

radical renewal of Augustine in 1979.122 These two ministers
turned the church into t,he "Village Church", in keeping with
the designation of "Osborne Village for the newly redevel-

oped area south of River Àvenue on Osborne Street in the

River -osborne area. Augustine church came forth to share

its social concern and Christian love with the whole neigh-

borhood and to function as an open, welcoming church. The

renewar project intended to involve art church members and

the neighborhood. The church then became a place that
allows people to get involved at a number of different lev-
e1s, including concerts, visiting, oêighborhood activities
and worshipping. rn order to bring more residents into the

1 22 rbid. , pp.20-23.
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church building and most important.ly t.o bring the church

into the Osborne Village, the church decided to rent space

to different groups, including Contemporary Dancers, Child

and Family Services Centre, Interfaith Immigration Council,

Lions Place Seniors and Pulford Housing. Alcoholics Ànony-

mous and Overeaters Ànonymous held their weekly meetings at

the church" There were also a series of discussions on

safety and crime prevention sponsored by the church. For

instance, "Networking for Needs" is an interdenominational

conference that searches for solutions to unemployment,

crime, domestic violence, racism, and the problems confront-
ed by Native Canadians and the mentally handicapped. À11

these activities involved people and created interest in the

Village Church. The result of this r.¡as to bring the church

into Osborne Village; and the Church could identify itself
with its neighbors in the River-Osborne area.

The renewal of Augustine Church in 1979 further deepened

its commitment to the neighborhood development, as Augustine

Church was one of the founding members of Riverborne Devel-

opment Àssociation Inc. formed in 1980 in response to the

Winnipeg Core Àrea Initiative for neighborhood participation
in urban renewal. Riverborne is a non-profit neighborhood

development organization devoted to fostering the social and

economic development of the Fort Rouge portion of Winnipeg's

Core Àrea.1 23 The organization strives to be flexible and

1 23 Riverborne Development
Reort " (Winnipeg: Ri
Inc. , 1987) , p.1 .

Association Inc. ,verborne Develoment
"chairman's
Assoc iat ion



resonsive to local needs and conditions.
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I ts twelve-member

board of directors, including some members of the Augustine

church, meets regularly and urtlizes an executive committee

and issue-related subcommittees to provide policy guidelines

and direction for the projects to be implemented in its
administrative area.1 24 (see Figure 12) It is also involved

in low-cost housing on Wardlaw Avenue, a nevr River Àvenue

Day Nursery located on Mayfair Àvenue, the improvements to
the Àugustine Church crypt, and the provision of work for
unemployed glassworkers. l 2s The involvement of some members

of. Augustine Church in the Riverborne Development Àssocia-

tion Inc. has certainty offered a new concept of neighbor-

hood improvement. Church participation has strengthened

urban renewal in the area,

The history of the Christian ministry of Àugustine Church

reflects its social concerns and its commitment to the

improvement of the River Osborne neighborhood. perhaps most

importantly, its neighborhood participation can verify the

application of their Christian virtues including "Iove your

neighbors as yourselves" into the urban situation. Its con-

cerns in the neighborhood consists of special needs groups

including elderly, low income and single parent families,
unemployed and underemployed, youth, native, and handi-

1 24 Riverborne development
Green Paper (winnipeg:
tion Inc., Feb. , 1982),

1 2s Augustine United Church
1887-1987 , p.23.

Assoc iat ion Inc. ,
Riverborne Development

p.1 .

, One Hundred Years Of Auqust i ne
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capped. The role of AugusLine Church in
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the neighborhood

has expanded as it attempted to be more practical and cre-
ative to address all these social issues by building a ne!¡

concept of the Village Church in 1979 and being involved in
the Riverborne Development Association in 1 980. Both

approaches have been very successful. The "Village Church"

concepL or "the church for its neighborhood" has replaced

the defensive model of the church as fortress against the

encroachment of the village. church- initiated or sponsored

programs have been well received by the residents. Church

membership has been increasing and over fifty percent of its
members come from the Riverborne area" Their invorvement in

the Riverborne Development has further sotidified the dual

role of the church in the neighborhood as the spirtuar moti-
vator and the neighborhood revitalizer. However, the work-

load set upon the church is heavy since only a couple of

churches besides Augustine are actively involved in the Riv-

er Osborne neighborhood which is populated by approximately

41683 peop1e.l26 But as Ian MacDonald, Minister of Augustine

Church, asserted, the importance of the role of the church

in the neighborhood will remain firm as they continue to

struggle over the future challenges and difficurties of this
urban society.

126 Statistics Canada, 1986
Housinq Characteri stics

Census Of Canada: Population
In Winnipeq.

And
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5"3"2 S., Àndrewrs El<¡in United Church - Centennial
Neiohborhood

St. Àndrew's Elgin United Church is located in the Cen-

tennial neighborhood (see Figures 13 and 14) " This neigh-

borhood is delineated by: Logan Avenue on the north, Sher-

brook Street on the west, William Avenue on the south, and

Stanley, Paulin and Adelaide Streets on the east.127

This inner city neighborhood r^ras one of the first six
Neighborhood Improvement Program(¡¡.t.P. )areas introduced in
1973. Renovation of existing housing stock and infill hous-

ing then became realities. As a result, the viability of

the neighborhood and its attractiveness for family housing

were enhanced. However, there are some instances in Centen-

nial where zoning and land-use are inconsistent. ( see

Appendixes N and O) ttre area east of Isabel was once zoned

f or industr ia1 uses but then rezoned to an trR2 rt Two-Fami ly
District as a result of the Neighborhood Improvement Program

(N.r.P.). The area west of Isabel is mainly zoned for mul-

tiple family although several commercial and industrial uses

exist. Low density housing constitutes the major land-use.

In 1976 there vrere 17.63 dwelling units per residential
acre; and the number of persons per residential acre is
47.75 which is higher than the city average of 25.73" Due

to the work of N.I.P., 82 percent of the dwelling units in

Centennial are classified as being in good or fair condi-

127 Ðepartment Of Environmental Planning, Centennial (Winni-
peg: Department Of Environmental Planning, 1980), p.1.
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Figure 1 3: Location Of
Inner City

The Centennial Neighborhood In The
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Figure 14: Location Of St.
The Centennial

Andrew's EIgin
Ne ighborhood

united Church In
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tion, while 18 percent are poor or very poor. (see Appendix

P) These figures are better than those of another inner

city neighborhood such as William Whyte which has approxi-
mately 64 percent of its residential buirdings in good or

fair condition and 36 percent crassified as poor or very

poor. r 2 I

Many of the socio-economic characteristics of Centennial

are similar to those of other inner city neighborhoods.
(see Appendixes Q and R) The population of Centennial has

been decreasing since 1971, and there is a large percentage

of senior citizens and singre persons in the neighborhood.

However, income data indicate that the neighborhood has a

lower than average family incomer âs $121612 compared to a

city average of $261669. The area also has Dufferin Eremen-

tary School. In contrast with the majority of inner city
neighborhoods, this neighborhood, with 6.5 acres of park and

recreation land per thousand residents, has an adequate

amount of land availabre for recreational pursuits. Four

parks providing recreational facilities for the residents

are Lizzie Park, Roosevelt Park, Dufferin park and Gwendo-

line Park. The hub of recreation activity is the central
community crub on Ross Avenue. Nevertheress, the neighbor-

hood suffers from the lack of local commercial services.
Àlthough it contains numerous commercial estabrishments,

most of them are of a regional nature. Local commercial

servÍces are concentrated along rsabel between william and

1 28 rbid, , pp.1 -2.



quate situation therefore has become one of the major con-

cerns to area residents, as a large number of the people do

not have the vehicles to travel to outlying shopping are-

as.12s Overa1I, both the physical conditions and socio-eco-

nomic characteristics of the Centennial neighborhood have

been improved, and indeed are better than other inner city
neighborhoods in some aspects particularly housing condi-

tions and recreational facilities. However improvements are

stiIl necessary. For instance, local commercial development

shouid be encouraged to meet the needs of the population,

and this type of land use would be a satisfactory replace-

ment for regional commercial or industrial uses in the long

term. A1so, improvements in the old physical infrastructure
in the area should be promoted to reestablish the family
neighborhood. Finally, there should be some programs and

activities specifically for the senior citizens in the

neighborhood. À1I these conditions provide the St. Àndrew's

Elgin United Church with some goals to strive for. The fol-

Ross, including the area's only grocery store.

lowing will be an analysis on St. Andrew's ministry,
role, and its impact on the neighborhood.

117

This inade-

its

St" Andrew's Elgin United Church is presently located in
St. Andrew's Place (see Figure 15) which is a mix of church,

housing, and communityl 30 space. The existence of St.

12s rbid., pp.2-3.
I 30 For Purposes Of

onymously with
"Community" is used syn-
this study.

Clarification,
"Neighborhood" in
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Figure 15: St. Àndrew's place On Elgin Àvenue, Winnipeg
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Àndrew's Ergin united church and the presence of its "shel-
ter", st" Andrew's Prace, were the positively reinforcing
results of the church's history" st. Andrew's was formed in
1881 and then obtained a new church building calted Selkirk
Harr on Logan Àvenue. rn 1894 the church moved into the

existing site, and started its urban ministry. At that
time, there v¡ere many "missions" for the newry arrived agri-
cultural settlers sponsored by St. Andrew's, namely the

North End Mission, Point Douglas, West End Mission, the Chi-
nese Mission, the Sherman Street Mission, and the Àlfred
Street Mission.l3l

Whilst its urban nrinistry continued to prosper, it vras

confronted with its first major crisis involving two events

simultaneously. The first event was the establishment of

its sister church carled st. Àndrew's River Heights in 1915"

The second event was the purchase of property adjacent to
the otd st. Andrew's church with the Midrand Railway track-
age along the lane north of it.132 In this situation, many

church members thought that the ord st. Àndrew's wourd have

to close its doors. However, St. Àndrew's E1gin did not

crose and even identified itself with the changed character

of its neighborhood. The church became more active in voic-
ing its concern for civic betterment, improved minimum wag-

€s, elimination of srum housing, civic morality and justice.

131 Larry Krotz, Second Birth
The Unpublished Report, 1

132 Ibid.

Àndrew's Place (Winnipeg:
pp.3-4.

: St.
e741,
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A baby clinic was then established at St" Àndrew's, The

church also became the administration centre for the Christ-
mas Cheer program which in 1930 supplied hampers to 535 fam-

iIies. The church provided a Fresh Air Camp at Gim1i t'tani-

toba for the underprivileged, summer Bible school for
children, and a free weekly movie for the neighborhood. In

1930 the St. Àndrew's clothing bureau supplied 950 persons

with clothing. From 1954 to 1956, the St" Andrew's basement

provided the first school space for Manitoba's retarded

children. In 1962 the St. Àndrew's thrift Shop was estab-

lished to seII or give used ctothing to people in need.133

The c ity-wide soc iaI services by St , Andrew' s EIgin

Church from its beginning until the 1 960s indeed had proven

its commitment to urban needs through Christian virtues.
However, a changed strategy for the urban ministry vras

necesary due to urban change. As mentioned in the first
case study, the City of Winnipeg experienced progressive

urban growth especially af ter the Second f^forId War. Unf or-
tunately for the church, growth was concentrated in the sub-

urban areas, not in the inner city. The inner city neigh-

borhoods thus have become the high priority areas in which

the special needs groups concentrate. In order to meet

their needs, churches such as SL. Andrew's Elgin had to
rener.r their ministries and to redefine their roles. In 1961

a proposal v¡as prepared by Reverend Charles Forsyth of St.

133 Mildred Cassie,
(winnipeg: The

History Of St.
Unpublished Report

Andrew's Elqin
, 1975) , pp. 1 -6.
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Andrew's Ergin to construct a community centre building on

the lot next to the church. This community centre was pro-
posed to house the thrift shop, a boys club, community cen-

tre space and senior citizens' facilities. However, the

work plan vras not rearized until the coming of the church's
second crisis, which was the fire on November 12r 19G8.134

The fire destroyed the whole St. Andrew's Elgin Church,

but not the faith of the Sr. Andrew's congregation" The

congregation decided to ask the rnstitute of urban studies
to work with it and help define its options in 1970. The

Institute of urban studies (r.u.s.) proposed a multi-purpose

building, including housing for families, single unmarried

working people, or older people; indoor recreation; resource

facilities such as a crothing depot and neighborhood medical

clinic; community space; and a church. This multi-purpose

buirding wourd not only suppry needed facilities and be eco-

nomicali-y viable, and could also be designed as a centre of

human activity - a modern day urban equivarent of the medi-

eval village square.l3s The proposal was accepted by the St.
Andrew's congregation. À $188r000 federal grant, under pro-
visions of the National Housing Act, v¡as approved for the

project. construction of the complex was financed through a

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation loan of $1.7 miI-

1 3 4 Larry Krotz, pp.5-6
13s rnstitute of urban

Proposal (winnipeg:
uary, 1971), pp.5-1

Studies, St.
The Institute

0.

Àndrew's Elqin church
Of Urban Studies, Jan-
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lion.136 It has taken seven years of planning, meetings both

with Federal, Provincial Government and with the City of

Winnipegr âs well as the Presbytery of the United Church,

architects, lawyers, planners and congregation before "con-

crete" visions of this complex calIed St. Àndrew'a place

appeared in 1975.137 In May 1976, the complex was officially
opened. 1 3 I

St. Àndrew's Place consists of eleven storeys" On the

main floor are located the church sanctuary, community hal1,
canteen, food store, credit union, and labor co-op. The

Midland Credit Union provides specialized services for the

neighborhood. It also tries to provide an advisory service

to people with financial difficulties and has developed a

pooling service to bring debtors and creditors together, set

up a reasonable budget, and arrange the paying off of the

debt in a realistic yray. Independent Co-operative Enter-
prises is a casual labor co-operative set up to the resi-
dents to look for short-term employment. In the basement of

the building, there are the St. Àndrew's place fhrift Shop

and the Citizen's Health Action Centre (CuaC). The rhrift
Shop gathers items of used ctothing from churches throughout

Manitoba and offers them for resale at a nominal cost. The

Citizen's Health Àction Centre has done significant analysis

1 3 6 The Free Press "New
ÀIso Be A Community
Jan. 16, 1974).

137 Mildred Cassie, p. 9

138 Larry Krotz, Þ.14.

St. Andrew's Church
Centre" (winnipeg:

Development Will
The Free Press,
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of the neighborhood, and provides a type of service compat.i-

ble with area residents' requirements. The Centre also

attempts to overcome deep-rooted traditional and profession-

aI barriers by providing both medical care and health care.

The upper nine floors contain 116 low income senior citizen
apartments leased by the Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corpo-

ration. In St. Andrew's Place, all the tenants including

the senior citizens, shops, and even the ov¡ner St" Andrew's

Church are required to pay rent to the management corpora-

tion called St. Àndrew's Management (Se¡¿).

The renewed ministry of SL. Andrew's starting from 1976

certainly is a proof of its commitment to biblical mandates.

The project added a new dimension to the church's role in

the neighborhood. Since the official opening of St"

Andrew's Place, aII the facilities, except the church whose

approximately 75 members come from the suburban areas, have

been heavily used by the area's residents. In other words,

the majority of the facility users are from the Centennial

neighborhood" 1 3 e To the neighborbood's residents, St.

Àndrew's is more than just a church" It is a "people's
placer" a welcoming place, and a centre of activities. St.

Andrew's also means senior citizen housing for the 132 sen-

ior citizens who can enjoy their favorite "village square"

within the same building. It further serves as the neigh-

borhood centre. Residents, regardless of a9€: sex and race,

can freely use the various kinds of facilities and partici*

1 3e rbid., pp.1 5-21.
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pate in different sociar activities in which their social
networks can be expanded" Às a result, the St. Andrew's

project has demonstrated the ability of a church readership

to redefine the role a church plays in an inner city neigh-

borhood, namely Centennial" With the guidance, technical
assistance and negotiating support of the rnstitute of urban

studies, the united church's Research and pranning councir

and architectural and legal consultants, St. Andrew's EIgin

united church accepted a challenging community-based rede-

velopment concept and adopted a broad-based planning proce-

dure which can show a solid church statemeni about the

future of the inner city" 1 4o The future existence of St.
Andrew's in this neighborhood is a "must" since it is the

only church actively involved in the area populated by 2B4S

people. 1 a r

5"3,3 Mgnngnite Urban Renewal Proqran - Inner Citv Of
Winnipeq

Mennonite Urban Renewal program (t't.U"R.p.) is a special
housing program designed in 1983 by a group of Christian
business and professionar peopre from Mennonite churches.

The churches work together through a non-profit corporation
to create a better vray of life in the inner city of Winni-
peg" This is accomplished in a practical vray by providing

l4o DonaId Epstein, Housing Innovation And Neiqhborhood
Imprgvement: Chanqe In Winnipeq's Inner Citv (winnipeg:
Institute Of Urban Studies, March, 1974), f.Iqg"

141 Statistics Canada, 1986 Census Of Canada
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good and low cost housing to low income people.1a2 The pro-
gram is centered in the inner city since it is the place

where low-income people concentrate. The original four

apartment blocks purchased in the program are located in

three different inner city neighborhoods, namely St. John's,

DanieI Mcintyre and MemoriaI. (see Figure 16)

The socio-economic characteristics of these inner city
neighborhoods have already verified the necessity of the

low-income housing such as the ones offered by the Mennonite

Urban Renewal Programs(t"t.U.R.P. ) (see Appendixes e, R, S

and T) aff three neighborhoods have experienced a decline in
population due to the effect of the suburban growth. How-

ever, the percentages of the senior citizens (65 and over)

in St. John's, Daniel Mcintyre and Memorial are 14%, 15%

and 16% respectively which are higher than the city average

of 12%. Their average family income is much lower than the

city average of 926,669 as ç18,274 for St. John's, $18,251

for Daniel Mcintyre and $16r070 for Memorial. The unemploy-

ment rates for these neighborhoods range from 7.2% to 12%

while the corresponding rate for the city is 5.2%. The edu-

cational level of their residents is relatively low as over

55% of. them received high school education and only approxi-
mately 9% had high school diplomas. la3 The aforementioned

142 Mennonite Urban Renewal Programs, MURP And GoaIs (Winni-
peg: The Unpublished Pamphlet, 1987).

I 43 Department Of Environmental Planning, Winnipeo Àrea
Characterization: Socio-Economic Characteristics - St;
John's, Daniel Mcintyre, Memorial, Ànd Citv Tota1 (Win-
nipeg: Ðepartment Of Environmental P1anning, 1981).
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Figure 16: Location Of
In The Inner

The Mennonite Urban
City Neighborhoods

Renewal Programs
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socio-economic characteristics of the neighborhood certainly
generate strong needs for such things as low-income housing,

counselling, financiar management training and vocationat

training besides sociar welfare. These people are the ones

who need more social support and concern. Àrl these condi-

tions have become the key factors in the birth of the Menno-

nite urban Renewal- Program which is intended to design a

more wholesome living enviromment for some of the disadvan-

taged people within the inner city of hfinnipeg"

The birth of the Mennonite Urban Renewal pro-

gram(t't.U.R.P. )did not come inLo existence abruptly but

required a whole series of studies, discussions and chris-
tian prayers.144 In the late 1970s, there v¡as a group of

Mennonite professionars r+ho met regularly at the Rivereast

Mennonite Brethren church for their bible studies. During

the bibre studies, discussions always linked the bibricat
principres and social concerns together. The apprication of

the biblical truths into the daily life and society was

greatly encouraged as they heeded the following verses:

What good is it, my brothers and sisters, if aperson cl-aims to have faith but iras no deeds?
Suppose a brother or sister is without clothes and
daily food" If one of you says to him, 'Go, I
wi sh you well ; keep r¡rarm and weli f ed, ' but does
nothing about his physical needs, what good is it?
(James 2:14-17)

Personal Interviews
Board Of The Mennoni
1 988.

with Dave Dyck, Chairman Of The
te Urban Renewal Program, January,

144
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These Mennonite professionals then identified the inner city
as the high priority area, and concluded that low-income

housing was the most practical ways to address the needs of

the poor people in the inner city" Thus, the Mennonite

Urban Renewal Program was born in mid-1981: Mennonite pro-

fessionals from different Mennonite churches initiated
actions to form a non-profit corporation committed to
addressing the urban Iiving needs of disadvantaged persons

in the inner c ity. 1 4 5

The philosophy behind the program is that disadvantaged

people in the inner city neighborhoods need help from a car-
ing community. They need to develop a sense of self-worth,
acceptance and hope for a fuller Iife through the provision

of a more adequate living envircnment, although their eie-
mental needs might be met by social welfare programs but who

also needed help from a caring community in order to develop

a sense of self-worth, acceptance and hope for a fuller life
through the provision of a more adequate living environment.

The details of their philosophy can be demonstrated in the

following statemen¡5' 1 a6

1. To assist needy people who intend to improve their stan-

dard of living in order to achieve better housing accommoda-

tions.

l4s Mennonite urban
(winn ipeg: The

146 Ibid.

Renewal Programs
Unpublished Report

, Report On U.U.R.P.
, 1984), p"2"
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2" To provide disadvantaged people with opportunities to
develop vocational skilts through practical project applica-
tions by working together with skilled individuals, i.e" to
pair volunteer tradesmen with unskilled individuals in order

to create relationships and mutual learning situations.
3. To provide counselling services, pastoral care and urban

skills to tenants in apartment blocks owned or to be owned

by the M"U"R.P. corporation in a ministry dedicated to the

"whoIe person. "

4. To demonstrate that Christian love transcends racial and

economic barriers; that val-ues and relationships stem from

the love in God's Kingdom, founded on justice and mercy.

(t"ficah 6:8 )

The M.U.R.P. corporation has attempted

goals by two approaches, namely Low-Incomi

to

ng

achieve its
Housing and

Housing PIus. Since its beginning in 1981 M.U.R.p. has

acquired four apartment buildings in three locations in the

inner city. (see Figures 17 and 18) These apartment blocks

have a capacity of 63 suites. The Atlantic Avenue property

was M.U.R.P.'s first venture in 1981 then the Westminster

Avenue property and finally the Toronto Avenue properties in
1983. À11 the apartment buildings were originally in a

state of disrepair, had an unstable occupancy rate and

seemed to be headed for demolition. However, a renovation

program was implemented following the purchase of the build-
ings" The properties thus became desirable rental opportu-
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Figure 17: The Àpartment BIocks Purchased By The MURP (e)

Atl anti c Avenue

l,les tmi ni ster Avenue
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F'igure 1B: The Apartment Blocks purchased By The MURP (n)

--:lrla-
:,ú. h¿J

Toronto Avenue



nities, and the occupancy rate

100y " 
1 47
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of each building has been

Second, Housing PIus. The Housing plus program is
designed to complement the housing project to meet various

social and spiritual needs through maritar and alcohor coun-

sel1ing, BibIe studies, hospital visits, assisting tenants

with job applications, obtaining f inancial assistance and

encouraging neighborhood participation within the MURP

buildings. Two counsellors are employed in the Housing prus

program. 1 a I

The activities of the M.U.R.p. are managed on behalf of

the membership by a Board of Directors consisting of thir-
teen members. The Board and its committees meet regularly
and discuss project deveropment, financing, pubric relations
and tenant programs. Tenants and members of the board meet

together quarterly to listen to one another and to work on

issues of mutual concern" Funding for the M"U.R.p. has been

largely self-supporting. The purchase of the apartment

brocks reried heavily on donations and offerings from the

MURP members, the Mennonite churches, along with financiat
assistance from the crosstown credit union" with Lhese

funds M.U.R.P. has been able to make the necessary down-pay-

ments and take over exisÈing mortgages. The annual operat-
ing budget is around $200r000 with all but ten percent com-

147 rbid., p"3"

148 Mennonite Urban Renewal Programs, E.U..R.p. And Goals.
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ing from rental payments, and the remaining amount is
balanced by the financial assistance largely from the mem-

bers and the Mennonite churches. Housing plus is partly
funded by the Core Area Initiative and is supported by Men-

nonite Brethren Home Missions and Church Extension and the

Conference of Mennonites in Canada program in Native Minis-
tries.l ae

The Mennonite Urban Renewal Program has successfully ful-
filled its stated objectives" The Mennonite members have

been very faithful in demonstrating their Christian love

through the program which supplies low-income housing to the

needy people, and provides counselling services, pastoral

care and urban skills so that tenants can develop a sense of

self-worth, acceptance and hope for a fuller 1ife. Their

success can be indicated by the response of the areas' resi-
dents to the program. As mentioned previously, the occupan-

cy rate is always 100%. À11 of the tenants in the four

apartment blocks are classified as low-income people, which

means that their average annual- income is much lower than

the city average of fi261669.1so Àbout half are native peo-

ple, approximately 6% are students, and 33% are employed. lsl

Therefore, these figures have already proved that the

M,U.R.P. can successfully respond to the needs of low income

1þ1d.

Department Of Environment Planning, Winnipeq Area Char-
acterization: Socio-Economic Charact.eristics
Total.

49

50

lsl Mennonite Urban Renewal Programs, MURP And Goals.
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groups in three inner city neighborhoods, Even though chal-
lenges including financial deficit stil1 remain, the

M.U"R"P" Board continues to seek its major goal and to
enrich the lives of the disadvantaged in urban neighbor-

hoods "

5.4 ST'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Between 1963 and 1988, many changes occurred in Winnipeg,

Population growth was one of the key phenomena as the city
population increased from 4751989 to 6251305. Howeverr pop-

ulation growth was concentrated in the subsurbs rather than

the inner city. The suburban population increased from

332,509 to 522,935 while the inner city population suffered

a decrease from 1431480 to 102,370. This situation affected
the growth of churches in the same manner, as more new

churches were established in the suburbs and these churches

gained larger congregations. Consequently, the inner city
churches have become the ones which are confronted with tv¡o

sets of challenges, namely the loss of church membership,

and the needs of the poor people who cannot afford moving to

the suburbs. In dealing with these challenges, the inner

city churches have two options: die or survive.

survival in the inner city is not an easy task.

However,

They must

redefine their roles and reneÌ.¡ the strategy of their minis-

tries to regain church membership. They must also demon-

strate their commitment. to the needy.
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a srnall portion of the inner c ity churches are

activery involved in redefining their roles and ministry
strategies. The three case studies in this chapter describe

some of the successful stories. Àugustine united church in
River osborne is good example iltustrating the important

role of the church in the neighborhood revitarization, since

its active urban ministry started from the very earry days

of River osborne" Throughout the past century, Augustine

has been using its effective ministry to meet the physical

and social needs of the neighborhood. rts "vil-rage church"

project in 1979 and its involvement in the Riverborne Devel-

opment Association in 1980 have further soridified its dual

rores in the neighborhood as the spiritual motivator and the

neighborhood revitalizer. st. Andrew's Elgin church in cen-

tennial is another successfur example indicating the close

rerationship between the church and the neighborhood devel-
opment since its urban ministry arso started from the earry
days of centennial. rts renewed ministry in 197G has proved

to society that some churches are willing to accept a chal-
lenging community-based redevelopment concept and to adopt a

broad-based planning procedure for the good of area's resi-
dents. st. Àndrew's has become both the prace of worship

and the neighborhood centre. The Mennonite urban Renewal

Program ilrustrates how people of the Mennonite church have

followed their christian convictions by addressing the needs

of row income groups through the development of a housing

program. rn short, the case studies have indicated the com-
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mitment of churches to the needs of their respective neigh-

borhoods and consequently their impact on the neighborhood

revitalization. However, challenges and problems such as

financial deficits and loss of confidence by the government

stiII prevail. Churches will have to address these internal
and external obstacles before they can further exercise

their Christian faith to the neighborhoods in future. The

following chapter will further examine the Iessons described

from these case studies, and suggest some courses of action
which churches engaged in neighborhood ministry could pur-

sue "



ChapLer VI

EVÀLUATIONS AND POIICY GUIDEIINES

Men develop strategies in order to chart paths of
least resistance toward their objectives. 1 5 2

Àlan À1tshuler

6.1 EVAIUATIONS

Urbanization in this century has dramatically affected
many aspects of society. The process has effected the popu-

Iation growth causing imbalance in the distribution between

the suburbs and the inner city. The suburbs received a

greater growth and a higher percentage of the well-off popu-

lation while the inner city had retained larger proportion

of the poor people who were reduced to live in dilapidated
conditions. In dealing with this situation, the City gov-

ernment has erred on three major points. First, it showed a

bias toward suburban development to the detriment of inner

city development. Obviously, the physical and social cir-
cumstances of the inner city are markedly different from

those of the suburbs. Second, the City did not address the

real needs of the inner city. The City's narrov¡ focus on ad

hoc physical development precluded planning which is orient-

152 Alan Altshuler,
Analysis (lthaca
p.375.

The Citv Planninq Process: I Political
: Cornell University Press, 1965),

137
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ed toward the social needs and human needs of the inner

city" Third, the City largely failed to realize the impor-

tance of the neighborhood-based resources such as the church

projects to neighborhood planning. The government's alti-
tude can be refrected by the insufficient amount of funding

allocated for the neighborhood-based projects through the

Core Àrea Initiative.

This study strongly supports the belief that the inner

city deserves top priority in city planning since it is
still the most crucial part of the city, its pulse as it
v¡ere, where government and commercer âs well as spatial and

sociar life, are equarly important" Neighborhood units are

indeed the key elements that keep the core alive. Neighbor-

hood-based resources should be greatly encouraged in neigh-

borhood planning, and inner city churches shourd be consid-

ered as vital forces in this endeavor. Three case studies
proved the changing role of churches and gave rise to the

following observations :

1. The urban ministry as exemprified by three case studies

can truly fulfil the meaning of Aqape

As mentioned in chapter three, Christian love is the

translation of the Greek word Àqape, meaning "self-giving"
or "outpouring Iove". This love is for God as well as for
neighbor, One of its very natures is to desire the neigh-

bor's good, whether we like him or not. It has become the
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key of the churches'basic principles as well as the central
force behind their neighborhood action. The urban ministry
exercised in three case studies can truly demonstrate the

meaning of this Love, namely Àqape. St. Andrevr's Elgin

United Church, for insLancer rêfused to give up its neigh-

borhood programs and services even though it was challenged

by two major crises in 1910s and 1960s respectively. In

1915, the opening of St" Andrew's River Heights Church and

the purchase of property adjacent to the old St" Andrew's

with the Midland Railway trackage almost forced the old St.

Andrew's to close its doors. However, it did not close but

identified itself with the changed character of its neigh-

borhood. The church became more active in voicing its con-

cern for civic betterment and social justice. Later, a big

fire in 1968 destroyed St. Andrew's Elgin Church, but stilI
not the faith of its congregation. The church decided to

ask the Institute of Urban Studies for future direction.
Ultimately, it accepted the idea of building a multi-purpose

complex. This complex would not only supply needed facili-
ties and be economically viable, but could also be designed

as a centre of human activities in the Centennial neighbor-

hood. The church project added a new dimension to the

church's role in the neighborhood, and certainly is proof of

its commitment to biblical mandates, specifically Aqape.
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2, tdeighborhood-based revitalizat,ion programs by the

churches are híghly relevant to the needs of indívíduals

The three case studies in this thesis, namely Augustine

United Church, St. Andrew's Elgin United Church and Menno-

nite Urban Renewal Program, indicated that neighborhood-

based programs are highly relevant to meet the needs of the

neighborhood" These church projects were created through

the joint effort of the local churches, Iocal residents and

professionals. Before the birth of each project, they gath-

ered together and discussed the needs of the neighborhood.

They shared in the process of what \{as going to happen and

shared in the actual process of neighborhood improvement.

Consequently, the projects could address some of the needs

of the residents. The interaction between churches and res-
idents also helped the church themselves emerge in the

neighborhood, become part of it, identify with it and Iive
ir" These neighborhood-based projects were intended to
strengthen the socio-characteristics of a neighborhood.

They atttempted to erase the pitfalls of the physical plan-

ning which emphasizes the rigid division of land uses, cen-

tralized shopping and playground compound, not always fit-
ting the needs of the people and localities they are meant

to serve " The idea of these neighborhood-based projects
actually derived from the most recent neighborhood planning

approach caIled "The Community Action Àpproach. " This

approach was creaLed in 1964 Lo assist urban and rural com-
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munities in mobilizing their resources to combat poverty.

Community action agencies provided the neighborhoods with a

v¡ide variety of social services, job training amd employment

counselling services. The approach called for maximum fea-

sible participation of members of groups and areas

served. 1 s 3 In the inner city of Ï,tinnipeg, these neighbor-

hood-based church projects have proved to be relevant to the

needs of the neighborhoods.

3, Inner city churches are acknowleged as the unfailing
allies for neighborhood revitalization

Urban history is not a complete one if it does not

include church's role. Churches have, in many respects,

been closer to the urban development than any other single
institution. In his book The Citv in Historv, Lewis Mumford

said that the urban neighborhood as a livable place with a

sense of unity flowered in the Middle Ages. He described

the medieval neighborhood as follows:1sa

The division of the town into guarters, each with
its church or churches, often with a local provi-
sion market, always with its oh'n iocal water sup-
ply, a well or a fountain, was a characteristic
feature; but as the town grew the quarters might
become sixthsr or even smaller fractions of the
whole, without dissolving into the mass. Often,
as in Venice, the neighborhood unit would be iden-
tified with the parish and get its name from the
parish church:
day.

a division that remains to this

153 william M. Rohe Ànd Lauren B. Gates, Planninq With
Neiqhborhoods (Chapel Hill Ànd London: The Univeisity Ot
North Carol- ine Press, 1 985 ) , p" 36.

154 Lewis Mumford, The Citv In History (¡¡ew york: Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc., 1961).
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The cl,ose relationship between churches and urban growth

is evident here. The City of llinnipeg is no exception. The

histories of the city and the churches started almost the

same time. Churches have been trying to improve the quality

of life by offering social programs in theír respective

ne i ghborhoods . Their endeavors of meeting the physical

needs, social needs and spiritual needs in the neighborhoods

have proven beyond doubt that they have been the unfailing
aIlies of neighborhood revitalization. Augustine and St.

Àndrew's can be used as examples. Their ministries in the

neighborhoods started early at the turn of the century.

They provided the residents with a wide variety of spiritr¡-
al, social and physical needs. Theii church buildings have

become more than mere landmarks in the neighborhoods. Their

neighborhood involvements have expressed their biblical com-

mitments to the city, have strengthened their relationship
with the residents, and have helped promote the identity of

the neighborhoods. When decay and disorder resulting from

urban changes began to swallow up the urban neighborhoods

after the Second World War, these churches faced the ques-

tion head-on by redefining their ro1e, affecting neighbor-

hood development in a positive wâyr and making them better
places. Therefore, it is no exaggeration to say that they

are the unfailing partners for neighborhood improvement.
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4" The "VíIIage Centre" concepÈ is the ideal model for the

church projects

The "Vi11age Centre" concept r,¡as incorporated into the

church renewal projects of both Àugustine and St" Andrew's

Elgin. Besides the worshipping function, their church

buildings also offer spaces for a wide range of neighborhood

services. This "ViIlage Centre" concept actually has its
origins in the cities of Europe, and to the Mediterranean

world of antiquity. Ancient Rome, for instance, had its
village squares, many with t.heir own temple, public bath-

house, and market, around which a local neighborhood was

centered.rss The incorporation of the "Village Centre" con-

cept may be quite liberal for some traditional churches.

But it works very well when ministering to the poor neigh-

borhoods. This model enables the residents to conveniently

access their necessities in the immediate neighborhood. It
also encourages localized activities within the neighbor-

hood. Some social scientists asserted that the modern

neighborhood is a dying neighborhood by declaring:1s6

In the modern large city the unit of residence is
no longer a local community.. "...The streams of
life do not any longer pass through the locality
groupings.. " ". "the common theatre of all the
activities of the cLosest neighbors is not their
residence unit but the whole city" The neighbor-
hood community. "....has been emptied of most of
its content and there is no doubt that it will not
regain it.

1s5 James V. Cunningham,
ana: Fides Publishers,

1s6 rbid., p.33.

The Resurqent Neiqhborhood (rnAi-
Inc., 1965), p.29.
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with the application of. the "Village Centre" concept by

churches within inner city neighborhoods r flêighborhood

activities can become more localized. Also, the church

building can be heavily used to a greater extent by the res-

idents" The church would therefore bring more residents

into its building, and most importantly, bring itself into
the neighborhood. Finally, its ministry can be more suc-

cessful in meeting the needs of the neighborhood, and fur-
ther stimulate the neighborhood growth.

5. Inner city churches are confronted with three sets of
prominent problems

Generally speaking, the inner city churches, including

those which geL involved in the process of redefining their
ministry with respect to neighborhood improvement, are fac-

ing three sets of major hidden problems. First, there is a

growing financial deficit. The majority of the inner city
churches are losing church members who form the financial
base. Therefore churches encounter their financial diffi-
culties and yet cannot procure enough financial assistance

from the government. Church projects are not always suc-

cessful in confronting this situation. The Mennonite Urban

Renewal Project is one example. Since its beginning in 1981

the program has acquired four apartment buildings. Then two

of them, including the Atlantic Avenue and the Westminster

Àvenue properties, were sold because the program could not

afford their maintenance and operation after many tenants
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St" Àndrew's is also in the midst

of financial struggles, not having a strong financial base

from the congregation, Sometimes the rigid and inflexible
rules required for application, and the very limited funding

set aside for neighborhood development by the government can

discourage these churches from asking for public funding"

As well, they do not want to see certain restrictive and

rigid criteria imposed upon their church projects once the

public funding is approved. This can explain v¡hy there are

still many churches and church projects under financial
stress,

Second, the varieties of the programs offered by churches

fail to develop their full potential. Since churches do not

have sufficient funding, they cannot expand the varieties of

their programs. Even though St. Àndrew's, for instance, has

different types of services offered in its eleven-storey

building, it still does not have any specific programs for
youth and children. These two groups of people should

require more social concern and support in the Centennial-

neighborhood. In River Osborne, Augustine stiIl finds it
challenging to create more needed programs for some special

needs groups such as youth and the singles. In high density

neighborhoods, the challenge created by the growing demand

for a wider variety of programs is even greater. Third,

churches suffer from a lack of political clout. Presently

the majority of the inner city churches do not have neigh-
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borhood committees or a network of neighborhood committees

between churches. As a result, they always find difticul-

ties in conveying the message of their needs and interests

to the government and most important.ly in lobbying the gov-

ernment for funding and support.

Canadian cities are presently struggling to find answers

to the problems of their inner city neighborhoods" Funda-

mentaIly, problems arises because of the combination of

three sets of forces. First, critical thresholds of ager

population change, community erosion, and development pres-

sures are being reachedr râking older areas of cities vuln-

erable to physical and social breakdown. Second, many of

the policies and programs that are presumably designed to

meet the problems are proving inadequate and in some

instances counter productive. lsT Third, there is a relative-
Iy small number of institutions committed to the process of

innovation in the inner city neighborhoods.

integration of church projects into the neighborhoods as

indicated in the case studies can help relieve the pressure,

and even became a productive force in neighborhood planning.

However, inner city churches still need to solve some prob-

lems, both internally and externally, before they can effec-
tively contribute to the strengthening and modernizing of

Winnipeg neighborhoods" The following section will suggest

some policy guidelines, which are intended to incorporate

1s7 Institute Of Urban Studies, Innovative
The Renewal Of Old Neiqhborhoods (winnipeg
Urban Studies, October, 1977) , p" 1 63 "

Perhaps the

Strateqies For
: Institute Of
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the major needs of today's neighborhood. These four needs

are: ( 1 ) the creation of adequate facilities and services

to meet immediate human needs; (2) the nurturing of forces

that build a sense of neighborhood; (3) the development of

political and social tinks to city as a whole; and (4) the

fostering of an interaction and integration of people of aII
v¡alks of lif e within our city.1s8

6.2 POLICY GUIDELINES

The subsequent eight guidelines not only incorporate the

major needs of today's neighborhoods, but also indicate the

crucial steps which should be taken by both Local churches

and the City government.

exclusive, and each of them will be very helpful in neigh-

borhood planning.

'l . Comprehensive Approach in the urban rninistry should be

adopted by both traditional and liberal churches

Urban ministries always face controversy" For many years

Christians, especially traditionalists, have battled over

the issue of evangelism versus social concern. These two

ministries have been viev¡ed as opposed to one another. The

traditionalists claim that to care for temporal needs is to

concerned with the part of the person that will die sooner

or later. What is needed is the concern for the eternal

soul. However, the liberals espouse that soul-winning may

These guidelines are not mutually

lss James V Cunningham, pp.40-42 
"
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be of great va1ue, but when people do not have enough to

eat, are housed in substandard conditions, are jobless, and

do not receive adequate health care: presenting Christ as

the ansvrer remains only an abstract.l5s Two sides have their

valid points but as well their pitfalls"

stated, the church would renounce its claim that it minis-

ters to the whole person when it remains silent on difficult

social issues. He furthered that social services, however,

should not be used as the key to win souIs.160 Ànother theo-

Iogian John Perkins also commented that neither the liberal
nor the traditional church has functioned as a complete

church. Much of their energy has been drawn av¡ay in criti-

cizing each other, and the result has been less than effec-

tive spiritual ministries.l6l This is certainly a discourag-

ing situation.
with physical, mental, and spiritual dimensions. Depriva-

tion in any of these dimensions would damage the others

since all parts are interrelated and interactive. There-

fore, only a comprehensive approach to ministry can satisfy

biblical directives and the needs of the society. In deal-

ing wiLh a question of survival and the challenge of a new

mission, the inner city church as in Winnipeg should use

As David Moberg

Humans were created to be whole persons,

both evangelism and social concern approaches" Consequent-

15s David Claerbaut, Urban Ministrv (crand Rapids: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1983), pp.15-16.

160 David o" Moberg, Inasmuch (Grand Rapids:
lishers, 1965), pp.51, 75.

16'1 John Perkins, "Urban Church / urban Poor"
(eIgin, Illinois: David C. Cook Company,

Eerdmans Pub-

Metro-Ministrv1ffi
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Iy, the church has meaning to neighborhood's residents and

is of great help to them. It can have even a greater impact

by emerging itself completely in a contemporary neighbor-

hood, becoming part of it , and living it.

2. A wider variety of neighborhood programs should be

emphasized by churches

In chapter five, the quantitative analysis of the church-

es in Winnipeg between 1963 and 1988 indicated that the den-

sity of churches per capita in the inner city decreased con-

siderably. Local churches face a question of survival and

the challenge of a new mission" Churches that are coura-

geous and imaginative in meeting change are able better

serve the neighborhood's residents who need them more than

ever. Augustine and St" Àndrew's Elgin can serve as good

examples in this case even though their church projects

still need to be improved. These two churches, at the out-

set, surveyed the major needs of their respective neighbor-

hoods, and then incorporated the relevant programs into

their "Village Centre" projects in the 1970s. Their church

projects conveyed the common message that a church facili-

tating a wider variety of neighborhood programs can be more

capable of strengthening the socio-economic characteristics

of the neighborhood and ultirnately of stimulating neighbor-

hood growth"

church, beside providing the worshipping function, should

facilitate a wider variety of programs" Perhaps, they can

Therefore, it is suggested that an urban
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include senior citizens' programs, youth programs, child and

family services, medical care services, employment counsell-

ing services, community facilities, and even locaI commer-

cial services. These fine quality progams would gain sup-

port and acceptance particularly from the high density

inner-city neighbohood"

reach aII the facilities and services in their immediate

environment" Consequently, the socio-economic characteris-

tics of the neighborhood will be secured, and the church's

role as neighborhood revitalizer will further be consolidat-

ed.

3, Three levels of Neighborhood Committees should be estab-

Lished by churches

It is proposed that the inner city churches shculd estab-

tish three levels of neighborhood committees(see figure 19)

in order to show their commitment to neighborhood planning.

The first leve1 of Neighborhood Committee should be organ-

ized at the individual church. The committee should consist

of church members who are very neighborhood-oriented and

have strong leadeship. It should have two responsibilities:

tc address the urban revitalization issues, and to present a

more cohesive organizational unit with which to lobby the

city government. This committee as a whole is used to indi-

cate its interest in the particular neighborhood as well as

the degree of the individual commitment ot the neighborhood

improvement. Augustine can once again be used as an exam-

The residents there would easily
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Figure 19: A Concept Of Churches' Neighborhood Commíttees
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ple" Its planning Committee tras set up during Rev. James

Strachan's ministry" Through the committee, there h'ere many

ideas created for the neighborhood. The"Village Church"

pro ject !.ras one of the answers Lo the residents' needs.

The second Neighborhood Committee should be formed at a

neighborhood Ievel. Representatives from each church's

neighborhood committee in the same neighborhood should get

together and build up a network of church committees for the

entire neighborhood. This network not only further convinc-

es the government about their broad social concerns but also

demonstrates their unified goals for the benefits of the

entire area, In River Osborne, for instance, three churches

including St.

initiated the idea of building the senior citizens' housing

in the district" Finally, Fort Rouge Ecumenical Àpartments,

at 400 Stradbrook, Ì{ere opened in 1973 and run by a board

consisting of representatives from four churches, namely

Crescent ForÈ Rouge, St. Lukes's, Trinity Baptist, and

Àugustine.162 Obviously, the result of combined efforts by

these sma1l churches can accomplish some considerable ben-

efits for the area.

Luke's, Crescent Fort Rouge and Augustine

The third one called the Association of Churches' Neigh-

borhood Committees should be organized at a city level.

Representatives from each individual neighborhood committee

162 Àugustine united Church
1887-1987, (winnipeg:
p" 19.

, One Hundred Years Of Àuqustine
Augustine United Church, 1987),
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can get together and assess the strengths and weaknesses of

their church projects" By doing this, some adjustments can

be made to improve the projects, and the unified goals for

improving the quality of life for the inner city can be dis-
played.

&," Inter-Face Comnittee between the city government and

churches should k¡e formed

There must be a strong linkage between the city govern-

ment and the Àssociation of Churches' Neighborhood Commit-

tees. (see figure 20) Through the Inter-Face Committee,

interests and valid information can be exchanged directly"

The Church Association can explain the interests and needs

of the individual neighborhoods from its own perspective.

The city government, through the Committee on Planning and

Community Services, can provide churches with professional

guidance for their church projects the information about the

rules and criteria for getting heIp"

instance, there are probably many churches which hope to get

funding from the Core Area Initiative. with the proposed

Inter-face Committee, churches would get information regard-

ing the eligibility criteria for funding directly from the

government 
"

sions with urban churches, the Committee on Planning and

Community can even incorpcrate'some of the Churches' ideas

into the plans for urban renewal projects, and ultimately

authorizes the Commissioner of Planning to implement them"

(see Appendixes U and v) Through the discus-

In Winnipeg, f.or
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This kind of network system (see Figure 20) indeed helps

exchange the messages in the most effective and democraLic

wây r as well as helping to promote better understanding

among the involved parties. Consequently, the citizens'

participation in neighborhood planning will be further

encouraged. The government will be made more vital, Iess

bureacratic, better servicing loca1 needs.

In New York City, a survey conducted by the New York

Regional Plan Association verified that city neighborhoods

should be strengthened in relation to city government. Sev-

enty-five percent of the people in the survey said that it

is very important to provide channel-s of communication

between neighborhood groups and city government. More than

half felt that it is very crucial to have subcenters of gov-

ernment in different parts of the city to provide informa-

tion on the city's program.163 rhis event in New York has

certainly supported the idea of establishing the Inter-face

Committee between the Association of Churches' Neighborhood

Committees and the city government in Winnipeg.

5. The neighborhood-based projects of churches should be

encouraged by the government through adequate funding

In general it is possible to discern the basic human

needs and to locate the issue or service accordingly" How-

ever, in the midst of the neighborhood planning, the govern-

ment sometimes overlooks one area or another" This is evi-

1 63 James v. Cunningham, p.38.
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dent by its bias toward the neighborhood-based projects'
(see appendix W)

Core Àrea Initiative can reflect this bias, OnIy $16 mi1-

lions is allocated for the neighborhood development between

1 986 and 1991 
"

two major components: neighborhood-specific programs and

community-at-large programming. t uo More specifically, commu-

nity-at-1arge programming is the only major source in which

churches can apply for funding for developing their neigh-

borhood facilities and services. Considering that the inner

city has 27 neighborhoods and over hundred churches, the

amount of $16 millions over five years does not and indeed

cannot contribute much to the church projects and directly
hinders the neighborhood growth. When churches are already

in a financial deficit situation and need some assistance

for their neighborhood-based projects, the government should

encourage them by providing sufficient funding. Therefore,

a re-e',.¡aluation of the basic human needs by the government

and a greater share of its budget directed to neighborhood-

based projects are necessary. The following is a helpful
guideline for understanding the basic human needs and making

the fair share of funding: r6s

The funding allocations by the Winnipeg

This funding will be evenly split between

1 64 Winnipeg Core Area lnitiative, Canada-Manitoba-Winnipeq
Tripartite Asreement 1986-1991 (winnipeg: Core Àrea Ini-
tiative, 1986), p..1 3.

165 SociaI Planning Council, viewpoint 2001: À Social Trends
Perpective On Winnipeq's Future (winnipeg: Social Plan-
ning Council, 1982) , p.1 .
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1, Economic Needs needs for money, employment and finan-

cial security.
2. Physical Needs - needs for food, shelter, clothing,
mobility, protection and safety.

3. Health Needs - needs for good health, largely through

medically directed services"

4.

acquired through basic and continuing education.

Educational Needs needs for knowledge and skilIs

5. Personal and Social Development Needs needs for opti-
ma1 individual, family and social support and development;

including recreation and leisure services.

6. Social Organizational Needs needs for ways of organiz-

ing ourselves for collective study and action on all of the

social concerns and issues.

6. The planning and impJ.ementing of the neighborhood revi-
taLization program should be neighborhood based

This r¡ould create the situation that different resident

groups including locaI churches share in the decision of

what is going to happen and share in the actual process of

neighborhood improvement. The growth of more neighborhood

groups and the opportunities such groups offer for involve-

ment is itself a form of neighborhood improvement. Through

the interactions, the relationship between locaI churches

and other resident groups can also be promoted, and the

identity of the neighborhood can be further strengthened.

By discussing together, the needs of a neighborhood can be
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addressed more easily" A neighborhood based planning mecha-

nism can be introduced to offer resources to groups, to gain

co-ordination and to have certain legal power for acquiring

Iand and using money for the benefit of different groups"

As a result it can undertake its own acts of improvement.

The board of this mechanism include representatives of the

different neighborhood groups participating in renewal

projects, government officials and some other interested

residents. 1 6 0 The Riverborne Development Association is a

good example in this case.

mechanism is different from the previously proposed Inter-

face Comrnittee which is more advisory in nature' organized

at a city IeveI, and more exclusive to the church groups.

7. The role of government ín the church projects should be

that of faciLitator

This goes against the traditional role of government as

doer of things, but in this case implies that government

provides the means for the churches to do for themselves.

Government facilitates by providing money, by setting basic

policy guidelines and performance criteria, by setting such

necessary machinery as neighborhood development corpora-

tions, by providing professional advice and planning skills,

by recruiting private resources, by evaluating results and

This neighborhood planning

insuring accountability of actions.

166 Institute of urban
Renewal (winnipeg
Wp.2e5"

Studies, The Citizen
: The Institute Of

The important point

And Neiqhborhood
Urban Studies,
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implied here is that the day of government's role as a

direct interventionist should come to an end. The decen-

tralization of responsibility and the sharing of pov¡er with

neighborhood groups such as local churches should be the

democratic model for the future. It will not come easily

and there wilI likely be some difficulties. Nevertheless,

this should be the approach of government if it intends to

renew and revitalize modern neighborhoods in a human l{ay.

8. The government should have a strong confidence in local

churches

The historical review of the Christian ministries dis-

cussed in chapter four of this study has proven the long-

term relationship between the churches and the cities,

between church ministries ansd human needs. Their important

role in the city is not questioned, and their driving force

for the city Erowth cannot be overlooked"

can become emerging allies for neighborhood effort in many

ways. They can inspire and supply leadership.

encourage physical improvements by moderning and beautifying

their o$¡n properites" They can open up many of their facil-

ities for neighborhood use.

gram, St. Àugustine and St. Andrev¡'s in this study are the

good examples. Churches can train groups of their lay peo-

ple in many of the skills needed for responsible neighbor-

hood renewal work, just as they have trained lay people for

charitable work and fund raising. Back in the 1900s in

Today churches

Mennonite Urban Renewal Pro-

They can
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U.S.A", when the large central city was coming into being

amidst much agony, churches responded strongly to the human

needs of the day" They took the lead in battling for better
working and living conditions for the immigrants who poured

into the U.S.A" from Europe. They created ethnic neighbor-

hoods to protect and nurture the immigrants, In these ear-

lier days of the American cities, churches were very active

in the settlement house movement, in tenement house reform,

in combating religious and national prejudice and in helping

to eradicate the evils of child labor.167 There are indeed

many similar examples all over the world"

important role of the churches in our society will become

one of the greatest mistakes in human history.

The aforementioned policy guidelines are merely sugges-

tions by the author"

framework for future actions if both sides, Iocal churches

and the City government, are willing to engage in the

endeavor of rnaking positive changes. Nevertheless, churches

r+i1l become a more decisive force in shaping the environment

as they begin to live within the whole urban environment,

taking to themselves the unpopular and repulsive as well as

the respected and the comfortable. People of the city and

its neighborhoods will have the allies of the most effective
and compassionate kind.

These guidelines provide a useful

To deny the

167 James v. Cunningham , p"175 
"



Succinctly put, this study entitled Inner Citv Churches:

Their Role In The Partnership For Neiqhborhood Revitaliza-

tion has already set out to demonstrate the congruence

between planning functions and Christian virtues, attempting

to make Christian principles relevant to neighborhood plan-

ning" As specified in chapter one, neighborhood can be

defined as a physical entitf in which a common bounded ter-

ritory is named and identified by residents. Àt least one

institution is identified in the area, and at least one com-

mon tie is shared. The common tie may be shared community

facilities, public spaces, oÍ social institutions" This

physically defined entity has been the targeted area for

many planners. These planners have experimented with vari-

ous neighborhood planning approaches, including the Settle-

rnent House Approach, the Garden City Concept, the Neighbor-

hood Unit Theory and the Community Action Àpproach.

However, they all have had the same commitments, specifical-

ly to effect the positive societal change and to make cities

more liveable" This certainly can explain why there have

been many on-going neighborhood renewal endeavors by plan-

ners"

Chapter VII

O\TERALL CONCTUSIONS

- 161 -
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Às we1l, many of the Christian churches have actively

engaged in their own version of neighborhood renewal

efforts" They are always committed to teaching their Chris-

tian doctrines. One of their key mandates says to love your

neighbor as yourself. Thankfully, they have found the ideal

place, ca1led "Neighborhood", to express and further exer-

cise their Christian virtues. Chapters two and three have

already explained their Christian principles and indicated

their commitment to the needs of the people and the improve-

ment of the neighborhood. Chapter four has used three case

studies in Winnipeg to further prove that some urban church-

es have been successful in demonstrating their Christian
viitues by meeting the physical, social and spiritual needs

of the people, and in affecting neighborhood growth. The

message of the case studies has also confirmed that "neigh-

borhood" indeed provides the matrix where the objectives of

the church neighborhood action can be fuIfilled and Chris-

tian virtues can be best exercised. Throughout the discus-

sions in this study, a close relationship between church

virtues and planning functions has been drawn" Evidently,

urban churches can be considered as emerging a11ies for

neighborhood revital ization.

However, the majority

fronted with some prominent

them are losing the church

base. Therefore churches

of urban churches are still con-

problems. First, most of the

members who form their financial
encounter financial difficulties
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and yet cannot procure enough financial assistance from city
government" It has been proven that public funding for

developing neighborhood facilities and services are sti11

insufficient, even though some financial help from govern-

menL can always be made available t.o neighborhood projects

such as the ones in the three case studies. Second, the

neighborhood programs offered by urban churches fail to

develop their full potential. Since churches do not get

enough funding, they are not capable of expanding the

variety of their programs as well as meeting some special

needs groups such as youth and singles. Third, the majority

of inner city churches suffer frorn a lack of political

clout. They do not have neighborhood committees or a commu-

nication network between churches. Consequently, they

always find difficulties in conveying their needs and inter-

ests to government and most importantly in lobbying govern-

ment for funding and support.

This study has designed several policy guidelines to

address the aforementioned problems, particularly the incor-

poration of a wider variety of neighborhood programs by

churches, the establishment of three leveIs of neighborhood

committees by churches, the founding of the inter-face com-

mittee between churches and the City government, and the

provision of adequate public funding for neighborhood-based

projects. All the suggested policy guidelines are intended

for both sides, Iocal churches and the City government.



Definitely r both sides have to

actions in order to ful1y develop

borhood-based resources and to make

aIlies for neighborhood revitalizat

In the story of life as a whole, it is larger acquain-

tance with history that gives people the best guide to the

f ut ure

sized

. The history of city planning has already apotheo-

that churches have been very close to urban develop-

and indeed have been affecting its growth. Unfortu-ment,

natel
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initiate some necessary

urban churches as neigh-

them become more useful

ion"

close relationship, and therefore does not offer the appro-

priate assistance and support that the struggling churches

deserve. Hopefully, this study is able to convince many

professionals of the important role of urban churches in

neighborhood planning; and ultimately they will further mold

city growth with the partnership of these churches.

y t this secularized society cannot recognize their
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CONCENTRÀTION OF THE EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCHES
IN WINNIPEG: 1963 AND 1988
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CONCENTRATION OF THE I¡NITED CI{I'RCHES
WTNNIPEG: 1963 AND 1988

Appendix F
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Àppendíx G

CoNCENTR.ATTON OF THE ANGLTCAN9 $IENNONTTE Al{D
PRESBYTERIAN CHT'RCHES IN WIIqNTPEG: 1963 AND

1 988
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AffiHA
THAffiAÜTffiffiåUATåÕN

Year of t963

To I.C" Sub

&s"p tis Ë

Ch ur ch
I1

utheran 23
Chur ch

Pentecostal
Chur ch

To - Total

I. C. Inner CitY

Sub - Suburbs

THE GITY OF WIN${IPEG
DEPARTMEñTT OF
ENVIRONME${TAL FI-A9{NING
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Appendix H

CoNCENTRATTON OF THE BAPTTST, LUTHER.åN AND
PENTECOSTAL CHT'RCHES TT{ WINNIPEG3 1963 A}TD 1988
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Appendix I
RIVER OSBORNE - UONTNG
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National LibrarY
of Canada

Canadian Theses Service

NOTICE

THE QUALITY OF THIS MICROFICHE
IS HEAVILY DEPENDENT UPON THE
QUALITY OF THE THESIS SUBMITTED
FOR ¡4ICROFILMING.

UNFORTUNATELY THE COLOURED
TLLUSTRATIONS OF TEIS THESIS
CAN ONLY YIELD DIFFERENT TONES
OF GREY.

Bibliothèque nationale
du Canada

Service des thèses canadiennes

LA OUALITE DE CETTE MICROFICHE
DEPEND GRANDEMENT DE LA OU.A,LITE DE LA
THESE SOUMISE AU Ì4ICROFILMAGE'

MALIIEUREUSEMENT, LES DIFFERENTES
ILLUSTRÃTIONS EN COULEURS DE CETTE
THESE NE PEUVENT DONNER QUE DES
TEINTES DE GRÏS"
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Appendix J

RTVER OSBOR!{E . T,AND
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Appendix K

RI1¡ER OSBORNE - CONDITION
BUTLDINGS

OF RESIDENTIAL
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Appendix L
RT\TER OSBORNE SOCIO-ECONOMTC CHAR.åCTERISTTCS

I.II RIVER OSBORNE

. L.TilNtC OR|CIN (TOP 5)

aRITISH , I,jjS 40.21
GERðÀN i 370 g.4l
NÀîIVE : 100 6. Bt
SRENCH : 2{5 5.6t
UKRÀINIÀN | 24O 5-4r

POPUI,ATION CIIAN(,;E

PÀsT 19? l. : 5 .465
I976¡ 5,195

PRÊSENT I98l: 1,550
FUTURE 1986: 4,683

ì.991¡ {,665
1996 i 4,653
2001: a,6lt

1YTNNTPEC ARE.,{ CHAR,ACTERTZATION
SOCIO.ECONOMIC CTIARACT¡:RISITCS

. INCOM¡: ANI) T:MPT.OYÀI!:NT

PoPULÀTIoN ÀcED l5r : 3,995
EHPLOYED | 2,'t3O
U}IEHPLOYED : 2OO
TOTÀL LÀBOUR FORCE t 2t9j'

PÀRTICfPÀTION RÀTES
FEHÀÍ,E : 64.9

HAI,E : I1.9

ÀVËRÀGE
T¡ON-FÀHILÌ ¡NCOHU : $IO,445

¡'AHILY ¡ilCoHn | 5¡rj,t22

ÀGE (YEÀÂ6) 
'OTÀL 

ÞCT TEHÀLE

TOTAL
0- ¡l
5- 9

I0 - la
I5 - 19
20-21
25-29
l0-3{
35 - 39
{0 - ,t{
45 - l9
50 - 5,1
s5 - 59

á AGE/SEX DISTRIBUTTON

{,550 100.0 2,51O. 2OS ¡l .5 I0O
t,t5 3.2 80' 75 1.6 . ,t0
315 7.t 2t5

I,0o5 22.t 560
, 800 l?.6 38s

120 9.2 180
190 1.2 80
I20 2.6 60
100 2,2 60
I35 3.0 85
160 3.5 95
130 2.9 70
705 t5.5 s3s

60 - 6{ ¡
65 r ovERr

OCCUPÀÎION TOTAL PCT FEHÀt,E HÀLE

PROfESSIONÀL/ÌiÀNÀGER¡ÀL¡ 875 29.9 {55 a30
cLDRTCÀL/SÀLES/SERV¡CE t t,295 14.2 8to {60PRIMÀRY¡NOUSTRIES ! O O.O O OhÀiluF./coNsTR.,/1RÀDES ¡ {65 t5.9 60 185Oî¡tl:H : 255 B. ? 65 l9O

HÀLE

ì,980
95
65
l0

125
445
115
245
1t0

45
55
65
55

t35

. OCCUP,{TIONAL DTSTRIsUTION

. MARMAL STATUS

HI DoHEo ¡ ¡¡ I3 9. I torvoRcEo t 250 5.51
SBPARÀîEo r 25i S.6t

RRIED t 1,280 2g.t¡
¡ 2.350 51.6t

. FAMILY CIIAR.ACTERISTICS

LOIIE PÀRERî FÀlt¡LIES: 205
NON-FÀ¡IILI pERSONS | 2,i65
îOîÀL FÀÌIILIES ¡ 815

ÀVERAGE
CHILOREN PER PM¡LT 3 O.?
PERSONS PER FA¡ILT ¡ 2.¡

GRÀDE g OR LESS¡ 4t5 lt.lr
G$OES 9 - ll ! 990 2t.gt
HIGH 6CHOOL DPL: 390 9.87
îR.ÀOÉ 6CHOOL . 9¡5 22.91
sonE oltrvERs¡1r¡ 650 I6.3r
UNIV. DECREE : 610 t5.3t

. EDUCAT¡ON OBTAINED
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Appendix M

CENTENNIAL - UONING
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Appendix N

CENTENNIAL - LAND USE
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Appendix O

CENTENNIAL - CO¡{DITION OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
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Appendix P

CENTEN}{IA,L - SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHAR.ACTERISTICS

I. O2 CEilTETIHIÀL

. ETIIN¡C ORIGIN fTOP 5}

aR¡lISH : 675 2l.gt
NÀT¡VE ¡ 570 20.91
ÀsIÀN . 225 8.31
UKRÀINIÀN : I7O 6.2I
FRENCH : I¡5 5.]I

POPUI.ATION CIIANCE

PÀsT 19?ì.: 3,510
19?6r 21865

PRESENT t98I¡ 2.€j0
FUîURE I986: 2 ,Al5

I99l: 2,690
1996: 2.617
2001: 2,55{

WINn{!PEG AREIT CTTÅR.ACTERIZ.ATXON'ùqI}:I-.I

. INCOMF: ANI) EMPLOYMENT

POPULAÎ¡ON ÀGED I5+ I 2,045
EHPLOYED : I 30
UHEHPLOYED : I35
îOTÀL LÀBOUR FORCE : 965

PÀRî¡CIPÀlTON RÀTTS
FEHÀLE : 34 ,5

HÀLE : 58 .8

ÀVER ÀG E
NOII.PÀH¡LT IHCOHE : ç5,288

PÀHILI INCOHE: $12,612

ÀcE(fEÀRal:$:. îoîÀL pct . FEHÀ!.E HÀLE

lOrÀL r 2,830 100.0 1,380 l,a5o
0 - { r 2{5 8.7 I20 IIo
5 - 9 t 225 8.0 t¡.0 ltol0 - I{ ¡ 2¿t0 8,5 t2o 120

15 - 19 . 215 8.7 t2O I25
20 - 2l ¡ 210 8.5 lto tio
25 - 29 t ¡.80 6.{ too 85
30 - t{ r :r - 165 5.8 IOO 65i5 - 39 ¡;'i. . r3o {.6 Bs aõ{0 - al t'. 135 a.8 60 7O
a5 - {9 r lao {.9 60 75
50 - 5a ., r-i-. l8o 6.t 75 IOs
s5 - 59 1ì lÌ. r.o ..9 6s 80
60 - 6a t í. I30 {.6 50 BO
65 É OVER! ._ {11 __15.t-__ r6s 22s

.:. ô AGE/SEX TXSTRIEUNON

. gil¡R(t \t1¡t\I¡ \{ 
^\A0^ 

tqr I tN\t,\

PROFESSTONÀL/IIÀNÀG¿RI^Lr 7O 7.3
CLERTCÀL¿/AÀLE8/AERV¡CB¡ 290 30.1
PRI}IART¡HDUAîRIES I O O.O
líÀiluF.i/CONSTR./ÎRÀDES ¡ 3{O 35.2
oTHER ¡ 180 l8 .7

OCCUPÀî¡OH IOTÀL PCl FEHÀLE IIÀL8

. OCCUPATTONAL DISTR¡BUT¡ON

s ¡ ücLE
IBD

SEPARÀÎAO
voRcu D

l)t:1^R1Àlt.Nt ¡tt. t NlttatNrfl Nt 1t I't ,\NñtNt

1,525 53.9¡
805 28.t1
235 E.3¡
ll0 3.9¡
150 5. 3t

. FAMr Ly ctI¡uctt¡¡sncs
LOI¡E PÀRBIII PÀ¡t¡LIE8t 2OO
¡¡oH-F^ñ¡Lt pERsOtra r 715
101ÀL PÀñIL¡ES ¡ 575

ÀVERÀGE
CHILDREN PER PÀH¡LI I I.7
PeRSO¡|S PER P^tttLt r 3.3

030
t35 130.

00'
t00 2t0
60 120

'. i.'

jJ

GR.^Da e OR LESI¡¡ 1,005
cRÀors 9 - 13 .. a..ilr\ 620
HtGfl ocHooL op¡t{t}',r.:. rr¡ :
IR¡¡)B Acsool.,:Htflffir 299 i
EonE.oxtysnstlÏlll¡Fl 5o 

-.

utllv¡,.PECnlE l..rrt,ì.i.- : SO

ô EDUC¡{T¡ON brrrlr¡eo

180

,19.0¡
10. 2¡

5 .61
9.8¡'2.9t'2.{¡



Appendíx Q

ST. JO}INI S - SOCIO.ECONOMIC CI{åR.åCTERISTICS

3.06 sî JoHH6

I E-rHNlc ontctN (roP 5)

oRrftslt r 1,7t5 20.2t
UKRÀI¡llAN 2 1.295 15.2t
PoLISH | 71O 9.Ot
ÀSIAN : 7t5 B.tt
GERHAII ! 650 7.6r

POPU¡,ATION CHANGE

PÀST I97l: 11,030
1976 ! 9,70S

PRESEHl l9€1¡ 8,560
FUIuRE 1986r 8,129

I99I! 7.917
1996 t 7 .722
2001! 7,518

\ryTNNIPEG AREA CHARACTERTZATTON
SOCIO.ACÐNOMTC CHARACTERISTICS

ÉHq

'w

. INCOME AND FIIIPTÐYMENT

POPULÀ1¡oN AGED l5+ t 6,655
EHPLOYED I 3,775
UNEHPLoTED I 295
îOîÀL LABOUR FORCE r 1.075

PÀRlICIPÀîION RÀfgs
FEHÂLE ! 5I.I

HÀLE r 73-2

AVERAGE
l¡Otl-FÀHILf INCOHE r 69r200

FÀHILY lFCoilE r ç18.27{

AGE (IEÀNA) lOlAL PCl FEIIALE HÀI.N

TOlÀL
0- I
5- 9

l0 - la
15 - 19
20-21
2s-29
30 - ll
35 - 39
40-11
45 - a9
50-51
55 - 59
60 - 6{

. AGE/SEX DISTRIBUTION

. strtcÊ stAttsttß (^H^D^ trt GñtÁ

8,560 100.0 ¡ûr3lo 4.oso
685 8.0 3ao 31s
385 6.S 285 100
525 7.3 j 320 305
725 8.5 i tos 3zs
880 10.3 aso 125
7 15 8.7 , 355 380
6t5 . 7.2 

":. 
325 2e0

130 s.0 225 205
310 1.0 175 l?0
370 t.3 200 t 70
395 {.6 220 l?s

. 500 5 .8 280 225
¿10 ,1.8 220 t95

L.225 l4.l 695 sls65 ¡ ovER:

OCCUPÀTIO¡] lOlAL PCl TEHÀLE }iÀLE

pRoFEssloNÀL/HÀNAcEFrÀLr t90 t2.o 2Bo l90
CLERlCAfr/SÀLES/E¿RvtcE ! 1.615 J9,6 995 6Zs
PRI}IÀRY¡NDUSIRIZS t O O.O O O
HÀNUF./Cot¡sTR.,/îRAoES 3 1,190 36.6 lB0 1,120
olrfER . 420 to, l 1 50 275

. OCCUPAÎIONAL DtSIN,!BUTTON

ITIGLE

. MARTT,{L STATUS

w ¡ DolrED
I) IVORCEU
SEPARATED

RIED

l)l:tt^RtÀlt Nt rrt I N\'tD.rñqrr'{t {t rt 
^NNtN'

3.860 I 5. tt
3,5t5 al.tt

620 7.21
280 l. lt
290 l-ar

i FAMILY CHARACTERISlI(]S

LONE PÀNE¡¡î FÀHIL¡EST {90
NON-FÀÌITLY PERSONS : 1,6?5
îOTÂL FAHILTES : 2,205

ÀV ERÀGE
CHILDNEN PER FÀ}lILI: I.]
PERSOHS PER FA¡{¡ T.f : ]. I

I
CRÀDE I OR LESS: 1,760 26,1t
CR^DES9-13 ¡ 2.a15 36.61
H¡GH SCI|OOL DPLI 560 B.{¡
ÎRADE SCüOOL : I,150 17.31
6OHE UN¡VERS¡1T: 195 ?.17
UHIV. DECREE I 260 l.9l

. EDUcATtoN onr¡¡x¿o ,r.7.
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Appendix R

SOCIO.ECONOMIC CI{ARACTERTSTICS

2,180 20.8¡
2,080 .I9.91

990 9.5t
560 5. t¡
{85 l.6r

POPULATION CIIANCË

PÀST t97L ¡ 1I,505
19?6¡ 10,8{o

PRESEHl l98l¡ l0,a?0
P0T0RE 19863 lo,29I

l99l ¡ 9 .737
1996¡ 9.176
2001¡ 9.236

WTNNII'EG AREA CIIARA(jI'IJRIZA]IION
s(rcto-Ec0NoMtc cHARACTERTSTTCS

. INCOME AND EMPT,OYMËNT

I PoPULÀfIoH Àceo l5r : B,l?o
I EHPLoYED ¡ a,650
I uNEllPLorEo ¡ 505I TorÀL LAsouR poRcE : 5,150
I

PÀRlIC¡PÀlIOH ilÎES, PCltÀLE : 51 .3
HÀLE 3 73.6

ÀVERÀGE
NON-PMILt THCOHÉ ¡ S7,82I

FÀHIL! ¡NCOile ¡ $¡8,251

ÀGE (YEÀRS) ÎOTÀL PCf REHÀLE }IÀLE

TOlÀL
0- I
5- 9

r0 - ta
ts - 19
20-24
25-29
30 - tt
J> - J9
{0 - tt
{5 - t9
50-5a
55-59
60 - 6{

ô AGE/STiX D¡STRIBUTTON

. yÐrc!, f^t56cuÆ^ tÉl cM

10,{70 I00.0 5,5,¡5 1,925
880 8. { 135 ll 5
710 6.8 3{0 l7o
705 6.7 305 t00
865 8.3 {10 af5

1,060 10.t 5{O 5t5
895 8.5 475 ,t 15
865 8.3 ,tao 420
585 5.6 290 300
4 80 a .6 260 220
{80 a.6 235 240
165 1.1 2't0 r9s
480 {.6 265 220
{60 ¡.t 2s0 t8o

l,s{o la,? 945 5s565 ! ovER¡

OCCUPATION îOTÀT PCT PEHÀLE HÀLE

PROFESSIOITÀL¿/}|ÀNÀGERIÀLs 190 9.5 295 2¡,5
cLERICÀL/SÀLES./SERVrCrj ¡ ¡,970 38.2 1,2a5 7¡5
PRIHÀRY INDUSîR¡ES ¡ 30 0.6 o o
nÀHUt'./coNsrR./1RÀoEs t 2.o7o 10.2 6?o l,aoo
OTlltR ¡ 525 lO .2 I 55 365

. OC'CUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTToN

S TIGLE
l4ÀRR tEO
t{tDoflsD
D IVORCED
S EPÀRÀTED

. MARITAL STATUS

DEPAR,TMAÈT OF ENVIN,ONMEN¡AI- PI.ANNINO

1,775 a5.6t
4,320 { t.3t

810 ?.9t
2?0 2.61
280 2.7t

r FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS

LONE PÀRENT FÀHIL¡ES: {60
lON-PÀlllLY PERSONS , 2,2L5
1O1Àl FÀr{tL¡ES . 2.575

ÀVERÀCE
CIIILOREN PER PÀH¡LÍ : l.a
PERSOI¡S PER AÀH¡LY I 3.2

GRÀDE I OR LESS: 2,520 30.8t
GRÀDES9-13 t 2,150 10.0t
HICH SCHOOL OPL: 855 I0.5t
TRÀDE SCHOOL : 1,280 ì5.?t
soHE uNtVERSrrt¡ 7t0 8,7r
UH¡V. DEcReE : 155 4. l¡

. EDUCATION OBTAINE¡)
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Ãppendix S

ffiMORIAL - SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHåR.åCTERISTTCS

1.03 l{EHORTAL

o EIHN¡C ORTC|N (TOP 5)

I

I BRt?taH
I UXRÀtr¡tÀ¡t
i NÀr¡vB
. GERIIAN.

FR E}ICH

F'OFUT.ATTON O|ANGE

P^3? l97lr 6,7{s
1976 r 5.2o0

PRrsEUf l9gl¡ i,165
TUIURB 1986r 5.271

l99lr s,llt
.1996t 4.97A' ¡001¡ {,833

wnNNt¡'rtc AR&iA Ct I AR^c t ¡iRIzA.I.toN
S(rcIO-BCONOM|C CH ARA(;rERrsTrcs

. INOOME AND EMPIÆYMENT

POFULAT¡OH AGED I5T
EHPLOT ¿D
ONEHPLOTBD
TOîAL LABOUR FORCE

PÀR?ICIPÀÎTO}¡ RÀÎS9

TOlÀL
0- I
5- 9

l0 - t{
t5 - t9
20-2a
25-29
30-34
35 - 39
l0 - {l
15 - {9
50 - 5l
55 - 59
60 - 6t
65 É ovER

ô ACF/SEX DISTRIBUTIOÑ

.trG r^lBTgcaAu¡Etffi

TOîAL PCl FEHÀ¿E HÀLE

1.763
220
160
l{0
3¡0
775
615
tl0
210
185
175
223
260
235
770

100.0 2,a83 2.28O{.6 r05 90
3.4 75 8s2.9 it: 70- 7.1 190 I5016.l alo, lss

12.9 290ï. 3258.6 175.: 235
5.0 rro i r3o
3.9 g5 lo57.1 7o Io0

. 1.1 t3o 905,5 lao l3o,1.9 725 lr516,2 ¡80 260
!

PROPESS¡OHÀL,/HÀÑÀGERIÀLr 535 18.7 lt5cLeRICÀL/SALES,/SERVtCE t t,330 ¡6.6 1aOPRI}IARY INTUSTR¡¿S r 30 I.I õHANUP./CoNslR./TRADES 's 5I5. l8.o 75o?HER r aoo, ta.O rió

OCCUPÀTIOH ', TOîÀL 'rcT PEHÀLE HÀT,E

. OCCUPATIONAL DISIRIBTITION

INCLE | 2,605 51 .7tHARRIEO : ì,,215 25.51
HTDoHED ¡ lg5 S.lt
DIVORCED : 290 6.tl
SEPÀRÀTED ¡ 265 5.6I

' MARtTAt, s-t^ r Iis

DEPA.RII}ÍE|íÍ OF ENV¡RONMENÎAL PLANNINO

. FAMILY CIIARAC'rÍ]RISTICS

LONE PARENT FÀfiILÍEs: 2L5
HOII.FÀHILY PERsoNs . 2,285
ÎOîÀL FÀHILIES t 175

ÀV ERÀGE
CN!LDREN PER FAHII,Y: 0.9
PERSOI¡S PER FÀHILY . 2.6

200
590
l0

{20
210

GRÀDc I OR LESS: A65
CR^DES9-13 : 1,I75
¡lICll SCHOoL DpL: 320
îRÂDE SCHOOL : 850
SOHE UNÍVERS¡TY: S2O
Ui¡IV. DDGREE : 10S
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CTTY TOTÀL - SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARÀCTERISTICS

L. CITY TOTÀL

. E'TIIN¡C ORICIN (TOP 5)

BRIl¡SH
UKRÀIN¡ÀN
C€RHÀII
FR ËIICH
POLI SH

20J .975 36.5t
56 , 305 t0. lt
51,530 9.2t
11,130 7.,¡t
17.695 3.2q

Appendix T

POPTJI,Al'¡ON CIIAN(;E

PÀST 197l¡ 515,215
l9?6 : 560,880

PRESôNT.l98l: 564,,1?5
FUTURS 1986: 599. 508

l99t:619,305
1996:635.203
2001:645,301

WINNIPBG AREA Cfd¿,R.ACTERIZ.{TION*u,r#f'rv^*,
socto-EcoNoMlc cHARAcrrRrsrrcs :r:ir'1 ' ( .

. INCOMT: ANI) F:MPI,OYMENT

POPULAfION ÀCED I5+ : {12,005
EHPLOYED :283,780
UNEHPLOYED : 15,550
îOTÀL LÀBOUR AORCE , 299.325

PÀRlIC¡PATION RÀTES
FEHÀLE: 57.I

MÀLE : 79.5

AVERÀCE
Noìl-FÀHfLY ¡NCOHE : SlO,670

FÀ¡t¡f.Y ttcoðr: : 526,669

ÀGE (t8àR6l

TOlÀL
0- {
5- 9

l0-la
15 - 19
20-24
25-29
30 -.3{
3s-39
{0 - {,¡
15 - a9
50-5t
55-59
60 - 6t
65 tr OVER

I. . AGE/SEX DISTRTBUT¡ON

TO?ÀL PCT FEIIÀLE IIÀLB

56{,,t75 100.0 292,565 271,905
18,020 6.7 r8,t95 19.520
18,{60 6.8 18,715 t9,?45
{0,365 7.2 19.765 20,595
50,a35 ,8.9 25,29O 25.145
57 .1O5 l0 . 2 29 ,52O 27 .AA5
51,830 9.2 26,195 25.llo
a6,6{5 8.3 23,850 22.19O
35,030 6.2 L7,75O r7.28O
28,660 5.r 1{,580 11,080
28,t10 5.0 tlt23s 1t,880
28,{55 5.0 tt,855 13,600
29,950 5.3 16,180 r3,765
25,{oo 1.5 I3,730 1r,665
65,705 lt.6 79,22O 26,19O

occupÀT¡ox TorÀú ecr ¡ex¡r.e. .: BÂiÊ
l:q.. r

PRoeEsaÍoFAL/HÀNÀGERtÀL¡ ?l,ls5 21.8 lr,orS ltiliió
CLER¡CÀL,/6ÀLES,/SERVICE : t3l,2l5,11.8 82r070 52rll5
pRtltÀRr ¡HDUSIRIEa r 3,055 l.o 180 2¿580
HÀHUP./coNsTR./TRÀDÌ:S r 66,5t0 22.2 10.?a0 .35'?75
oTltER t 22.2as 1,4 6,085 15r{o0

. occlJpATroNAL prsrRrBt,Trox .ii-¿:11.{ii Ì: - :

-----------l iìi.-. ,'¡ .o EDUC^T¡oN OFtAlt'iED
r¡ox TorÀú pcr FE¡rÀLB. .: tiÂr.Elìì{.'.-

I :'. . I .r'ì l cornc ¡ ôÞ a peat tÕ n<< I

6¡NGÍ,B ¡ 243,185 ll.t¡
r{ÀRRTEO I 260.880 46.21
H¡DOflBD t )2.620 5.61
DTYORCEO I 13,550 .2.,¡¡
6EP^RÀ1SO r l{ ,2{0 2.5¡

. MARTTAL STATUS

ttt l'r! tÀÍ rrt .r, I Nt tr,r¡,\Í Nt \t r.r 
^NNtN(¡

,']

. FA}IILY CIIARACTEN¡STICS

LONE PÀREHl PÀH¡LIES¡ I9,T55
NOR-AÂ¡lILf PARSorlf¡ ¡ 90,500
lOtÀL FAHTC¡ES ¡ l{6,865

AVARÀCE
CH¡LDREX P8R PÀ,I¡LI ¡ I.3.'.
PERSO¡|S PER r^HILI ¡ 3.1

CRÀDE I OR LESgr. 70.855 16.01
GRADBS 9 - 13 r l{1,950 12.Ir
nrcH acsooL DÞLr a¡.?65 9.9r
ÍRÂDE ECHOOL r' 96r9lo 21.9r
6oHt uNrvERsttt¡ i t5r7to lo. lt
uxtv. DEGREE I {2.780 9.?t
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9{INNIPEG CORE AREA INITIATI\TEI S ELIGIBILTTY
CRITERIA FOR FT'}{DTNG COMMT]NITY

snRvrcgs/racrr,rtrss (e)

wtÄ¡r,¡rpec coRE AREA tNtnATtvE

Appendix U

ì . Objecti ves and acti vi ti es:

. Has the submission provided evidence of an actual need in the core
area that mày be alìeviated through suppìenented services/facilities?

. Do the objectives relate to this weìì-defined need and propose a
solution to the probìem?

. Can the proposed objectives be accønplished through the work pìan
provi ded?

. Can these activities be accornplished within availabìe time constraints?

. Are the activities being proposed designed to operate soìeìy within the
core area?

. Do the objectives and activities indicate that there will be a net gain
in service to cone area residents?

. Are the activities being proposed in any direct competition to activiites
being conducted by similar private or pubìic operations?

2. Sponsor:

. How is the sponsor organized (i.e., non-profit, etc.)?

. k{hðt is the extent of the sponsor's cørmunity base?

. Hhat ls thelr history of cønnunity involvenent (particuìar to the
core area)?

. Hhat specific gnoup or service area is the sponsor normatly involved in?

. Hhat are the overaìì goals of the sponsoring organization?

. How do the goaìs of the sponsor relate to the objectives of the proposed
project (i.e., Is there consistency)?

. Hhat ls the source(s) of the sponsor's present operating funds?

. What fs the sponsor's history of administering funds adequately?

. Hhat is the sponsor's history of neeting obJectives of past projects?

. Hhat direct support wilì th€ sponsor provide to assist the operations?

ELIGIBILITY CRITTRIA: PROGRÂHS 4 & 5 (ttøt'H 66)
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WINNIPEG CORE ÀREA TNITIATI\TE'S ELIGIBILTTY
CRITERIA FOR FT'NDING COMþÍT'NITY

sgRvrcns/racrr,rrrgs ( s )

3. lIIqct upon the service area:

. þlilì there be new, expanded or upgraded services avallable to corearea residents/neighbourhoøs (where there was prrviously a !ip-tnservice)?

. Do the proposed^services provide an increase in social or economic
opportun i ti es ?

. Is the service area in question a priority area under the program(s)
randate?

. what wilì the short-term lnnact of the project be in terms of jobs
created, cormuni ty involvenænt?

. Hiìì.the proposed services raise expectations which cannot be accom-
modated after the life of the Agreeenent?

4. Involverent and suÞport:

Appendix V

. Do the proposed activities farì outside the criteria of estabìished
gove rnrrent/pri vate progranrni ng?

' Have the. sponsors approached other programs for support? If so, whatwere the resuìts; if not, wtry not?

. Havg attempts been made to utilize the services of other agencies inthe provision of the proposed services?

' Could an existing service organization providing sl¡nflar activltlesaccottplish the proposed uprk, rather irran aufíièaling uny ad¡ninistra-tive requirencnts?

' Is there adequate evidence of cornnrnity involvenent ln the developnentof the services?

5. Financiaì:

. Hhat atternpts have been snde to secune àrternate or cornprenentary
fundi ng?

. For facilities, are there ary equity positions to be taken?

' Hhat is the relationship of the proposed budget to operatrons of asimilar nature?

. Hhat is the baìance between administrative and service-provrdrngportions of the budget?
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THE ç{INNIPEG CORE ÀREA

"åLLOCATTONS:

Appendíx Ft

INITIA,TI\TE' S FT'NÐING
1 986-1 991

SECTOR I:

Program l:

Program 2:

Program 3:

Program 4:

Program 5:

S€CTOR II:

Program 6:

Program 7:

Program 8:

Program 9:

Program l0:

SECTOR fIt:

Program I l:

Program l2:

Program l3:

Resource Allocations by Sector 19O00,0001

Entrepreneurial and Strategic Site Development

Industrial and Entrepreneurial Support

The Exchange Districr Redevelopment

East Yards Redevelopment

Riverbank Enhancement

Strategic Capital Projects

CANADA.MANITOBA.WINNIPEG
TRIPÂRTITE AGREEMEÀ{T
FOR THE
WII{T.I¡PEG CORE ÂREA

ñ-eighbourhood and Communitv Revitaliation

Neighbourhood and Communirv Development 516.0

lnner Citv Foundation 1.0

Housing l0.s

laining and Emplovmenr 12.0

Neighbourhood ltfain Srreers and Small Business Support Services $ S.0

ñIanagement and Co-ordination

Central Administrarion

Public Information and Programming

Evaluatio n

$ 4.0

9.0

20.0

5.0

t3.0

Subtoral I4.5

TOTAL $tfi).0

Subtotal ß51.0

Subtotai .914.5

s 2.8

t.3

.4
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